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FOREWORD 

At the International Hospital Federation’s Seventeenth International Hospital 
Congress held in Dublin in June,] 97 1, one session considered the value of 
standardizing buildings and methods when planning for the provision of health care 
in developing cduntries. Those involved in the medical work of voluntary organi- 
zqtrons expressed immediate interest. Several of the architects present offered 
their help in making a detailed study of this approach to health care. 

The idea of a Model Health Centre was presented by Dr. D. A. Andersen to the 
meeting of the Medical Committee of the Conference of Missionary Societies in 
Great Britain and Ireland, (CBMS) on 27th October, 1972 and found such favour 
that a special committee was appointed, under Dr. Andersen’s chairman& to 
bring in expert opinion. 

At the first meeting of this special committee a working party was se! zp to prepare 
a report describing the buildings of a Model Health Centre, its staff, eqipment and 
the work which should be undertaken from and in it. The names of members of 
the Medical Committee, special committee and working party are @ven on page vi. 

The working party met on twelve occasions and, in presenting its report, wouid lie 
to express its appreciation for the valuable !idvice and criticism received from many 
persons with special knowledge and experience in the field of he&h care in 
developing areas. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report is a contribution to the study of the problems associated with the 
provision of health care services in developinS areas. Such services usually have 
their outreach into the community by means of small clinics, sometimes in isolated 
positions. Shortage of money and staff preclude the establishment of any larger 
units, at least in the fmt inst;;nce. The small clinic is fully described in the 
Appendices to the report. 

From such small beSinning it may be that a site’on which a small clinic has been 
established will become well placed for the care of a growing community. The 
report shows how, with careful forethought in the siting of the first buildin@ and 
the allocation of land, such a clinic may be developed into a Health Centre. In the 
opinion of the working party the Health Centre, a Model of which is described in 
detail, should be the most efficient unit upon which to plan the health care of a 
population of up to 20,000 people within a radius of from 10 to 20 miles. 

Further growth of population or the improvomont of communications and tram 
up 

ort 
facilities may show that ono of tho Health Centror is so woll located that it sho d 
be developed into a District Hospital. 
rolovant Appendtcor. 

This dovolopmon! is also described in the 

Every aspect encountered in the course of the BtUdieB (includfnB training of rtaff, 
staff duties, oquipmont, construction of build@s, provision of essential servitor) 
has been set out in tho A 
curmry outlino, it being R 

Bendices some of which are in dotail, others in a more 
oped that persons with grcator oxporionco will improvo 

upon tho report where detail is lacking. Whilst full use has boon made of tho 
knowledge and experience @nod from the ro arts of other 
Bold8 in which furthor BttIdieB arc essential. fh t 

oups, there are romo 
ose include o training programmes 

for Btaff at all lovol8, with emphasis on the value of the auxtliary health worker, and 
the services of the Hoalth Centro, as envisaged, in the hoalth education of the 
camunity. 

It is emphasized that the Health Centre as presented in the report is a Model which 
must be ads ted to meet the need8 of each individual location. Only by translating 
the propo saf s carefully into practice can their value be tested. All plans must be 
subjected to continuous revision in the light of experience. 

The Medical Committee would welcome contributions and criticisms which would 
improve the contents of this report, which ir now offorod a8 a design primor and 
reference book for those OngsgOd in planning, dovoloping and operating health 
services whether at a national or local level. 

Chairman, Medical Committoe . 
Conference of Missionary Societies in Great Britain and Ireland 

9th June, 1975 



A MODEL HEALTH CENTRE 

Chapter I - The background, the Model, important areas for further 
study and tbe future. 

The Background 

Thcnecdfortkstudy 

Increasingly, the Health Centre is being seen as an instrument of forward-looking 
medical policy. So now seems to be a good time at which to clarify attitudes to 
Health Centres, and to take a look at why they are needed, how they work, what 
they are supposed to do and what they should look like. 

l%emedi&needandhowitcanhemet 

Those concerned with health care in the developing world recognize that health 
delivery based mainly on patients in need coming to hospitals must fail to me& 
more than a small fraction of total health needs. The problem is vast and no 
expansion of traditional facilities can in practical terms hope to meet the demand. 
A policy is needed which is capable of coping with this expanding problem: this 
policy will have to be radical and must take account of economics, available man- 
power and medical possibilities. 

Economics c 

Costs must be kept to the ‘morally’ accept?h!e minimum. 
threshold is a very major problem. 

The setting of ti is 
Economically there is also the problem that 

people living in rural areas practising subsistence agriculture are Jifficult to ma&, 
which puts up costs; and by deiinition contx3ute little to the national purse from 
which their health care is to be paid for. Morals and economics dictate the need 
for x reasonably even spread of care-facilities. 

Manpower 

There is no possibility in the foreseeable future of a sufficient number of medical 
and nursing graduates being available to deal directly with medical needs. It must 
be clear that planned delegation of duties to auxiliary workers is inevitable and no 
one should be required continually to perform a task which someone less qualified 
can readily be taught to do competently. How this is to be done in the longer term 
is a massive problem, and many proposed solutions offend established medical 
opinion. This report accepts the need for auxiliaries. It is particularly noted that 
age-structure in developing countries, with a remarkably high percentage of young 
children, encourages a st;ut on younger patients, and that this type of care can be 
made to ti0 in with maternity care! implying in turn a population increasin~y 
re;cted by immumzatron; auxrhary workers are particularly appropnate m these 

. 

Implement&on 

We know a great deal more about the causes, prevention and treatment of 
diseases than we put into practice. Several diseases can be eradicated, prevented or 
treated comparatively economically and by less skilled people. It seems reasonable 
to suggest that such diseases and their treatment should take high priority in the 
policy. 

A balanced approach 

A balanced approach is needed, a balance between prevention and cure, a balance 
between ‘under use of the highly quaiifiid in some areas and over use of the less 
qualified in others, between sophisticated care benefitting a limited number and 
much less sophisticated care for the majority, between ‘applying’ health to people 
wrth a hospital and teaching poop10 in the community to help themselves, between 
a medical profession rightly proud of its overall health care history and a system of 
delivery that notes the importance of agriculture, nutrition and hygiene in the 
health of the community. 



The value of the auxiliaq 

The pressure on skilled manpower, the high cost of traditional facilities and 
delivery and the huge problems of delivery in a dispersed population may appear to 
drive practical solutions into the realm of second class medicine pedtied by 
auxiliaries, the retail outlets being cheap pseudo-hospitals. But in examining this 
problem the positive desirability of planned community-based preventive medicine, 
tied in with the essential basic needs of communities for adequate nutrition, hygiene, 
etc., suggest that in fact auxiliaries, supported by and communicating regularly with 
qutied staff, can do an immensely valuable job extremely well, and in doing so . 
may reduce the hard core medical problems to a scale where, with reasonable 
forecasts of availability of skilled staff, we can hope to deal with them. This report 
adopts this cheerful view cheerfully. 

The need for early action 

Ideally, fairly detailed evaluatiois of current medical facilities, current disease 
prevalence patterns and population spreads should be carried out by trained teams 
before programmes are put in hand. This requires the training of teams to carry 
out such evaluations in order that future programmes can be precisely aimed at 
specific problems. This report accepts that such surveys are not yet available and 
that thEre is a shortage of people who could carv them out. This is not seen as an 
adequate reason for delaying a&on, and it is noted that many Centres must be built 
before the problem has become so reduced and refined that precise aiming is 
necessary and practicable. It is also noted that training programmes must be 
instituted to train the people who will do the surveys. 

The Model 

The aiq of the study 

This study illustrates a Health Centre and describes it and its workings in some 
detail. The study is offered as a design primer and reference for people faced with 
planning problems in the field. In some cases, the plan may be suitable as it stands. 
In others, additions or omissions will be necessary. To assist in adapting the plan, 
much of the preliminary work behind the design is offered for examination in the 
Appei:dices. 

Using the Model 

The study was initially restricted to a single model plan. As work progressed, 
and as discussion widened, thz need for a range of facilities became increasingly 
dear, the range extending downwards to smaller units. The Model is therefore 
shown in the drawings both complete and broken up into smaller pieces. A specific 
layou: is proposed even in small buildings to allow for future expansion. Any 
arrangement or rearrangement can be made. Planners inspecting the Model may 
feel it does not suit them at all, but it is hoped that this consistent volume of infor- 
mation can still be a ‘companion’ in the planning process. As most developing 
countries compared with the West have twice the number of under fives and half 
the working population, this report stresses a preference for the larger under fives 
clinic as the smallest desirable unit. 

The general place of Health Centres in the spectrum of health care buildings 

In most developing countries, five main categories of health care facilities exist: 

1. The larger, often teaching, hospital (a Regional Hospital) 
2. The smaller hospital (a District Hospital) 
3. The Health Centre . 
4. The smallest reasonable clinic 
5. Mobile services 

This study is primarily set in category 3, but areas of high or low density will 
need special consideration. It must never be forgotten that a Centre is part of a 
network of care facilities. *The references between Centres and the mutual responsi- 
bilities of more and less skilled staff, the links between r’c,tltres and District Hospitals 
and sub-centres need careful thought, definition and firm implementation. It is not 
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intended to cover urban centres, although examination might show the fundamental 
theory to be the same in the town as in the countryside. 

The &a&g of the Model Centre 

The medical job to be done by the Centre can probably be best described by 
referring to what could be seen as a near ideal level of staffing as set out below: 

(a) Two principal staff: hospital trained nurses, midwives, medical 
assistants. 

The principal staff will have a full nurses’ training or a full medical assistants’ 
training within the terms of the country in which they serve. It must be borne in 
mind that present-day trainiig may not be wholly appropriate. Three years is seen 
as a current minimum for formal training. 

(b) Four auxiliary staff: small hospital or Health Centre-trained nurses, mid- 
wives, medical assistants, dispensers, dressers, 
laboratory workers, etc. with a one to two year 
in-service training. 

(c) Two local assistants: locally recruited and trained. 

These assistants can be expected to be useful workers in the Centre team within 
a year. 

(d) One household assistant: locally recruited and trained for domestic duties. 

(e) Clerk-storeman-driver-mechanic-handyman. * 

Added to category (a) or within category (b) should be a health assistant trained 
in teaching and community medicine and familiar with the agricultural problems of 
the locality. One person in thi.r group must also have a minimum approved 
laboratory training. Additionally, teachers and farmers can be given part-time 
training and can be part-time health workers and may be unpaid. Whilst in different 
places different stresses will be laid on the exact duty and meaning of each of these 
categories, it seems essential to see all the staff as having interlocking responsibilities. 
Thus, for instance, the household assistant can be expected to draw the attentioli 
of the medical staff tu the arrival of B very sick child. Ideally all staff should a: : 
take part in community teaching and home visiting. 

The staff listed should be capable of dealing with up to 200 ‘outpatients’ per day 
and ten beds, supported by hostel accommodation for ‘inpatients’ not requiring bed 
care. Similar Centres to that illustrated work reasonably well with a considerably 
lower staffing level than that described here. 

Consistent with local customs, availability and suitability of accommodation, 
staff can be male or female, single or married. 

Two-way communication 

Regular visits by doctors and two-way communication between the Centre and 
the local hospital must be seen as absolutely crucial to the Centre’s being. 

The Ckntre in the community 

The Centre is to be embedded in the community it serves. Not only are the 
staff to go out into the community, but also the community is to have facilities 
within the Centre; these facilities being the main new idea generated by this study. 
Two-way commurdcafioTibetween the Centre and hospital is to tie the Centre into 
the nationwide health delivery network. 

Expansion of the Model 

Chance or policy may dictate that a particular Centre will grow. The Model is 
therefore proposed as an expandable unit with a specific layout judged against 
turning the Centre into a small hospital at some future date. Such expansion is 
illustrated in outline, but should not be seen as being in any way essential to the 
establishment of a Centre. 
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Important areas for further study 

Evaluation of intention and effect in planning 

The problem of evaluating buildings and organizations and services is one 
receiving much attention at the present time. The aims of these evaluations are 
threefold: fustly, to see whether a facility is living up to expectations in use so that 
when the next run of facilities is planned the ideas behind the first run can be 
adapted to ‘pive a better result; secondly, to measure the effect of the service in 
simple health improvement terms as opposed to testing the organization used; and 
thirdly, as a method of locating gaps in the service so that they can be filled in future. 

Evaluation of results in the field 
This problem particularly affects the worker in a Health Centre in relation to 

medical records. This is too wide a field for the workin? partv to hegin to cover in 
any detail. We note some problems and some proposed solutions in the Appendices. 

Teaching .md communicating 

This report lays emphasis on teaching, training and communication. People 
have to be taught to teach in addition to being taught the discipline in which they 
are going to work. This is another field which we have been unable to cover in any 
detail as insufficient is known about the techniques involved. 

A framework for progress 

The working party feels very strongly that a framework for progress should be 
drawn up in both these fields which might serve to co-ordinate all the work that is 
currently being done. We outline such a possible framework in relation to an ideal 
large scale organizational unit described in Appendix 44 as a macro-unit, the 
proposal being based partly on the proposition that centralized training runs against 
the precept of dispersed community-based medicine. 

The future 

Trying to locate the problems 

The precise position that Health Centres should occupy in a particular country’s 
health delivery network, :he precise job the Centres are to do in that country, how 
they are to be staffed, run and financed, etc., will depend on factors too numerous 
and too varied for any specific comments on the wider organization of health units 
to be very useful. However, the working party, in considering staffmg and training, 
the distribution of Centres and hospitals, and the annotation of community health 
responsibilities, has found it necessary to build wider ideas against some sort of 
framework. This framework is discussed in Appendix 44 (Numbers of people 
served and the distribution of Centres). 

The ‘macro-unit’ 

The macro-unit we have used is large, consistmg of one Keg~onal Hospital relatmg 
to ten District Hospitals, each District Hospital relating to ten main centres and a 
number of sub-centres. An organization proposed on this scale makes a useful 
analytical tool for breaking a national planning problem down into a limited 
number of parcels, each parcel being of a comprehensible size. Each parcel is big 
enough to cover such a wide variety of geographic and population conditions that it 
becomes reasonable, in setting the ideal into an actual situation, to propose a 
substantial but still acceptable loss of efficiency from the ideal pattern: if enough 
people are included in one macro-unit, then the precise proportional differences 
between town and country dwellers, reasonably accessible and virtually inaccessible 
terrains, good and poor communications, and varying population densities, become 
less relevant, giving initial theoretical planning a better chance of being realistic. 

The use of the macro-unit 

The macro-unit attempts to give an overall organizational map on to which 
Health Centres of smaller and larger size, with their supporting network of hospitals, 
can be plotted with some confidence in the resulting requirements for staff of all 
sorts, for buildings, and Car the organization of training. 
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(This dkcriptioh is supported by a number of Appendices. Many of 
these overlap, but the. working party have preferred duplication within 
different subjects to complex cross-referencing. Each Appendix aims to 
cover a particular subject constituting in effect a check-list for that 

- Isubject) 
,‘. 

, 

-_ 
Byic format 

Principal hiter-relationships 

Fig. 1 shows how the main parts of the Centre relate to each other. 

VILLAGE 

SOCIAL AREAS KITCHENS 

-h,LkDS OUTPATIENTS ‘+’ ChXTRAL FACILITIES 

Thesocialarea~ 

The social area, kitchens and hostels a.re placed between the *%age and the 
Centre. This position demonstrates that the area is as mucl: viilage-terd:ory as 
Centre-territory. The buildings are to be improved local buildings, using materials 
and techniques available i.3 ;he community and within their Rnancial resources. 
The buildings will be silent teachers throughout their life, and will provide a place 
where two-way communication between staff and patients, between people and 
people+ ?akes p!ace. Thpr* Ireas are disctissed in Appendices 1 arid ! 3. ..&“.,.. . 

Where problems of ,nalnutritici~ could be a!leviated by ,n-,rden cultivation on a 
‘small plot such a p!z shou!d form part ou^ the social area. it should be worked by 
a member of the Centk staff, using no more time or money than a member of the 
community could affc;rii. 

Basic organimtion 

Fig. 2 expands the relationships between the main parts. 

ALL AGE 

STORES AND &WE 

.I :. WATER STORAGE &c 
i 
., 

Fig, i . The priictpal inter-reiatioirzhips 
in the Model Centre 

Fig. 2. Expanded inter-relationships 
in the Model Cm&e 



The Model plan 

Fig. 3 shows a simplifted outline plan of the Model Centre with the outline 
accommodation shown in Fig. 2 distributed round the buildings. Fig. 4 opposrte 
shows a bird’s eye view of the plan looking from the direction of the . 
black arrow. 

Village 

-/ op2z5j&~~gft~ 
20 metre.r 

Stores and 
garage 

---I 

i 
Social : 
area 

I 

1 

b 

Und;;Gves 

ante-natal 

r! Gel 

Hostels 

Y--l=l 
Kitchens 

J-LA 
f r 1 
Maternity 
beds 

31 facilities 

Additional governing factors 

Points about the Model Plan 

It is essential to remember that: 

1. Only part of the Model may be appropriate for a small Centre. 

2. More accommodation than shown may be required in large Centres. Some 
Centres may even turn into hospitals and this expansion has been planned for. 

3. The buildings are laid out assuming that there is a best orientation for climatic 
reasons (see Ayl>endix 48) so they are set parallel to each other in the Model. 

4. The buildings are designed so that they can be built with unsophisticated means 
and simple materials. The distance hetween walls or columns has therefore been 
kept as small as is practical. Where a bigger room is wanted or extra space is 
needed the roof is pulled out a little. 1’1~s gives a complicatcu outhue. . 
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Fig. 3. Outline plan with basic 
organization shown 



Description of the plan 

General description of the layout 

Fig. 4 below shows a bird’s eye view of the plan with the accommodation 
numbered and the names of the parts given underneath. The parts are numbered 
clockwise from the top. c 

. . 

. 3, 
. . 

., . 

Fii4. AtypicalCentmontheModelplan.The 
mow Indicates the main approach. 

1. Stqres and garage placed nfarthe entrance to simpllry 10. Staff latrines 
early construction, to cut down trafilc and to achieve 
a public position rendering theft more difficult 

$. &p dormitory 

4: Hostel 

11. Central facilities 
12. Outpatients including under fives etc 
13. Pharmacy (dispensary) and laboratory 
14. Latrines for social area and outpatients 
IS. The social area, prominent in the middle of the plan 
16. Reception (and information) set opposite the entrance 
17. There ls an open area at the ccntre of the plan. This 

should be well planted with trees for shade 
18. &alternative entrance position is shown from the 

. 



Fig. 5. The main zones of interest in the Model Plan 

There is no reason why the plan cannot be turned any way round or up. There 
are, however, fairly prease relationships which allow for growth and change. 
These tiould not be cpset if this can he avoided. Where sites slope. changes will 
have to be made, but should be restricted to the minimum. 

Covered ways are shown linking the main buildings, but not to the social area 
which is thereby given its own territory. The social area shown is smaller than the 
working party would like to see. If it is made any smaller it will not shelter 
sufficient people to make the building worthwhile. In some situations the social area 
could double as a sleeping shelter. (see Appendix 13 on Hostels). 
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chapter III - The +awings 

Drawings and how to use them 

Eolded into the back of the report is a scale plan of the whole Centre. This 
can be opened out to lie beside the report. The plan shows detailed dimensions 
which can for the moment be ignored. The plan shows columns as black dots and 
walls as thick lines. Roof overhangs are shown in a dash-dotdine, the ground floor 
is outlined in a single line, windowsare-shown as two parallel lines. The lines away 
from the buildings with numbers by them locate the dimensions and have no other 
meaning. Enmediately in front of ‘the plan at the back is Fig. 15 showing the cross 
section of the building and a possiile roof structure. This may be ignored for the 
moment. r 

Preceding Fii. 15 at the back of the report is Fig. 14.which sho& details of 
latrines and possible sewage lines. Earth latrines have to be moved periodically so a 
‘line of march’ must be allocated. Where piped sewerage is installed the lines of the 
pipes must be laid to avoid possible future extension. These are for later reference. 

Receding Fig. 14 is Fig. 13 which shows the Model Centre with its possible 
extension to a substantial hospital outlined. Fig. 12 shows the extension to a 
25bed hospital. These last two drawings may also be ignored at this stage. 

Fig. 6 which follows the next section (How the buildings are to be built) shows 
the Centre as a roof plan with letters on. These letters refer to the main blocks of 
accommodation. They do not relate to the numbers on Fig. 5. 
Fig. 7 which shows a plan of the rooms in the main buildings. 

Below Fig. 6 is 

numbers and also the same letters as Fig. 6. 
The plan shows 

the room names. 
The numbers refer to the key giving 

Fii. 7. 
The names can be found on the room list immediately apposite 

This list. groups the rooms by letter, some rooms overlapping intqwo 
groups, and notes the area of each room. 
noted on this list. 

Circulation and covered ways are not 

Appendix 20. 
A skeleton extended list for a small hospital is given in 

Following the room list is a series of drawings in two parts much as Figs. 6 and 7 
where the roof plan is shown at the top of the sheet, the detail plan below. E&h 
can be referred to the main fold out plan. Not all the possible alternatives are 
shown. 

How the buildings are to be built and selectiug the right size 

Appendix 48 shows the basic thinking behind the plan and is written in non- 
technical terms. A short ‘span’ has been used to keep the structure simple, the 
span being the distance between walls or columns. Details of windows and doors 
have not been given as they will vary so much from place to place. If there is a 
local solution that works (such as solid shutters instead of glass windows) it should 
be considered. 

Appendix 35 looks at materials and costs. Again these vary very widely. 

Selecting the right size for a unit is a relatively simpie matter providing either 
available staff or available money is known and providing an approximate cost per 
square foot or metre is known. The smallest unit recommended by the working 
party is unit C, the under fives clinic (see Appendix 2). This will give enough 
space for a tolerable social area where resources are very slight. 

Actually going about setting up a Centre is described in Appendix 47. 

Where only a very small clinic is required following the overall layout and 
selecting a site (see Appendix 41 on site sizes) may be totally irrelevant. It may 
also be wise to adopt a simpler structure that can be.built by the local people 
without drawings. 
the Model plan. 

The approximate sizes needed can, however, be taken from 

Figs. 12 to 15 are in 
Appendix 52 
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Room list and some comments on rearran@n# the Model plan 

Group 

A. outpatients 

B. Treatment area 

d. Treatment ML 

D. UnJnNzand 

F. Offica 

G. Goodsarea 

This room list should be read in conjunction with Fig. 6 or 7 and/or the fold out plan 
at the end of the report. The numbers are not the same as for Fig. 4. The rooms 
are grouped with a letter reference which is used to describe smaller units than the 
Model, for instance AtB is outpatients (A) plus laboratory, dispensary and clean 
and dirty treatment (B): The letters do not show all the poqible groupings. @ 
combinations. It is convenient and practical to carve the plan up on column lines. 
One could have A + room 4 t a combined laboratory and dispensary in the 
outpatients waiting area in front of 4. 4 would then combine the functions of 
4 and 5. The same sort of thing could happen twg C but using it as 
the only clinic, and msking 10 into the office and reception. 
be’built first where 23 and 24 are on the Model. 

The social area might 
It could be moved later, the old 

ma becoming the office accommodation. F and C could be built fust, room 23 
being used for room 9, room 24 for rooms 10 and 415. Room 22 would be used 
ibr rooms 11 and 12. Room 15 is a suitable place for immunizations. Room 8 
could double as a social area. 

An extended room list is given in Appendix 20. 

Possible extensions are illustrated in Appendix 52, Fig. 13. 

Room Room 
No 

1 store 

.3 
EXMll,l~tiOSl 

waiting 

4 

: 

‘Dirty; tre8tment 
;I;~tJt~;trnent 

7 
a i%ii%ii waiting if requtmd 

As B, but room 4 mows to room 13 

1: 

:: 

Under flva consulting room 
Examination/Ante-Notd 
Corridor and welghlng station 
Waiting 

13 

:5 
16 

:78 
19 

f! 

22 

23 

Additional waiting for treatment 

r&II’8 beds 
store8 
women and Childre~$ beds 
$gs’ centre of rctlvities 

Cleaners’ store 
grve 

store 
Staff/conference 
Reception/clerk 

2: 
27 

38 
30 

Disposal 
Cl:Zl$r sterilizing 

Liisn store 
Laundry 
Dirty linen 

Covered links 

Total including 13 

Sire in 
ft. 

5x16 
12x16 
16x32’ 

:~~:~ 
8x16 
8x16 

16x32+ 

16x20 
12x16 
4%x40 
12xso* 

13x16. 

16x16 
10x13 
12x26 

8x15 

trt 
12x15 
16x16 

16x16 
16x20 
12x20 

5X8 
8x11. 
8x11 
8X11 
8X11 

8x11 

Area in 
sq. rt 

1:X 
512’ 

130 

Et 
128 
5120 

ES 
180 
600. 

208. 

256 
130 
312 
120 

f f: 
180 
256 

256 
320 
240 

40 

:zt 

Xt 
88 

490 

l Area shown has additional apace available under overhangs or extended eavw. 

These figures do not include: 

Latrines, kitchens and laundry 
for;z;aen8e 

Hostels 
staff housing 

Total Add or 
Room cotidors 
waain and 
W.fi overhangs 

784’ 15% 

1106+ 30% 

1292” 20% 

208’ 20% 

Area for 
costin 

! insq. t 

900 

Area for 
costing 
in sq. m. 

83.5 

23.5 

1358 20% 1630 152 

816 30% 

480 25% 

490 10% 
-. 

6534 

1050 

600 56 



0 

0 

40 

10 

80 ft. 

20 me&es 

See Appendix 13 for Hostel 
plans and Appendix 14 for 
Staff Housing plans. 

See also fold out plan at end 
of Report and extended room 
list, Appendix 20. 

,Roof overhang r.-‘- - 
10 

i . f’ 1. 12 r 9 I 

Fig. 6. The Model Plan related 
to letter groups for reference 
to room list; 
(roofs shown shaded as in fig. 4.) 

North or South- 

Column ’ 

- - --1 . . T Latrines 

. 
l I 

1; 
h Ki tc. ens 

. 

’ I 

Fig. 7. The Model Plan with room 
numbers referred to room list 
opposite. 
(the same plan as fig. 6 but drawn 
to larger scale so that rooms may 

1 be identified) 

L.- --+ c.- -I 

l!Z!A r.1 0 0 A 5 10 me&s 40 ft. 

Staff latrines 
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0 80 ft. 
A 
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. . 
. . -I : . 

Ch-eiall outline of 
Model shown for 

1. Store 
2. Examination 

. __._ - ..--_ 
1 

3. waiting 

F&8. The smallest unit 
A ,- general cliic 

Overall outline of the 
Model shown for 
reference 

L-l D 0 5 IO metres 

\The smallest unit 



Ihe smalleat 
wornmended unit _ .’ _ 

0 40 80 ft. 
T. -r- .-. 

0 In 20 mclrc\ 

9. 

if: 

Consultmg room 
Ex8mination~ante-natsI 

12. 
We&;g rtrtton 

plus - social area 
stores 
hostels 

he smallest 
?commeuded unit 

----. I i---1 

+-- 

--1 
7 

D- An under flvw bmd 
general clinic 
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Fig. 10. A wel! supported 
clinic unit. 
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Additional hostels 

15 

Additional 
outpatient 
ClilliC-5 
(gives 3 time: 5 

.A, area of Model) 

II I. ‘..’ 
u -4 X-ray and 

operating 
room 

yLi 

Extended 
ward 
(+ 12 beds) 

_- 

Ii 

5 bed 

4dditiona 
wards 

5 bedr 

Fig. 11. Possible extensions of the 
Model. 
See also Appendix 20 and Figs. 12 
and 13 in Appendix 52 at the back 
of the report. 



SUMMARY 

These notes suggest how a Health Centre might look and how it might &ork. It 
could be built and run this way but the intention of this tepart is not to lay down 
hard uld fast rules, but to put forward only one solution to the problem of how to 
set up a Centre which would be a flexible vehicle for health delivery in the 
community and to state in broad outline the operational policy for a Centre of the 
size proposed in the basic Model. Only those with local knowledge and experience 
can make the right decisions on distribution, operational policy and built form. 

A report which is so generalized that it w@ not offend specialist opinion must 
inevitably suffer from many limitations and result in the exclusion of any reference 
to some specialist areas. At least half of the Appendices could be expanded to 
provide papers each being longer than the whole of this report. We would, however, 
like to feel that the report will provide a useful check list of important attitudes 
and ideas azd wil5 help others to arrive at what may be quite different solutions. 
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Social area and kitchens 

‘Ihe social area is the point where the Centre meets the community and vice versa 
and is essential as a health education facility. Displays, demonstrations, talks, 
film, slides, etc., should be allowed for and should cover: 

Personal hygiene 
Community hygiene 
Water treatment, conservation and storage 
Nutritionand nutrition& rehabilitation 
Food gro - 

T 
and preparation, and agricultud and gardening practice 

The nature 0 diseases 
Baby and child care and family planning 

‘The area should be roofed and will also be used as a waiting area. 
It should he prominently sited on the principal entrance route and could be seen as 
a gate-house. 

It may contain an ‘ideal home’ built in improved local construction as a 
permanent teaching display. 

It may be shut within the Centre compound by night. 
It should be built and maintained by the community. Community development 
people should be drawn into the life of the Centre and the social area, and should 
be approached at the earliest planning stages for advice, and later for assistance. 
Where possible, it should have a drinking watei point. 

At least 10 kitchens in the local manner should form part of the social area, for 
teaching and for ward and hostel use. We are not planning to provide or prepare 
any food except for special diets prepared by the nurses: relatives will feed patients. 

The area should have some aspects of a market. A small number of local women’ 
can be offered the opportunity to sell bottles, para-medical kit, local weaning foods 
and approved foods such as Hyderabad Mix. This facility is to be absolutely under 
the Cimtre’s control. The area should be clean. dry and shaded, and supervised 
from a reasonable distance by, for instance, reception. It must be clear to the 
vendor& that they are there under direction. 

A garden is to be used to demonstrate husbandry. including small animals, irrigation 
and the use of fertilizersan the household scale. 

The area should have associated latrines under the control of the community. 
Other Centre latrines could be used. 

Intentions regarding the use of and access to the are& what it is for and what it will 
offer, when and by whom it may be used, and who will build, maintain and clean 
it must be made clear in each case with the local people before a project is started. 

Ideally Centre staff will be available for discussions of matters of current intereat at 
times which come to be recognized. This is preferable to a programme of talks. 
Similarly, visiting doctors should be perguaded to turn up and join in occasionally, 
treating the event literally as a social event, but one to which a special contribution 
can be made. Local people will also ideally turn up snd discuss things of relevance, 
possibly asking questions etc. This kind of non-meeting would be a good time to 
start new projects by trying out the idea and testing enthusiasm. 

The social area shown on the plans is small. The bigger the area the better - 
within reasonable limits. 

The problems of the social area in cold countries need a separate study. 

APPENDIX 1 

SOCIAL AREA 
AND KITCHENS 



Under Zii clinic 

The working party strongly recommends close integration of the Under Fives Clinic 
with the Ante-Natal and Family Planning Clinic. (see Appendix 3); 

The Under Fives Clinic in the Model doubles with the Ante-Natal and Family 
Planning Clinic. Where there is only one clinic in a small Centre it is reasonable to 
suggest it should be the Under Fives Clinic. Some laboratory facility should be 
provided in or very near to the clinic. 

The fuB theory of the workings of an Under Fives Clinic can be found in ‘Paediatric 
priorities in the Developing World’, by Dr. David Morley (Butterworth, 1973). 

The essential principles can be simply summarized. Children from birth to five, 
accompanied by their mothers, regularly attend the clinic whether the child is ill or 
not. Weight is entered on a chart which gives early visual warning of malnutrition 
or other maladies resulting in weight loss. Staff trained in the recognition and 
treatment of the childhood diseases see mothers and children in groups, so that 
mothers learn about the pioblems which their own children may later present. 
Anie-riatal advice formspart of this group system, general discussion and comments 
being possible, experjences being shared as discussion topics rather than as con. 
fidences. Nutrition, hygiene, etc., can also form part of these group sessions. 
Some dispensing, injections and treatment are normal during a session. Some 
clinics see groups (of six to eight mothers and children) as a group and work through 
until everyone is ‘seen’. Others have six to eight mothers in at a time, each family 
leaving as it is seen, and a new family coming in. 

About 80 children is the maximum number a nurse can see in a day. 

The plan of the clinic has three main parts, a waiting area (see Appendix S), a 
corridor behind a ‘fence’ and the consultation room or rooms. When the unit 
doubles as an ante-natal clinic an examination room is necessary. Built into the 
‘fence’& the weighing counter, which should be at a convenient height for standing 
mothers to be able to put babies on the scale. Height is also measured in some 
clinics. Mothers going to consultation following weighing, etc. are let through a 
gate in the fence. Mothers leaving consultation also pass through the gate. This 
controls the flow of patients and ensures adequate documentation. 

Patients’ activities 

The diagram opposite shows patients moving through the clinic taking full advantage 
of all its services. Every patient will not necessarily go through the full routine. 
This kind of diagram occurs elsewhere in the report and attempts to summarize 
the activities involved with people USIII~ the clinic and may also show goods (e.g. 
‘disposal’ meaning *goods to disposal’) and links to other rooms or departments 
(e.g. ‘treatment means ‘patient goes to treatment’ when on a side shoot, but means 
‘treatment is part of clinic routine’ where it is in the main stream). Words in 
brackets mean the activity will not always happen. These sequences make useful 
check lists during planning - the plan muat satisfy them. 

The key features of this clinic are regular attendance whether the child is ill or not, 
and continual two-way communication between patients and staff. Teaching is a 
continuous process. Advantage may be taken of waiting periods for formal 
teaching. 

Groups of mothers and children are seen together so that training in the recognition 
and treatment of the common childhood diseases forms part of each visit irrespective 
of the symptom for which a particular child is brought to the clinic. 

ii) 
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Approafh Centre (mother brings child’s card) 
U, 

visit or pass th&gh social area 
A 

find and enter clinic 
L (wait) 

(Nurse or attendant* notes arrival) 

1 \ 1 
(treatment) settle down 

J . 

4 
(wait and learn from 

1 

displays) 

(admission) register/weighing/(payment)(measuring)~ 
4 

(wait) 7 
I 

’ (specimen taken), 

see nurse, senior health visitor or doctor as available for: 
examination/discussion/learning w drugs etc. 

(treatment) H (treatment) (injection) (prescription) (receive medicine), 

I\ (documentation) (specimen, taken) 
K b wastes to 

10% mother and 

\ \ \ 
_.’ .&; 

? I ,- leave nurse oi’senior 

(specimen taken) 

docum&tation i,‘, j 
\1 

(a&&&n) <- leave clinic 

(injection) / L (present prescription) 

\ 

6 
(wait) 

-tY 
(collect medicine) 

depart through social area 
\L away 

* attendant could be a school child. Arrival can be noted in 30 seconds. This 
system means queues can be avoided. Attendants should be trained to 
recognize children needing immediate attention, hence the introduction of 
(treatment) at this point. 



Nwse’s rthities 

The nurse’s activities, following the patient’s registration, are described below. 

The nurse starts her ‘consultation’ by checking the ‘correct name on the we@t 
chart and uses this name (unless it is culturally unacceptable). 

Nurse enquires about the child’s health, or if he is obviously well she congratulates 
the mother on her child’s health. Symptoms and their duration are recorded. 

Opens chart and quickly notes: 

1. Reasons for special care 
2. Resent weight in relation to previous weight 
3. Gains a picture of child’s progress and past illnesses 
4. Notes parents’ attitude to birth interval 
5. Sees if any immunizations have not been given, and whether they are due. 

Asks about food given the previous day and frequency of meals. 
Raks mother on at least one point in the diet she has given before suggesting even 
minor alterations. 

Proceed with examination as follows: 

Quid with symptoms 

Nurse observes and examines relevant part of 
child. If the condition is: 

Severe or Mild 
not understood 

Nurse gives treatment or 
Accompanies child Antimalarial tablets or 
to see senior health Arranges or gives 
worker or doctor if immunization or 
available. Food supplement if 

required or 
Family planning 
advice if required etc. 

Child symptom-free 

Nurse enquires as to happiness 
of the child, and his develop- 
ment. Follows up any lead 
given in conversation by the 
mother on family or other 
difficulties. 

Turns conversation to 
improving health. May draw 
other waiting mothers into 
this conversation and, for 
example, get their opinion on 
the most suitable birth 
interval. Aims to be a 
sympathetic and patient 
listener. Makes entries on 
card. 

Mother and child leave 

(iii) 
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Integration of the under fives clinic, ante-natal clinic and family planning clinic is 
stiongly recommended. Records can be constructed in a way which shows that 
the health of both mother and children deteriorates as families get larger, and that 
the ahorter the birth interval, the quicker the deteriora’tion. 

Conception, pregnancy and childbirth are surrounded by many folk-traditions and 
taboos, and an understand@ of these is essential before phu1&8 a teaching 
campaign. An understanding is also necessary of the reasons for frequent preg- 
nanciea in any given community. These may’ include a high infant mortality rate 
with the consequent need to have x number of babies to ensure one son living to 
adulthood; the need for a succession of herd-boys, water-carrier& etc; as proof of 
virility in the male or fertility in the female; or simply that the woman does not 
‘feel right’ without a baby. 

With this background knowledge, the optimum bii interval may be worked out; 
this will vary in different cultures, but will probably be in the region of two to two 
and a half years. A family planning campaign can then be introduced aa the way 
to ensure optimum spacing of children and not as a mew of lhniting family size. 
Family planning will not bring to an end misery. ill-health and starvation, but it 
shcndd lead to a noticeable improvement in the well-being of a noticeable number 
of families. It is very much the job of Health Centre staff to annotate and point 
out the improvements. 

Ideally, motivation for family planning is best discussed with both parents together. 
Next bei is to have separate sessions with men and women and the least successful 
method is to have only the women attending. 

The contraceptive method of choice wiU depend on many factors, and it is essential 
that both parents understand and acce t the method recommended. 
instruction on contraceptives may we If 

Specific 
be combined with the work of the ante-natal 

clinic. 

Attendance at the ante-natal clinic should be monthly up to 28 weeks, then 
fortnightly up to 32 weeks, then weekly. Only rarely will this ideal be achieved; 
most patients will attend only three or four times and at irregular intervals. The 
first visit will include history-taking, physical examination, weighing, pathological 
investigation (Hb, urine, tests for parasites), and these investigations may be 
se arated at future visits. 
is P’ 

All visits will include prescriptions for vitamins, iron 
, anti-malariah and appropriate immunization as indicated. 

Any visit may reveal complications requiring more frequent attendance, coming on 
a special day to be seen by the doctor, referral to the base hospital, or admission 
to the Centre. 

The Centre must have a clear policy on admitting for delivery, which will depend 
on local circumstances. In the village situation with reasonable housing conditions 
and a reliable co-opetitive ‘folk’ midwife, a high proportion of home deliveries may 
be possible. With a scattered population, very poor housing, or bad communications, 
delivery at the Centre should be encouraged. This may mean that the mother must 
move nearer to the Centre well in advance of the expected date of delivery and use 
could be made of the hostel area for this purpose. Mothers will probably bring 
their other children with them, and it must be remembered that this isan excellent 
opportunity for teaching, especially on food values, cooking and home budgeting. 

It must always be remembered that an apparently straightforward delivery can 
become’complicated in a very short time, and this is often given as a reason for 
adridtting every mother for delivery. Health Centre staff should not attempt full 
cover with insufficient funds and facilities available, but adhere to the agreed policy 
over admissions and accept the fact that unpredictable last-minute complications 
are not their fault. 

The composite labour graph devised by Professor R.H. Philpott (1) for use at Horari 
Hospital, Salisbury is easy to use both for home deliveries or at the Centre and is a 
good ‘early warning’ system of impending complications. 

Post-natal care can be limited to one visit six weeks after delivery and the importance 
of attending for this examination should be stressed. It is also hoped that mothers 
will bring the new baby to the under fives clinic at regular intervals. 

(‘I ‘Ob~tetda, Family Planning and Paediatriu’ by R.H. Philpott, K.E. Sapire and J.H.M. Axton. 
pmbl&hed by the FemR-’ m-r-*- , . .--.g Amo&:lon o? Rhhodesia. 
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A separate set of room8 for general outpatient8 is best, but where the clinic is very 
small and only one room is poadble, it is better to plan thi8 for UI e! a UFC and 
use it for general outpat@nts also, rather than the other way round. 

Categories of patient8 attending clinics will be: 

a. Adult male 
b. Adult female - non-maternity 
c. Adult female - maternity (where clinic8 are combined) 
d. Children ftom fne to 8ixteen 
e. Under five8 (where clinics are combined) 

In countries where men and women may wait together, a, b, and c, can use the 
same clinic. Where strict 8egregation is necessary, the general out atient area will 
be used for men, and all women and children will be seen in the U P; C clinic area. 

It is also recommended that rchool-children be treated during vi8its of Health 
Centre staff to schools (see Appendix 28). 

Immediate attention and treatment for all patients is abvloualy the ideal, but will 
rarely be achieved. Waiting time should be kept to a minimum, and a simple 
method of preventing queue jumping is advisable. This could be done by issuing 
numbered discs on arrival, or by collecting patient-retained record card8 and call@ 
them in rotation. it is not a good method to have patients doing a ‘bench shuffle’ 
every thne one of them is called. Where large number8 of patient8 attend a clinic, 
patients for treatment may have to be ‘pooled’ and treated in batches. Ideally 
there should be one senior staff member seeing patients, and another superviling 
the treatment area. 

The pharmacy should be near the clinic, but preferably with a separate waiting 
area. Routine medicines (e.g. iron tablets, anti-mahuials, vitamins) should be hold 
and issued in the clinic room, particularly for the under fives. 

The best record documents are those carried by the patient8 themselves in a strong 
plastic bag (see Appendix 30). Local or national government may also require the 
keeping of other and separate records. 

In some areas, special clinics might be run on different dayr, e.g. ulcer clinic8, TB, 
leproty etc. It may also be convenient to see patient8 for repeat treatments at ti 
different time of day, provided this is acceptable locally a8 well a8 to the clinic 
organization. Nevertheless, any patient coming from a distance should always be 
Seen and treated irrespective of whether he ha8 come on the ‘right’ day. Aho, ail 
clinic staff should be constantly alert to spot the arrival of very ill patient8 and 
ensure that these are not kept waiting. 

Statistics offered to us from various sources indicate that the breakdown of 
attendances will be about 10-15 per cent adult male, 30-40 
40-60 per cent children. Daily attendance8 may vary from O-250. An average P 

er cent adult female; 

of not more than two visits per year per adult may be expected, and a high proport- 
ion of visits will be connected with maternity care. It is an open uertion whether 
this pattern of attendance is a reflection of the care offered or of ill 
demand. 

e potential 
An urban hospital outpatient department, excluding UFC and ANC wffl 

see 2! per cent adult male, 30 per cent adult female and 45 per cent childrei’i. & 
the face of it the statisticsjgiven above. are therefore realistic, since the imbalyce 
gn;; reflects the concen!ration on under fives and maternity care at theJ%alth 

/ . t j, ‘. *fl/ 
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Facilities are required for: 

standing 
Sitting 
Drinking - clean, obvious, well-drained tap in view of the staff 
Disposal of rubbish 
Latrines 
High shelves for belongings where they can be easily seen 
Low seating is to be preferred where there are mothers with small children 

The social area can act as a ‘waiting reservoir’, and proximity to the social area is 
important for children’s and ante-natal clinics, for teaching and demonstrations 
purposes. Plenty of space is required, well shaded. 

Children may have to be dressed and undressed in the waiting area. Male and 
female areas should be separate if a waiting room is to be made a part of the clinic 
for interviews or examinations. Teaching displays in a locally digestible manner 
are important throughout all waiting areas. 

The position of the clinic and its waiting areas must be obvious and once patients 
are involved with the clinic it should be clear where they must go to receive treat- 
ment. In the Model plan patients pass through to the ‘back’ of the clinic for treat- 
ment where a small waiting area is provided. 

, i 
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PhamacyorDispensary 

The object of the pharmacy is to get the right drug to the right patient conveniently 
and efficiently and to make sure that the patient knows how to use it. 

The drugs themselves mUSt 

a. Effectively treat the relevant’ disease 
b. Be reasonably economical 
c. Be stable in available storage conditions 

Humidity and temperature can ruin drugs very quickly in store: the best drug, even 
the cheapest, may be useless for this reason. There is a particular problem of cool 
storage, particularly of vaccines, which needs study. 

Requirements have to be predicted, drugs ordered, checked and stored, the bulk- 
packaging broken down for use, the prescribed doses issued in a suitable manner 
for the patient to hold and use them, and stocks replenished. The key-notes up to 
issue are tidiness and forethought. Counting out pills during a session is irritating 
and a waste of time. Batching should be done before the session, and if possible 
about twice a week. A suitable set of open pigeon-holes of varying sizes can then 
be filled, and the required drug8 taken out and issued quickly, re-stocking needs 
beinn obvious to the eve. It must be noted that pigeon-holes should not be re-filled 
un&ll the packets ark used, or care must be takento ensure that new packets are 
placed behind or below the old ones. 

Batches must be prepared in packaging which is reliable. Plastic sachets made up 
with heat-sealing machines from plastic sheeting appear to work well in many 
cases, but interactions between plastic and drugs need checking. If patients bring 
their own bottles or jars, these should be rejected unless scrupulously clean. 

The phauuacist should sit in public view - patients wig be more tolerant if they 
can see him working - and a counter at a good height is more human than a hatch. 
The higher counter will also give more storage space to hand. Patients should not 
be able to reach in and grab drugs. 

Instructions on use and instructive labelling are essential. It has been suggested 
that pictures’be drawn to describe use. Two examples are given below from the 
Dabou Hospital in the Ivory Coast. Clearly these pictures are ambiguous, but are 
better then-mere writing or verbal instructions. 

1VERBED’EAUCBA 

HOPITAL PROTESTANT 
BP 115 DABOU 

2 GOUTTES DANS r 
YEUX 

Where a folk-medicine parallels the Health Centre system it is advisible to check 
that the drugs used do not resemble folk-medicine in appearance. A brownish 
syrupy liquid may have very different actions and method of use in the two 
circumstances, and even if a patient may not misuse the drug, a relative might. 

A consistent prescribing policy is necessary. It is better to give one patient one 
pack for a short course and another patient two packs for a longer course of the 
same drug rather than making up different sized packs. This saves time and 
reduces the possibility of mistakes.. Details like half spoonfuls should be obviated 
by making up weaker solutions. 
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Where drugs are made up on a fairly large scale at a National or Regional Service 
Centre, packs can (with advantage) be made up for use before issuing to the Health 
Centres. This saves time in the Centre and means that machinery may be used 
economically, xv<+& better hygiene and fe+er mistakes. ihiiirg wiil also be more 
economical if carried out centrally. 

Where outstations are supplied from the Health Centre, staff must realize the total 
dependence of the outstation on their services. Stocks should be ready well in- 
advance of delivery time, documenting must be clear, packaging and labelling clear 
and simple, and dated. For liquids it is better to return a partly full container and 
issue a new full one, washing the old one at the Centre, rather than to go in for 
messy ‘topping-up’, which can lead to the progressive dilution of ineffective old 
stock. 

Theft can be controlled by keeping well-locked and supervised stores laid out so 
that the progressive diminution from the back of a pile which can occur is stopped. 
Thieves should be instantly dismissed. Accessible stocks must be kept to the 
useful minmrium. 
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Laboratory 

Laboratories for Health Centres are covered in detail in tbook, ‘A Medical 
Laboratory for Developing Countries ’ (t) by Maurice King with the assistance of 
UNICEF. We reproduce opposite one of his illustrations showing a laboratory. The 
main feature of the laboratory is a work bench about 10 feet long at a good workmg 
height (in this case 30 inches) and 30 inches deep. Some people will prefer a 
higher bench to work at, with a small lowered area for writing, as 30 inches may be 
too low for working standing up when the worker wants to move around, whilst 
being somewhat too highfor writing sitting in a chair. 

The work that wiil be done in the laboratory will depend on the skill of the 
assistant concerned, available equipment and the prevalent disorders in tue com- 
munity. A microscope in a good case is a must, the instrument to be well main- 
tamed and admired and inspected regularly by senior staff. Teaching of the 
existence of microscopic organisms is greatly eased if people can and are encouraged 
and allowed actually to see them under a microscope. 

The laboratory has a major role in the working of the Health Centre. Training and 
encouragement are essential for recruitment and the improvement of the service. 

With the staff described for the Model Centre the range of work that can be under- 
taken will include but will not much exceed the following: 

Testing urine for albumen, sugar and acetone 
Identifying mala:~;~ .III~~ II~.III~ parabttes in blood 
Simple test f01 sizkle cells 
Identification of more common parasites in stool specimens 
Haemoglobin estimation. 

In some areas Other investigations, ds for instance fiaria or leprosy tests will be 
essential. An outline equipment list is given in Appendix 19. 

(1) A MEDICAL LABORATORY FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. Maurice King, 
MA Cantab., MRCP Lond. 
Edition assisted hy t!NICEF (Oxford I ‘niwrsity Press) 
Illustration reproduced by permission 
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CelltmI fhciIities 

The Model is based on the principle of avoiding duplication to achieve maximum 
efficiency and ecr nomy. The Model has no X-ray facilities and no operating 
theatre. A better description of ‘Central facilities’ might be shared facilities, shared, 
between inpatients and outpatients. There are three main groups of rooms: - 

1. A treatment/injection sequence 
2. Laboratory and pharmacy 
3. Staff accommodation 

The treatment, injections etc., rooms are designed with an eye to staff economy. 
The inter-relationships may be seen below:- 

CLEANCASES 

- SOMEBEDREST 

FACILITY 

CLEANUP 
ANti 
STERILIZE 

\1 
DISPOSAL 

Where a dirty treatment’ room is provided, sunlight should be allowed to enter the 
room as it has a beneficial sterilizing effect. A high seat for patients with leg. 
dressings saves staff much bending. The treatment centre will also be used by 
‘inpatients’ and may in some cases act as a follow-up dressings clinic. Injections 
facihties will receive highest call from the under fives clinic. 

The clean room is also to be used for re-hydration, injections and possibly also for 
bed rest. 

The principal call on laboratory and pharmacy will be from outpatients, but in- 
patients will also need their services. Additionally, the pharmacy may in some cases 
need direct access from outside the compound where the compound is shut at night. 
Money may also be taken at the pharmacy. 

All these facilities and staff accommodation are discussed 1q their separate 
Appendices. 
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Reception md office 

The reception area and office should be clearly visible from the entrance, should be 
both an enquiries and a direction post, and those working in it should be able to see 
the main darts of the Centre for giving directions. It will also be the clerical and 
documentation centn, and may well need a safe for cash payments. 

In the Model plan reception is shown between outpatients and Inpatients rather 
than as part of outpatients as suggested by several authorities. The position shown 
is preferred by the working party as it allows a space within the Centre where 
ticord &king, collating, and the preparation of progress char&&. can take place. 

See also clerical work (Appendix 10). 
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Clerical-work 

A clerk may be necessaty in some Centres. 

The following types of documentation are noted as probable: 

Requisitions for suppEes, probably on a monthly or quarterly basis. A 
requisition book wiIl be normal (gee Appendix 18 - Stores and Storekeeping) 
Simple accounts for petty cash 
Accounts of incoming sums, i.e. fees, and outgoing sums, i.e. local payments. 
Fees should be standardized as much. as possible, to avoid complications and 
to make checks easier. 
Government monies, if applicable, to be accounted separately, probably 
involving receipts. 
Correspondence 
Referral notes from satellite clinics and area hospital 
Register of notifmble diseases 
Ante-natal register and births 
Centre deaths 
Records 

Some local statistics, e.g. census information, should not be part of the Centre’s 
duties. 

When a patient is being ‘documented’, staff should be set at a high counter so that 
their eye level is similar to that of the patients. The staff should also be trained 
and encouraged to be welcoming and friendly. 

The outpatient aspect of the Centre will make the greatest call on records and 
offers the major load of paper work. Wherever cards can be held by the patient, 
this should be encouraged. Records of all sorts should be as few and simple as 
possible. 

See also Appendices 29 and 30 on record-making and patient-retained records. 
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AddSBiOIIS 

I The documentation required for an admission may be largely dictated by govern- 
ment., Whether the acceptance of a patient as a temporary hostel resident 
constitutes an admission at law will need clarification in each country. The basic 
rules for documentation must be that they are: 

c 

As simple as possible 
Designed to do the job in hand 
Useful as a guide to the progress of the Health Centre 
Useful for national statistics 
Useful for forward planning 

Once decisions have been made as to what kind of treatment a Centre is to carry 
out on admitted patients it becomes possible to decide on routines. In general 
terms and taking very bald figures provided from working party experience ad- 
missions are currently divided up as follows: 

5 per cent adult male 
25 per cent children 
70 per cent adult female 

These figures reveal again the bias of current Centres to maternity and child care. 
A most important decision is whether this tendency is to continue or whether the 
Centre is to take on more work in fields other than maternity. 

The majority of admissions in most situations are nonelective, that is to say that 
there is an element of emergency. This will apply even for deliveries if a policy of 
dealing only with abnormal deliveries is adopted. Whilst it may be accepted that 
mothers will accompany children through most of the routines in the Centre the 
following attempts to summarize the activities that must be satisfied in the Centre 
by its plan, staff and policy. 

EMERGENCY ARRIVAL 

EXAM/TREAT IN OUTPATIENTS CLINIC 

DECISION TO ADMIT 

REFERRAL FROM 
SUB-CENTRE 

-I.(EXAM/REGISTER)<- RETURN FROM 

/ 

‘\ 

HOSPITAL BUT 
NOT TO BE 
DlSCHARGbD 

h 

TREATMENT 

I 

INFORM RELATIVES, 

\ ARRANGE ACCOMMODATION u ETC 

BED LEST 
(EXAM/REGISTER) 

ETC 

In the Model plan we see initial examination and treatment being made in the ‘back’ 
of the outpatients block, in the treatment rooms as appropriate. Documentation 
can then be completed in the Central Facilities block before the patient goes to the 
ward. Patients from the outpatient clinic may need no further examination, but 
admissions documentation will only disrupt the clinic. Some patients should be 
got into bed immediately and documented etc. at their, rather than the staffs, 
convenience. 

The secure and proper storage of belongings, the informing of relatives or village, 
the accommodation of relatives in hostel or local village lodgings - all these are 
jobs which if they are well done by the Centre, will ease everyone’s burden. 

(0 
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Once a patient is admitted it is best if time can be found for someone to explain 
what is involved in terms of daily routine, facilities, whether different food can be 
ordered, whether relatives can stay etc. This is a job which can be done well by 
any interested person. If it is Centre policy to allot some kind of housekeeping 
jobs to patients this should be explained early to make it clear what goes on, 
although the patient may be in no sort of state to take up duties immediately. 

Admissions policy will depend on ,staff and facilities. The technique of being 
humane is a matter of attitude. There is a sense in which staff can relax once the 
patient is admitted. The staff can then control virtually everything that happens. 
Staff must always try to remember that the more familiar and routine something is 
to them, the stranger it probably is to a patient. Some mutual understanding on 
admission helps the patient and the patient’s family enormously. 

.’ 

It has been suggested that patients should be admitted in order that they can be 
held until a doctor’s visit. This seems an mappropriate use of facilities. If 
accommodation is available in the hostels this would seem to be a better place 
for patients to stay pending a doctor’s visit. 

J 
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warda 

This Appendix relates to the Model plan which shows what is probably an absolute 
minimum bed accommodation. In some cultures men and women will have to be 
kept entirely separate. This Can be done most simply by having a link covered way 
split down the middle with a wall. The women then have access to the hostel area 

0 and kitchens, the men’s wxds being approached from the clerical block. This 
,. simple idea can be carried through into the outpatient area. 

‘; The wards should have easy access to their surroundings, must relate closely to 
kitchens and hostels, and can with advantage relate to the social area. The ward 
must also relate to central fa$lities for laboratory treatment, cleri&l and staff 

_ latrine purposes. 

Animals must be kept out. 
Plenty of good bench seating is desirable. 

4’ Wash basins should be of generous size, although depth is not important: one in 
each ‘bay’. 

The labour room is to be b& enough for two beds, must have a sink, and should be 
a room more or less separated from children’s beds but under good observation by 
the nurse. An instrument cupboard is required. 

A cooking facility is included in the nurses’ centre for cooking by nurses. In some 
Centres patients may be allowed to use these facilities. 
Storage for patients’ belongings, and as much general storage as possible should be 
included: the Model plan shows a minimum. A ventilated cleaners’ cupboard is 
an advantage. 
At least one relative should be anticipated as accompanying each mother or child. 
Relatives may have to be accommodated in the hostels. 

Clothes washing and drying facilities are provided in relation to the female part of 
the ward. These should accord with local customs, must be well drained, should 
not be too close to latrines and drying area, and should be reasonably secure against 
theft. 

The diagtam below shows the proposed layout of the bed area: 

TO AND FROM TREATMENT, CENTRAL 
FACILITIES, STAFF LATRINE ETC . 

_. --- 
DELIVERY 

3 BEDS 

ROOM 
MATERNITY 

I 

TO LATRINE TO LATRINES 
AND CLOTHES 

FUTURE WASHING AND 
EXTENSION KITCHENS 
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Hostels 

Two categories of accommodation may be provided: 

1. A sleeping shelter only for relatives of inpatients and outstation patients not 
requiring bed care. 

2. Hostels in the form of local houses (made in the local manner incorporating 
: suggestions for improvement) for rehabilitritional patients and waiting 

mothers. At least two hostels will be required, one for men and one for 
women and children. _, 

The improved houses and the sleeping shelter should be built and maintained by the 
community and are to be a community responsibility, including sweeping and 
cleaning latrines, but under the direction of the Centre, and are sited near the social 
area and compound entrance. 

Hostel residents use the Improved local kitchens in the social area and should have 
access to clothes washing facilities. Women coulduse the maternity ward kitchens 
and latrines. but some Centres may wish to keep ward kitchens and latrines entirely 
for the use of inpatients. In some villages residents who might otherwise use the 
sleeping shelter may be able to find accommodation in the village. 

The furnishing of the hostels should reasonably accord with local customs. Some 
staff should have the duty of visiting the hostels every day, however brwII> I L 1 
check they are being kept clean and free of, particularly. insect pests. Storage 
space for belongings, food, fuel for fires and lamps, and possibly also water will be 
required. 

The hostels should be big enough to accommodate up to twelve people each in 
reasonable conditions, probably five partitioned or partly partitioned areas being 
acceptable. The local house style may not be big enough, so a simple plan is shown 
below for a dormitory: 

r - - ---.- -. -. -. . . . . J---y I washing area 

A dormitory 

iockable cupboard 

Detail of a cubicle in the dormitory 

fixed platform 

Hinged sleeping platforms attached to the walls will allow for day-time use of the 
spaces. These sleeping cubicles would each allow space for two adults and two 
children, and should be sufficiently ‘flexible’ for most centres. This type of 
dormitory should be used to supplement hostels built in the style of local houses, 
the buildings of which in an improved manner is part of the Centre’s teaching 
function and should not supplant improved local house hostels entirely. 
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Stiff housing 

The Model Cen:!i- requires two houses for principal staff who may have families: 
these houses should be within the compound. 
should also be built within the compound. 

Ideally, houses for the auxiliaries 
Staff housing should be of good quality 

in local terms and should ideally be ‘improved local construction’. 

li is currently easier to raise capital finance than running finance for externally 
sponsored schemes, which suggests that it is advantageous to build initially and save 
rental later. 

Staff may be male, female, married or single, with or without children, and possibly, 
where married, %oth husband and wife will work in the Centre. 

The same buihlhtg criteria apply to houses as to any other kind of building.. An 
extremely simple pian is given below for a small two-bedroom house based on the 
same structural bay size as the other buildings. 

Latrine 

This basic plan can be made huger by putting on a higher roof and pulling the eaves 
well out. 

In hot countries the demands for privacy are frequently much less stringent than in 
colder countries as the need for ventilation makes for little ‘noise’. privacy. 
!evel ventilation slots are an excellent idea. 

High 

An extremely simple house plan. and one which can be extended easily is shown 
below. Kitchen and latrine as in fig. 1. 
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Sterilizers end sterile supplies 

IlltdUStiOll 

In ste&xi.ng it is not better to travel hopefully than to arrive. A practical routine 
for the treatment of goods in any given situation is a routine which can be followed 
without mistake and with confident knowledge of the result in all foreseeable 
circumstances. 

Much is misunderstood about sterilizing, sterility, sterilizers and sterile areas. One 
can read ‘the whole unit is sterile, but some parts have a different degree of sterility’. 
What does this mean? It means, presumably, that the whole unit is a great deal less 
likely to cause infection as an environment than somewhere else (in the hospital), 
and that extra care has been taken in particular laces within the unit. 

&- 
The chances 

are that continuing total sterilItyin clinical wor m hospitals or Health Centres is 
impossllle. It is all a matter of degree. 

neaimofsterilizing 

The aim of sterilizing is to kill off as many organisms as possible in the circum- 
stances, to reduce infection risks as much as possible. If a cloth dampened with 
antiseptic and used to wipe things over is all that is available in a particular place, 
then that is the practical sterilizing routine there. ‘Sterilization’ does not therefore 
relate to sterility, but only to a degree of cleanliness. There are further sub- 
divisions of practicality. A smooth surfaced simple metal object with no cavities 
can be dealt with with confidence. Hollow or complex jointed instruments, 
syringes, etc. are harder to deal with. Also, some goods such as gloves have to be 
handled with special care as the sterilizing routine, whatever it is, leads to deterior- 
ation. Finally, the best sterilized article in the world stops being ‘sterile’ when it 
is exposed to ‘non-sterile’ air. 

Grading ‘sterilily’ 

This sloppiness in the use of terms hides the real problems. Three gradings are 
needed: 

1. Highly sterile 
2. Hospital sterile 
3. Kitchen clean 

These grades can be defined as follows: 

Hlgbly sterile. Special procedures at all stages for the production and/or present- 
ation of goods to environments with special provisions for maximum practical 
sterility in areas where persons are required to use special routines when entering, 
etc., etc. 

Hospital sterile. Based on the use of properly wrapped or packed and properly 
handled instruments etc. passed through pressure-steam or similar sterilizers. 

Kitchen clean. Based on the use of routines and equipment other than pressure- 
steam or similar sterilizers. 

The need for understanding sterile routines 

There ls theoretically no upper practical limit to ‘High sterility’ until total sterility 
is achieved, but standards need to be set in the other two grades. These notes are 
particularly concerned with ‘Kitchen clean’ but some reference is necessary to 
sterilizers of the pressure-steam and similar sorts. The notes obviously cannot be 
comprehensive, but will hopefully serve to establish a basic understanding of the 
problems. If all concerned have a reasonable idea of what they are supposed to be 
doing the chances of success are much better. 

Resswesteam and similar sterilizers 

Equipment using dry steam at high pressures with pumps for drawing vacuums 
should be called pressure-steam autoclaves and can produce ‘highly sterile’ goods. 
Pressure-steam autoclaves are discussed in more detail at the end of this Appendix. 

(0 
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Ethylene Oxide Sterilizers and Formalin cabinets can also produce highly sterile 
goods but can be more safely considered as producing hospital sterile goods. 

I&a-red ovens can produce highly sterile goods providing the goods are packed 
properly. Their use is usually restricted to syringes. 

For hospital use, hot air ovens should not be considered as producing hospital 
sterile goods. 

Ultra-violet radiation has good sterilizing properties but no practical application in 
hospital goods sterilizing. 

No other equipment can be considered as producing highly sterile or hospital sterile 
goods. 

Kitchen clean 

Hospitals are notoriously reservoirs of infection and breeding grounds for inventive 
new organisms which have an apparent passIon tor drt’eatmg nlanoeuvres made 
against them. Health Centres, being smaller and less complex and attempting 
fewer procedures exposing patients to a high riskSactually need less complex 
defences against organisms and can reasonably accept less complex ‘sterilizing’ 
routines. 

Defences against infection 

Clean buildings, minimum dust, nothing to attract insects, protection against 
animals, clean water, good cross ventilation with sun-washed air, well spaced 
buildings, clean staff and clean patients, well maintained latrines, well washed 
and sun-dried lien and uniforms are all first line defences against infection and 
must be seen to all the time. 

Early recognition of infections in patients, staff and visitors and their prompt 
treatment in a suitable manner is the second line of defence. 

The third line is the actual processing and handling of goods. 
broken down into two types: 

The goods can be 

1. Goods exposed to known infection 
2. Goods which may have been exposed to infection 

Both must be treated the same in the end, but goods in category 1 should be dealt 
with immediately and handled carefully. 

Kitchen clean ‘&Wig’ 

The essence of sterilizing is the exposure of harmful organisms to an environment 
which kills them. Such an environment can be found inside a sterilizer (even a 
‘boiling water sterilizer’, providing the organisms are exposed to enough heat for 
long enough. and providing the:e are no ‘sophisticated organisms present J Tl~r 
basic killer of organisms is heat. As goods can be sterilized in boiling water it follows 
that sterilizing them in a pressure vessel (such as a pressure cooker) is a better method, 
as the temperature inside is higher. Sterilizing by exposure to high temperature is 
known as pasteurizdtion and this report recommends ten minute pasteurization of 
goods in a pressure cooker as the minimum acceptable standard. Box jointed instrument: 
will need fifteen minutes; dismountable box jointed instruments are preferable and 
need only the shorter time. 

Cleaning goods before sterilizing 

Goods must be cleaned before sterilizing. A good scrub with a scrubbing brush, 
perhaps a preliminary boil to loosen any adhering material, ‘flue’ brushing of 
syringe barrels and the cieaning of needle lumens with a wire are essential. This 
will allow maxbum heat to get to all the surfaces of the goods. Needles in 
particular need careful rinsing in clean water before ‘sterilizing’. 

Linen, bowls, etc. 

Scrupulously washed and sun-dried linen is adequately clean for Health Centre 
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purposes. But the storage area (and preferably the drying area) must be fly free. 
Bowls may be washed in clean water with a good dismfectant (see below) but must 
be dried with clean linen and stored covered in a fly free area. Dressings. if it is 
essential to re-use them, must be pressure cooked, then rinsed and sun-dried. 
Some form of linen drying cabinet may be essential in areas with prolonged 
monsoons. 

I ’ A ‘sterilized’ item starts losing its comparative cleanliness as soon as it is removed 
from the sterilizing container. Goods left in more or less open containers in the 
water in which they have been boiled are particularly at risk. Wet goods will pick 
up airborne infection more quickly than dry goods. Unwrapped but covered goods 
will pick up more infection than wrapped goods. Glean goods placed on trays with 
uncleaned tongs, or placed on uncleaned trays or in uncleaned containers, or 
covered with a previously used cloth are soiled goods. Goods laid on a clean tray 
and covered with a clean cloth which is then lifted periodically are soiled goods. 
The ideal aim is to ‘cook and use fresh’, handling as little as possible. 

A practical routk for a Health Centre 

Returned used goods should be washed and then sterilized by the best available 
method. Keep the washing area well away from the sterilizing area. Goods should 
be taken from washing to sterilizing on clean trays by clean staff to avoid undue 
contamination of the sterilizing area. This care is not so important in modern 
sterilizing units where packing protects goods but is most important in less sophisti- 
cated practice. Do not store unsterilized goods in the sterilizing area. At the end 
of the day it is better to wash and hold goods in the washing area than to put them 
ln the sterilizing area until morning as they can carry and then spread infection. 
Goods can be sterilized, then stored, then sterilized again before use but this double 
handling is wasteful. Goods sterilized but not used must be re-sterilized before 
re-issue unless well wrapped. 

Sterihzlng containers, following whatever sterilizing routine is employed, should be 
emptied with tongs included in the container on to a double thickness of sound 
linen, on a smooth tray well wiped with a strong antiseptic agent. The linen should 
then be carefully folded over the top of the goods and the bundle turned over on 
the tray. Do not touch the face of the linen that will he in contact with the 
instruments; do not let the linen lie on unclean tables. Turning the pack over 
secures the wrap wlth minimum fuss, makes it difficult to raid the pack, and will 
mean that the goods are adequately covered and protected. Smaller sets are better 
than larger ones. A local method of identifying contents may be necessary; do 
not stick pins through the wrappers. 

Goods prepared and wrapped ln this way wlll maintain a reasonable degree of 
cleanliness for some hours, but the wraps must be kept dry. Heaf guns with 
magnetic heads which can be sterilized should be purchased and used in preference 
to syringes where possible. 

wrappings and trays 

Wraps can be made from old bed sheets. Trays can be any kind of metal tray, but 
smooth. If no wrappings and no trays are available, carry the goods to the site of 
use in the sterilizing container, open the container when the goods are needed, use 
small loads for quicker use. The site for use is the principle source of contami- 
nation. 

Much faith and many instruments have traditionally been placed in drums. In the 
early days of steam sterilizers drums with open ports in their sides were placed in 
what amounted to sealed steam chambers. Steam filled the chamber and the drum, 
settling and condensing on the instruments, creating high temperatures which were 
then more or less maintained by pressure and more heat. At the end of the cycle 
the chamber was opened and as soon as practical the ports were snapped shut. As 
the drum and its contents and the air inside it cooled so unclean air was sucked in 
unfiltered. Linen is better, drums are dangerous, Linen or paper wrapped goods 
placed inside a drum which has had the ports pulled off and drainage holes cut 
through the bottom can be safely sterilized in a modem autoclave (see notes at end 
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of this Appendix), the drum then making a good container for the wrapping, the 
wrapping protecting the instruments. Drums may be convenient containers but 
they are not in any sense sterihxing apparatus. 

Antisepticfhxidsanddiainfecting 

Inadequately mixed antiseptic solutions which are too weak and have not been 
allowed to stand (so that the agent can disinfect the water into which it is poured) 
and which have been mixed in unclean buckets which have been left around empty 
without covers on may smell comforting but do not do an 
Using antiseptic solutions which are too weak is a totally r 

other useful job. 
alse economy, being 

in fact a dangerous waste of a valuable resource. 

Goods to be placed in antiseptic solutions should be cleaned and rinsed fmt, and 
the solution should not be used for longer or more often than recommended by the 
manufacturer. 

Where disinfectant is being used on a cloth to wipe surfaces or goods, do not rinse 
the cloth in the disinfe&nt between wipes. This makes for an infection reservoir 
in the solution, the infection in the end being laboriously spread. A second con- 
tainer for rinsing and even a third for wrhtging makes more sense however tiresome. 
This method prolongs the supply of active agent and is wasteful only of water. 

Airborne organisms frequently travel on dust particles from bed linen and clothes. 
Brisk, efficient people rustling round wards expertly twitching bed linen are people 
stirring an unnecessary aerial soup of harmful organisms. Bed making should be 
quietly carried outwithout linen touching the floor. The counting of linen on the 
ward is an unforgivable health hazard. Frequent floor sweeping accompanied by 
much whisking of dust is harmful. Slow sweeping with a soft paddy brush into a 
container is perfectly acceptable providing the brush is not then shaken out of the 
window and the container dumped just round the comer. 

Dust and organisms stirred in these ways will travel into the sterilizing area, on to 
the goods and into the patients. 

sunshineandventilation 

Sunshine and sky glare contain radiation that is an effective sterilizing agent. Sun 
should be let into latrines and dirty areas. Well spaced buildings without enclosed 
links allow the sun to keep infection down. A balance between shade trees and 
sterilizing sunshine must be kept. 

Air that has been blown across a field will be virtually sterile, Clear cross venti- 
lation will allow this air to flush out buildings. 

Modem sterilizing practice 

larger Health Centres may well have sophisticated sterilizers. This last section of 
this Appendix is long but is only attempting to clarify what sterilizers are and what 
they are supposed to do. 

Modem sterilizing practice is based on the use of goods wrapped in steam perme- 
able wrappings; linen, cardboard or special paper and special celluloid. These are 
placed in a fairly complicated autoclave and sterilized with heat from steam. The 
autoclave must be in good working order, and new ones should not be bought 
without fool-proof guarantees and maintenance contracts. Malfunctioning auto- 
claves are a dangerous waste of money and effort. 

Wrapping is essential as in any normal circumstances unwrapped goods cease to be 
sterile as soon as th; ; ?:YP the sterilizing chamber, being then exposed to non- 
sterile air. Further, ; ,.I + 
long periods (up to 2~ 

4y wrapped or packed goods can be stored for quite 
.* .YS in a good double linen wrap) and can be carried round 

and handled in safet) .-tiding they are kept dry. Adequate packing before 
sterilization is the rc JL of modem sterilizing practice. 

Modern sterilizers ;jave complicated cycles. First a partial vacuum is drawn, then 
steam is let in, thc;i the partial vacuum re-drawn a few times. This is known as 
pulsing and replaces air in the chamber and in the packs with water vapour. After 

(iv) 
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this flushing; stearrr is pushed into the chamber under pressure, the temperature of 
ring raised by the,pressure. This pressure then has to be held, as does 

, for the right length of time. The pressure is then released and an 
which dries the load. Filtered air is then let in to bring the 

chamber to atmospheric pressure. The sterilizer can then be opened. 

Without pulsing the first steam entering may rush towards instruments in a pack 
(training) trapping air inside the pack, which ah may insulate the goods from the 
sterlhzing action of the live steam and from the very high temperatures reached 
when steam condens& on the goods releasing latent heat, 
remain unsterilized; 

The*alr itself may 
(This has ln the past been called ‘the small load effect’). A 

post-vacuum is necessaryto dry the goods, otherwlse moisture in the wrapping or 
coming out through it will open a path for the ingress of harmful organisms 
through the inevitable movements of the moisture ln the process of the pack drying 
out. 

It will be seen from the foregoing that unwrapped goods in traditional drums with 
ventilating ports are dangerous, that opening the sterilizer door as soon as possible 
to assist in cooling and drying is dangerous, and that safe routine modem sterilizing 
requires comparatively complex apparatus which needs attention and maintenance 
if it is to do its job properly. 

In sterilizing it is necessary to establish a practical standard, acknowledge its 
effectiveness, work out practical routines related to the degree of sterility obtain- 
able and stick rigorously to these routines. 

Autoclaves come in large, medhun and small sizes. Modem Western practice has 
favoured the large autoclave as it is more amenable to factory line type process- 
ing of goods and, when filled efficiently and used with a rapid turnover, it shows 
good results. Where a factory line process Seems irrelevant (usually because the 
unit throughput is small) smaller sterilizers are much more appropriate, having 
shorter cycles (the cycle may have to be varied for different goods) and therefore 
allowing for a sporadic presentation of goods for sterilization. Well organized, a 
somewhat larger number of very much smaller sterilizers can fulfi the demands of 
very large units extremely well, and there is the additional advantage that break- 
downs are less disruptive. Units have been built with one large sterilizer capable 
of doing all the necessary work ina few cycles. 
revealed at the fust malfunction. 

The fallacy in this economy is 
Robust pumps, a suitable and limited range of 

cycles, accurate and unfussy instruments, simple easily repeatable and replaceable 
door sealing gaskets and suitable water pre-processing units are essential. Demand 
pulsed pre-vacuum, and a drying after-vacuum. Demand realistic cycle times and 
capacities, and resist loading, racking and stacking gadgets until it is found that 
they are needed. Much can be achieved by building wood and cardboard mock-ups 
of autoclaves on offer. These can then be trial packed and compared. Senior staff 
resisting this idea maintain their dignity at the risk of their patients’ health. 
An essential of any well run unit is a senior staff member with direct and known 
responsibility for performance. 

Small. so called ‘flash sterilizers’ are available. These work for unwrapped metal 
or glass or polypropylene goods set on a mesh tray. 
u#de down (this is not entirely satisfactory). 

Bowls etc. must be placed 
Steam is admitted which rushes to 

the goods, condensing and producing a high temperature. The chamber is then 
pressurized for a short time, the pressure released, the door opened and the hot 
instrument taken out. Flash sterilizers have a deftite place in hospital sterilization. 
Placed immediately adjacent to an operating or treatment room in a clean and well 
ventilated lobby, the ventilation source cleanable and as.far as possible from any 
infection source, these sterilizers are extremely useful for dropped or unrepeatable 
instruments. Somewhere to wash the instruments is essential. 

Most sizes of sterilizers come with doors at both ends for pass-through work. This 
means twice the number of gaskets, hinges and locks to go wrong. Double-ended 
sterilizers have their uses, but big double-enders are trouble sources. 

Downward displacement autoclaves where steam ‘soaks’ down through a load 
driving the air out at the bottom, the air cock then being closed and the pressure 
built up have been superseded by high pre-vacuum autoclaves. 
as big pressure cookers. 

They should be seen 

Syringes, gloves and rubber goods are always a problem. Gloves can be carefully 
wrapped (well powdered) and sterilized on a suitable cycle in most good autoclaves. 

(4 
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,‘=I, ““S~~J~can’be-dealt,~~ on a stand&d cycle. kubbe; goods and anaesthktic 
i :, ’ &&iment neid@ueful and particular consideration. Ethylene oxide sterilizers 
.: ..‘,wh.ich~c+n be used f&these go,ods need careful maintenance and exceptionally 
. . careful handl@g,4reing liable to explode. It seems reasonable to site them away 
:;, f&unwork areas and-other machinery;. Forma&i is both the sterilizing agent-and 

% -.the main drawback‘of fonnalincabin’ct sterilization. 

: ‘, Hoi air cabinets may be useful for drying goods, but their effectiveness as sterilizers 
-i ‘ti ieg doubtful’ / - _ -T ~3 

:I .~Sy.$rges can wt$l be sterilized ,m h&red conveyor ovens, packed in metal capsules. 
‘i I These,.~$sul~ are convenieqt to handle, pro@rly sealed have. a very long sterile life, 

I a$ robust:easily identified and are near. ideal. It seemsvery doubtful whether 
:: fy$% is tnily effective in h pm-vacuum autoclave. With-the growth of the use 
i o drsposables and j&spray guns ovens are no longer made as standard equipment. 

Sterile fluids and lotions can be sterilized in standard autoclaves on appropriate 
cycles. There.$sno ideal capping system. Rapid cooling systems are available. In 
these the vessels in the chamber are sprayed to cool the, fluids which would other- 
wise boiloff violently as the chamber pressure was reduced. An alternative. is to 

’ prograinme fluids for the end of the day and allow them to ‘cook’ quietly. through 
the night. 

’ Ointments and linen can also be put through suitable cycles. 

i Bowls of all sizes can be wrapped or stacked single or in pairs (pairs being separated 
by a small folded towel, otherwise they seal together) and used as occasion demands. 
Big outer wraps on bowls can be used to drape stands. Bowls with Bps turned out 
over and down should be avoided as moisture can be trapped in the rims when the 
bowls are sterilized inverted. 
not be sterilized right way up. 

They are best sterilized laid on their sides and should 

Opera&g theatre instruments can be made up in standardized kparotomy kits laid 
up in linen on cafeteria trays. Specials for individual doctors’ preferences or,extras 
to extend the range of the possible procedures are added as a separate bundle. Eye 
surgery calls for delicate and very special instruments and it is recommended that 
the specialist be aBowed complete freedom of decision on the handling of these 
l3-. 

Sterihzing techniques and routines and steriIizing area layouts do not appear, by 
and large, to be as simple and uniform as the basic routines involved would seem to 
indicate. Common sense does not seem to be the keynote of design. The basic 
activity sequence for a large or small, complex or simple unit is as shown on page vii. 

The demands of this sequence of activities can be met with a very simple plan. 
Complex partitioning is unnecessary as the goods are to be wrapped. Some 
authorities prefer to see separate stripping areas, washing areas, several packing 
areas and a sterilizing area, all linked by doors which are usually propped open as 
soon as the designer leaves. The partitions cut down air circulation in hot 
countries and hinder the passage of goods and people. 
does not matter where the. air goes. 

If the goods are wrapped it 
Where mechanical ventilation is practrcal, 

heavy extract at the stripping area wili draw air away from the ‘cleaner’ parts. So 
often one sees extract at the sterilizers to cut down heat. 
the wrong direction of air flow. 

,This, of course, sets up 
In a simple building the stripping and washing 

area could be separated from the main work room by a completely open lobby. 
The goods themselves will still have some contamination on them, but sterilizing 
before wrapping is not necessary. 

Complicated ‘work stations’ are often designed for packing goods. They are 
totally unnecessary; ordinary table tops with a formica or similar surface are 
practical and adaptable. 
unit. 

Cardboard boxes do well for carrying goods round in the 

Spray racks are needed for testing needles, foam blocks for carrying them round 
(they are stuck into the block). A capsuling machine is necessary if syringes are 
being sterilized in metal tubes in an infra-red conveyor oven. Otherwise they can 
be wrapped in linen in tin boxes (or beer cans with the top removed and sharp 
edges blunted, these to be sterilized upside down). 

Taps with suitable nozzles are needed to flush out tubing. 
needed for washing bowls, galleys etc. 

Big low level sinks are 
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Washing machines are a problem. Good agitation, hot water and a good squeeze of 
lemon juice produce bright and apparently clean instruments. A converted 
domestic or commercial washing machine may do the trick and will be at least as 
effective as and more easily serviced than an ultrasonic cleaner. Goods should be 
packed in a wire box packed with rubber netting so they do not rattle and break. 

Washing machines are a problem. Good agitation, hot water and a good squeeze of 
lemon juice produce bright and apparently clean instruments. A converted 
domestic or commercial washing machine may do the trick and will be at least as 
effective as and more easily serviced than an ultrasonic cleaner. Goods should be 
packed in a wire box packed with rubber netting so they do not rattle and break. 

Wire boxes are good for issuing goods. They can be locked against theft between 
issue and arrival at the use point. 

There is much to be said for wrapping lots of smaller sets and making up bigger 
packs after sterilizing. This means that someone cari sit down and wrap fifty 
galleys with swabs in, then do spatulas, then’ do something else rather than having 
to collect all the items first, then wrap them in a thoroughly complicated manner. 

Glove powdering can well be done in a separate cubicle to stop the spread of dust. 

These notes have tried to strike a note of homely common sense. There is no 
substitute for this commpdity in designing and running sterilizing units. Two days 
spent in a large room or a car park with tables and packing cases to represent 
equipment, with an experienced staff member getting a complete ‘mock-up’ day 
worked through, will solve very many design problems very satisfactorily. 

goods received and possibly held 
issue point 

(some may require pre-sterilization 

to disposal \ 
if grossly contaminated) 

4 

to laundry e 
packs, sets and instruments stripped 

/ 
if 

goods sorted into: 
(a) bowls, (b) syringes, (c) ru+bber goods, (d) instruments 

wash and dry 
if necessary 

4 
to disposal 5----------- inspect f--------- replacements 

from store if 
necessary 

<E draw from store 
necessary materjals 

(including 
disposables, 
whete,these are 

sterilizer trolley 
wrap and label 

included in packs) 
- wrapping materials 

and clean linen 

dressings 4 

sterilized items 

trays, trolleys 
or boxes for 
carrying goods 
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i-c ,y : 
F.‘; Such~ a room is not 6. i This Appendixilhrstrates an imrnunlzation room layout. 
: c ‘( ‘. . ‘.-. included in the Model. If a separate room.were required it could be placed 
-. .: : between the laboratory and the dispensary. This would mean an increase in the 
:-- ̂’ . . in size of the treatment room’s waiting area, but this would probably be a good idea as 

only a fairly large Centre would have the need or the staff for a separate room. -. The aim is to hnmunlze all children who attend the Centre. The room is in use a- ;::, ..: 8. eveiy day from 7.00 am. to 3BO p.m., except’sunday, and has the following,main 
IC!,’ pi ,I $ T.. . features: ., 
v ‘. ,! 
i;. 
“’ 

1. Vaccines are kept cold and away from light. Vaccines must be protected 
from strong light during a working session. A cold box is advised for holding 
during a session. 

2. Two sets of syringes and needles are in use. one set sufficient for a day’s 
work (one set in use and one being sterilized). 

3. -4 sterile needle (or multiple puncture ‘blade’) is used for each immunization 
given. Syringes are used eight times. A bifurcated needle is available free 
from the WHO for SP vaccine. The needle controls puncture depth. 

4. Magnetic head Heaf type multiple puncture.guns are used for smallpox 
vaccination (freeze dried), BCG and HT. The ‘Pan-Jet’ (previously named 
‘Dermo-Jet’) available from Schuco International London Ltd., Halliwick 
Court Place, Woodhouse Road, London N. 12, England, ls recommended for 
administration of soluble drugs by intradermal infiltration. The instrument 
can be sterilized by boiling. Partial disassembly, rinsing and test ftiing with 
distilled water is recommended once a week or every 500 shots. 

5. A helper receives the patient’s card, records it and stamps the card, as the 
vaccination is given. Patients’ cards are kept on side trolley away from the 
actual work bench, but near by. . 

l$eminder charts 

Charts on the wall at the back of the work bench show Heaf test reaction numbers, 
sites and methods for the various inununizations and dosages. 

Suggested arrangement for the work bench (see diagram following) 

1. Refrigerator 
2. Cold box with opened vaccines actually in use; one vial only of each type of 

vaccine 
3. Covered tray with magnetic headed multiple puncture’guns’ (two) (Heaf 

model). 
4. Folded sterile towel with dry sterile ‘gun’ blades ready for use 
5. Polythene tray with syringe for Triple Vaccine 
6. Polythene tray with syringe for Tetanus Toxoid 
7. Polythene tray with syringe for ATS 
8. Polythene tray with disposable syringes for measles vaccine 
9. Tray with spare syringes, tins of sterile needles and scissors 

10. Covered tray with syringe for rabies vaccine 
11. Small jar with dissecting forceps (sterile) 
i 2. Squeeze type poiythene bottle of spirit 
13. Cotton wool swabs 
14. Tin of sterile needles in use 
15) 
&) Small bowls of water to receive used needles and ‘blades’ 
16) 

1 ft.6 in. 
( Ym.1 
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APPENDIX 17 

DISPOSAL All dressings which cannot be washed and reused must be burned under super- 
vision. Heavily soiled linen should be soaked in a bucket and rinsed as thoroughly 
as possible, then boiled for at least ten minutes before being processed through the 
usual wash. 

Syringes, needles, etc., must be thoroughly broken up under supervision. No drugs 
of any sort should be disposed of in any form in which they could be taken. 

Paper”boxes, cardboard, etc;, should be collected and burned periodically. A large 
bin is suitable for this, but it should have a perforated bottom, a lid with a ‘chhnney’ 
with a hood, and the bin should stand on a plinth. Rubbish which can&t be 
burned, such as tins, should be collected in closeable bins, the contents being 
periodically compressed as much as possible and buried. Bins smell less if shaded. 
It is a mistake to put them out of sight and out of mind. If there is a security 
enclosure in the central facilities area, the bins should be within it to discourage 
scavenging. 

Waste which can be used as garden waste should be properly composted, and should 
not be left around as it will become a fly nuisance source. Composts should be 
covered with fresh earth every two days. 

Food waste can often be used by a local farmer, who should be under a direct 
obligation to remove it frequently and to keep the collection point clean. Excreta, 
vomit, blood, pus, etc., can be emptied into a latrine or pit or flushed down a WC 
where running water is available. 

A disposal room is shown on the Model plan. The intention is that supervised 
treatment of rubbish can be made periodically from the disposal room, which 
should have a door opening to the outside and a hose point (where there is adequate 
water). The floor and walls should be impervious and cleaned regularly. Fly 
screening, sun and ventilation are advantages. 

Following disposal routines, hands must be washed. 
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Thestorage buildii in the,Model is sited at, the entrance to the site for ease :Thedrgge buildii in the,Model is sited at, the entrance to the site for ease 
“ar&ss;.for ease of supervision, and for initial use as the storage shed during “ar&ssifor ease of supervision, and for initial use as the storage shed during 
Construction. Construction. Additionally, in this position, there is mom for considerable Additionally, in this position, there is mom for considerable 
expansion without marked expansion of site size. expansion without marked expansion of site size. 

of 

The building must be rat-proof. . A building on stone or concrete mushrooms 
.->;: deals with this problem very well, but the mushrooms must be high enough for 

effective clearing of undergrowth and rubbish from underneath the building, as 
this space might otherwise attract snakes, mosquitoes, rats; etc. 

The size of the store will depend on frequency of delivery of goods and the 
possibility of ‘irregular bulk donations. A separate store for inilammable goods 
such as petrol and kerosene is essential; it should be placed sufficiently far enough 

. away from the main storage building for fire spread to be unlikely in the event of 
accident. 

Closed bins, metal or concrete shelves, and possibly a separate area for linen etc., 
are advisable. Avoiding storage on the floor makes cleaning easier. The store 
must be adequately ventilated, but a ceiling is unnecessary. 

Doors must be big enough to allow huge packing cases to be carried in easily. The 
store may be used as a garage, in which case some fire precautions are necessary. 

A simple form of store-keeping book will be essential in order to maintain a 
reasonable ordering system. The minimum information to be shown in the book 
wiII be: 

! 

1. Date of receipt (entry to be made on day of receipt) 
2. Nature and quantity of goods 
3. Condition of goods on receipt 
4. Price of goods (can be ffied in later from invoices seat by post) 
5. Any special storage requirements 

A system is also needed which shows when remaining stocks will shortly be reduced 
to the point where they will be finished before a new batch can be ordered and 
delivered. This means that normal order and delivery times and consumption 
rates should be known and recorded. In its simplest form the amount of any given 
stored item which will last through the order and delivery delay period should be 
clearly shown at the storage area so that any staff member can check. 

The issue of goods must also be carefully recorded on the day of issue. The record 
should show amount issued, date issued and to whom issued. Notes requisitioning 
stores should be checked periodically and matched with the issue book. 

Periodic stock-taking is necessary. This involves totting up the total of goods 
received, adding in amount h-r stock at last check, checking the amount issued, 
checking that the difference is still in store and checking the state of the goods. 

Where goods deteriorate or get broken they should not be thrown away before 
inspection. Drugs, syringes etc., must be thoroughly broken up and rendered 
unusable before disposal. 

The placing of goods in the store should be clear and systematic as the storeman 
may be ill or away and someone else may have to take over. It is best not to stack 
goods against a wall and PO have an aisle on both sides of stacks. 
systematic pilfering from the backs of piles can be avoided. 

In this way 

pilfering should be instantly dismissed. 
Anyone caught 

It is unlikely that a storeman will be kept busy enough by a Health Centre to work 
in the store full-time. 
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' ' The Appendix notes items of furniture, equipment, drugs etc; The Appendix notes items of furniture, equipment, drugs etc; It is not It is not 
i.. i.. comprehensive, particularly in the matter of drugs. comprehensive, particularly in the matter of drugs. It does not show quantities, It does not show quantities, 

nor are all theitems listed required to run a Centre, aad there is some duplication, nor are all theitems listed required to run a Centre, aad there is some duplication, 
i.e. in sterilizing equipment where a sophisticated autoclave will make more i.e. in sterilizing equipment where a sophisticated autoclave will make more 
primitive equipment unnecessary. primitive equipment unnecessary. 

The list is offered as a check list. Depending on many varying factors the lists 
may be greatly reduced or widely extended. 

Cookiag quipawat, plates etc. 

Not listed 

Domestic aad cleaning quipment 

Soap, includingbabies’ soap 
Toilet rolls 

Detergent 

Matches 
Brooms, brushes, mops, cloths, 

Uniforms, footwear, headgear 
scrubbing brushes 

Buckets and bowls 
Baby bath and stand 

Children’s potties 
Jugs and measuring jugs 
Hot water bottles 

Beakers Funnels 
Razors Razor blades 

Luger equipment which needs consideration in building 

Autoclave (sterilizer) 
Refrigerator - kerosene, gas 

or electric 
Generator 

Incinerator 
Drying cabinet 
Washing machine 
Steam plant 

Steriking quipment 

Wire boxes 
Tongs 
String, labels 
Needle sharpener and magnifying leas 
Steam resistant sticky tape 

’ Pressure cookers 
Wraps 
Photographs of standard packs 
‘Bripac’ cardboard boxes 
Autoclave test phials 
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Scouring powder 
Nail brushes 
Aprons 
Washing bowls 
Latrine buckets 
Bedpans, urine bottles 
Insect sprays 
Stretchers 

Gas bottles and boiling rings for 
sterilizing 

Cans of kerosene 
Heat sealer for packing drugs 

Boiling water and sterilizers 
Trays for set-ups 
Instrument cleaning equipment 
Steam permeable paper 
Autoclave cycle recording paper 

Some suggested sterilizing packs (these are offered for thought only. The range of possible packs is enormous, the secret 
is to work out the fairly complicated ones that are needed in emergency, or packs needed for outstation visits or sets 
frequently used as a matter of routine. Examples are given below). 

1. Maternity (gloves not included) 

a. Delivery pack: b. Cord dressing: c. Maternity emergency pack: 

2 Towels (absorbent paper or 
‘J’ cloths or material) 
Swabs 
4 Maternity pads 

Swabs 
Cord dressing 
Cord ties 

Swabs 
2 Rolls of packing (i.e. cotton wool: 
2 Towels 

d. Maternity additional: 

Parts of vacuum extractor and/or 
forceps 

Towels 

e. P.P. Repair: (compare with 1 .c. 
There may be unnecessary 
duplication here) 

Speculum 
Needles and sutures 
Pads 

2: Bums and Wounds etc. 

Swabs (gauze and cotton wool) 

a. Burns: a. Burns: .- .- 

Selected dressing plus 2 auto&wed plastic bags. Selected dressing plus 2 auto&wed plastic bags. 
dressing and turning the bag inside out over it. dressing and turning the bag inside out over it. 

The old dressing is removed by putting the hand inside a bag, grasping the The old dressing is removed by putting the hand inside a bag, grasping the 
The new dressing is applied by the hand inside the second and clean bag. The new dressing is applied by the hand inside the second and clean bag. 

The dressing can be sterilized inside the second bag if a pressure steam autoclave (see Appendix 15) is used and provided the The dressing can be sterilized inside the second bag if a pressure steam autoclave (see Appendix 15) is used and provided the 
dressing is left protruding from the bag so that steam can get in and out. dressing is left protruding from the bag so that steam can get in and out. 
the pack wra,)ping. the pack wra,)ping. 

The protruding dressing will be protected by The protruding dressing will be protected by 



b. Wounds 

Ribbon gauze . 
Sinus forceps 

c. Stitch up sets 

Selection of needles stuck in a lint pad 
Swabs 

d. Incision sets 

Bard Parker scalpel, handle 
and blades 

Curved scissors 

e. Sore dressings 
Folded gauze 

Swabs 

Sutures 
Gauze dressings 

Spencer Wells artery forceps, 
2 large, 2 small 

Swabs 

Swabs 
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Gauze and cotton wool dressing 

Stitch scissors 

Sinus forceps 
Cotton wool and gauze dressings 

From the foregoing it may be seen that a pack containing swabs, gauze dressings, packing and towels might suit all ‘soft goods’ 
requirements, so that only instruments had to be added; unused soft goods to be returned for repacking. Careful thought and 
strong decisions are needed on these subjects. 

Iiaea and bed requirements 

Adult mattresses and washable covers 
Pillows and washable covers 
Blankets (antibac or cotton cellulose), 

cot blankets 
Towels (mothers and babies) 
Towels (hand) 

Stationery etc. 
Account books 
Store-keeping ledgers 
Exercise books for: 

ward reports 
daily registration of outpatients 
register of deliveries 

Adult cards in polytheae envelope 
Required report forms and statistical 

return forms 
Envelopes 
Ink pads 
Ball-point pens, pencils 
Large sheets of graph paper, etc 

for maps and charts 
Typewriter 
Screen 
Visitors’ book 
Map of district to large scale mounted 
on soft board (for putting in pins) aad 
covered in spray-on or stick-down plastic 
(for visiting rosters, community projects 
etc. to be kept on display) 

Drups list (i) 

Cot mattresses and washable covers 
Sheets, cot sheets 
Polythene sheets 6ft. x 2 ft. (cut 

from rolls) or rubber sheets 
Plastic aprons 
Mosquito nets 

‘Receipt books 
Temperature charts 
Under fives weight charts in 

polythene envelope 
daily consultation cards to 
go with same 

Notepaper 
Carbons 
bferral forms for patients transferred 

to hos 
India rub & 

ital 
er 

Files 
Containers for paper etc. 
Film projector 
Card index boxes and refills 

(for recording community 
projects etc.) 

Map pins or pegs 

Crib mattresses and washable covers 
Draw sheets 
Mothers’ gowns 
Babies’ gowns, nappies 
Polythene bags 
Containers for bed linen 

Requisition books 
Labour ward charts 
Maternity cards in polythene 

envel&e (this piekancy only) 
(disoosable) 
%mary 01 obstetric hislory to 
be retained and added to 
(permanent) 

Date stamps 
Stapler and staples 
Felt tip pens 
File boxes 
Bill spikes 
Slide projector 
Lar e stiff cardboard folder 

t home made) for maps and 
charts. (See also Appendix 26, 
Teaching Aids.) 

(During the preparation of this report a list of drugs has graduai)y been built up and commented on by different authorities. 
The working party put forward the results for thought. Some of the entries will cause raised eyebrows, others annoyance 
and/or worry. We have chosen to put forward the list for discussion rather than suppress it from fear of causing argument.) 

Tableg aad powden 

Vitamin capsules 
Yeast tablets or B complex 
Sulphadimidine 
Aspirin 
Welldorm 
Thiacetone + INH 

Iron tablets 
Chloroquine 
Tetracycline or chorampheaicol 
Codeine 
Bephenium or tetrachlorethylene 
Other specific anthelmintics 

Folic acid tablets 
Daraprim or substitute 
Penicillin v 
Phenobarbitone 
Piperazine 

(ii) 



LDcd applications imd antiseptic solutions 

surgical spirit 
KilOlill 
Sterzac powder 
Hibitaae lotion 
Eye drops 
Triple dye 

others 

Disinfectant 

Cough mixture 
Iroa mixture (infants) 
Simple mixture 

Streptomycin 
Syntometrine amps I ml. 
Sterile giving sets (disposable) 
Bi&er lactate 

urhletestiagstrips 

‘Albustix’ 

As available and can be stored 

Oxygen 
‘hked cup- drugs 

Anaesthetic ether 
Pethidine 
Nikethamide 
Pentothal 

Family planning supplies (if relevant) 

Pill 

Gentian violet 
Arachis oil or local equivalent 

Benzyl benzoate 
Vaseline 

Tinct. benz. co. 
Eusol powder (for making lotion) 

Hibitane cream 

Eye ointments 
Ear drops 
Copper sulphate crystals 

Insecticide fluid 

Syrup of chloral (infants) 
Vitamin preparation (infants) 
Purgative 

Procaine penicillin 
Intravenous saline (disposable packs) 
Half strength Darrow’s solution 

Trilene or penthrane 

Ethyl chloride spray 
Morphia 
Let&drone 

I.U.D.3 
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Elixir piperazine 
(Antepar elixir) 

Crystallhre pencillin 
Intravenous dextrose (disposable 

packs) 

Clinitest tablets or acidify, boil 
and use Benedicts solution 

Atropine 
Lignocaine 1 per cent 
Vit. K. injection 

Drugs Iist (ii) 
(The drugs list below was prepared for a group of Ceatres in 1965. 
be prepared at a specific time for specific circumstances. 

We reproduce it to show the kind of list that can 
It is the availability and cost of drugs and their ability to withstand 

storage conditions that will dictate choice as much as anything else.) 

Benzyl Benzoate Emulsion 
Chloramphenicol Ear drops 
Sulphur ointment 
Magnesuim Trisilicate 
Flavine Solution 0.1 per cent 
Aspirin Tablets gr. 5 
Cascara Tablets gr. 5 

Sulphanilamide Powder 
Chloramphenicol Eye ointment 

Dusting Powder 

Gentian Violet Jelly 
Turpentine Liniment 
Kaolin Light Powder 
Iodine Solution Cetavlon. Solution 10 per cent 

(to be diluted to 1 percent before use) Methylated Spirit 
Yeast Tablets Ferrous Sulphate Tablets gr. 5 

Chloroquine Tablets (150 mg. base) Bradosol Lozenges 

Drwhgs etc 
Cotton wool 
Gauze 
Elastoplast 
Splints 
Sutures 

Lint 
Bandages open wove 
Dermicel or micropore 
Towels 
Maternity pads (which may also be 

sold to mothers) 

Cellulose 
Bandages crepe 
Triangular bandages 
Linen 

(iii) 



Cold boxes for vaccines 
Height measurement scale 
Boiling water sterilizers 
Polytheae sheeting aad bags 

Adults’ weighing scales 
Pedal bias for soiled articles 
Drip stands 
Trolleys 

Append;;c Z (ctd.) 

Children’s weighing scales 
Prisms stove for local boiling 
Angle-poise type lights 

chidrs: :ozif 
low (for mothers) 
arm 

Beds: cots, cribs, beds, delivery, 
-,1ocll type 

Chart and map racks 
Shehiag: solid, slatted, washable 

Stools: high for e.g. lab 
normal 
Smau (for children) 

Exaat couch 
Cupboards: lockers for staff 

general 
lockable (e.g. drugs) 
bedside lockers 

!Janitary fittings (where m water is available) 

z2baJins(bk) 
Loag bath 
Bucket sinks (low level) 

Surgeons’ bas@s (deep with wrist 
or elbow taps) 

Driakiag fountains ( with unsuckable 
delivery pipes) 

xedicalquipment 

Heaf gun 
UNICEF kit For home delivery 

BCG intradermal vaccinator 
Sphygmomaaometers on stands 
Fatal stethoscopes 
Metal hypodermic needles No. 1, No. 12 
Palsometers 
Thermometers for refrigerators aad cold 
boxes for vaccines 

Artery forceps 
8 iach bowl with lid (polypropylene) 

Scissors (7 inch) 
GaUipot 

Iriamab for outpatiaht drcsinp 

Dressing forceps 
Sinus forceps 

Dissecting forceps 
RObiS 

Container for sterilized instruments . 
Gauipots 

8 inch dressing bowls with lids 
Receivers with lids 

Suture scissors 
5-6 inch toothed forceps 

Scalpel handles 
5-6 inch nontoothed forceps 

For are of unconscious or anaesthefized patients 

Mouthgag 
Sponge-holding forceps 

Tongue forceps 
Rubber wedge 

Other aaadsy items 

Ear syringe 
Au&cope 

Assorted polythene connectors 

Syringes: 20 mi for doctors’ use 
(disposable) 
;;;pcz 8ame (disposable) 

Wooden spatulas 
Test tubes, rack and spirit 1pmp, 

urine test reagents 

Pipettes, supply 
Mucus extractors (disposable, caa be 

sterilized two or three times) 
Disposable polytheae gloves 
Resterilizable gloves (see Appendix 15) 
‘Orange’ sticks 

(ii) 

Benches 
Tables 
Work benches: working height 

writing height 
Towel rails ori walls 
Blackboards 
Curtains and blinds 
Bowl stands 

Baby baths 
W.C.s: as appropriate and 

including urinals 

Bifurcated needles 
Binaural stethoscopes 
Tape measures 
Thermometers, clinical and low 

reading, oral and rectal 

Receiver with lid (polypropylene) 

Scissors 
Cheatles forceps 
Cheatles container 
Needle holder 
Scalpel blades 

Metal spatula 
Adult sucker (pedal variety or home 

made model with Higginson’s 
syringe to provide suction) 

Polythene tubing or rubber tubing 
Polythene catheters: 

urethral size 8 
baby feeding (can be resterilized 
two or three times) 

Enemas: equipment as selected 
Bottles and containers for: 

medicines, mixtures, ointments, 
specimens, used goods, sterile 
goods, syririges, instruments, 
thermometers 
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The Health Centre may hold equipment for anaesthesia for use during doctors’ visits. 
destructive instruments etc. may be held for or brought by the doctor. 

Similarly vacuum extractors, 

IaboratoIy 

(With the equipment glvea below a laboratory assistant could undertake the jobs noted in Appendix 7 and could collect, 
prepare and pack specimens to be sent elsewhere for inspection.) 

Spring loaded microscope 
Pipettes 
Hagedom needle or substitute 
~~3issecting forceps 

Urine collecting glasses 
Measuring jug 
Haemoglobin measuring device 

e.g. Lovibond Comparator ( 
L&&man’s stain and buffer 
Methylated @rit 
Litmus paper 
Chinagraph pencils 

:omplete 

Microscope slides and cover slips 
Drop bottles 
Scissors 
Wire loop 
Containers, various 
Polythene wash bottle 
spirit lamp 
Vaseline 
Benedict’s solution 

(alternatively Clhristix range) 
Sodium chloride 
Filter paper 
Record book 

Blood pipette with rubber tubing 
Blades or substitute for finger 

pricking 
PIastic rods 
Test tubes, 125 x 16mm and stand 
Funnel 
Primus stove, gas ring, electric heater 
Sulphosalisylic acid 
Acetic acid- 
Methyl alcohol 
Sodium acetate 
Report forms 
Labels . 
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ar$ apdba optioas a$I expaasiba optioas (See Model room list on page 10) (See Model room list on page 10) 

This Appendix suggests.tiuther roomsthat could be added to the various groups This Appendix suggests.Euther roomsthat could be added to the various groups 
and shows typical possiile extensions. and shows typical possiile extensions. Fig. 12 at the back of the report in Fig. 12 at the back of the report in 
Appendix 52 , Additional Drawings, shows the Ceatre expanded to a 25-bed Appendix 52 , Additional Drawings, shows the Ceatre expanded to a 25-bed 
hospital. If the extension was for surgical work, option H would be taken, if If the extension was for surgical work, option H would be taken, if 

B 5-L.’ for-maternity option I. Any Xray or&erating room facilities would be placed in 
;.. :: L extension J. ‘_ : geaeral clinic. 

These would againbe accessible from option K, extension of the 
J will also be accessible from group D (uader fives and ante-natal) 

: 2“ down the back of A, B and C and across a aew link. 
!.” ,f<, 
“2 Fig. 13 (Appendix 52) shows the Centre expanded to 125 beds. Women’s, 
: : children’s and maternity beds will tend to be in options L, mea’s surgical and 
!.l medical beds in M. Ante- and post-natal and children’s clinics will be in option N 

and mea’s and surgically based clinics in 0. A will then be well positioned for 
I allocation to orthopaedic work, being also accessible from the bedded areas. 

Option J’will displace the incinerator. 
latrines from the social area. 

Option N will mean the removal of the 

ReferrGg to the numbered plan at the back and to the room list on page. 10, extra 
offi accommodation can be made in option P and by changing room 22 (store) into 
an office. Room 26 will be conveniently placed for theatre goods, rooms 28 and 
29 (mea) will go elsewhere and will become sterilizing, storage and work space. 
Option Q, extension of the under fives, will probably be sufficient to deal with any 

.I, likely work load as the rooms then available (9,10, Q and possibly 5) would cope 
with over 200 children a day. 
Combination of rooms 6 and 7 will give an adequate laboratory for a large unit, a 
new dispensary being made in N or 0. 
(additional waiting space). 

Either could be extended into room 8, 
The latrines by the social area, earlier noted for removal, 

could be made into specimen-taking latrines, under which use they would have a 
long life. Additional hostels would be built in the hostels area, new kitchens being 
made here, and new latrines if necessary. 

Outline room lists for these options are given below, comments on simple theatres 
and comments on sterilizers and sterilizing areas are given in Appendices 45 and 15 
respectiveIy. 

related ward: 

Clean store with sink and lockable cupboard 
;;gtdrGm 

Bed sp:ces (12) 
Additional latrines and washing places 
Covered link to E 

General store 
Nurses’ desk 
Bed spaces (12) 
One or two small rooms for children 

with mothers 
Covered link to E 

X-ray room 
Dark room and store 
Rearrange sterilizing suite 
Small operating room 
Room with half prrtition for scrubbing, 

anaesthesia and recovery 
Additional staff latrines and shower and 

associated changing 
Covered link to H (if applies) 
Covered link to K (if applies) 

Increase room 1 to bigger store, make 
clerk’s desk between 1 and 3 

New exam room as room 2 
Additional waiting 
Covered link to 0 (if applies) 

Area for costing purposes 

1,345 sq. ft 
125 sq. m 

(t 224 sq. ft, 21 sq. m) 

1,345 sq. ft 
125sq.m 

(+ 224 sq. ft, 21 sq. m) 

1,920 sq. ft 
178.5 sq. m 

(+ 224 sq. ft, 21 sq. 
(t 224 sq. ft, 21 sq. 

640 sq. ft 

(t 25294’s:?fF21 sq. m) 

APPENDIX 20 

EXTENDED 
ROOM LIST 

EXPA%ON 
OPTIONS 
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L. RoomsasHorI 

M. Rooms as H 

N. Two exam rooms 
Store and clerk’s room as K 
Possible re-iocation of dispensary and 

associated extension of laboratory 
Waiting space 1,920 sq. ft 
New latrines 178.5 sq. m 

0. As N, but include room for changing dressings 1,920 sq. ft 
accessible from N, much as rooms 4 and 5 
are accessible from A and D in the Model 

178.5 sq. m 

Each additional 1Zbed ward will call for accommodation as H. The wards are 
calculated as having a 16 feet (5m) width between columns, one wall being flush 
with the columns and having three beds per bay, the other wall being 4 feet outside 
the columns with two beds per bay. This will give very close bed spacing. A 
25bed ward would need double the area given for H and I, although a 30 to 32-bed 
ward would need a clear one bay less than three times the H and I area. 

Each additional clinic as N. Clinics with only one exam room are very inflexible. If 
one room clinics are planned within the Centre, then make it possible to open 
through waiting areas so that wider use can be made of the space. 

Except in respect of two exam rooms per clinic these suggestions are minimal. A 
generally accessible treatment room in the ward area would be a great advantage. 
Centrally placed additional storage may be thought necessary, in which case a new 
sterilizing suite should be made outside room 26, the operating room being displaced 
further out, rooms 25 to 30 then being available for storage. Where an operating 
room is included, consideration should be given to a space with two to four beds, 
centrally located, where post-operative cases, particularly children, can be given 
special care. A room for mothers should be located close by or mothers given a 
divan in the room. 

If a nursery is required E or L are well located. 

The area fgures given for costing purposes are only approximate. They do not 
include latrines or additional washing spaces, nor do they include additional staff 
housing, hostels or any extension of the social area or main stores. 

All the groups are summarized in Appendix 20, fig. I which shows the.Model extended 
to a 125bed hospital. 

(ii) 
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Treatment types 

The working party has spent much time attempting to establish the outlines of 
treatment programmes. Only very general conclusions have been reached. The 
table immediately following shows the kind of actions that medical and para- 
medical staff can take and where. It is not comprehensive. 

meIytreatmenta-gladedlntothreegroups 

Giving of tablets and medicines. Taking temperature. Small cleaning 
iE* external ear, small blister, application of GV - mouth 

Showing *mother how to clean and drop ears/eyes of child. 
Showing mother how to spoon feed. Removal of ‘easy’ foreign bodies 
from nose/ear. Showing oral giving of fluids. Minor dressing changes. 
Prescribing. Issue of safe medicines. 

Cool sponging for convulsions and/or hyperpyrexia. Dressing of most 
sores and wounds. Cleaning and dropping ears/eyes. * Urine testing. 
Injections -therapeutic and immunization. Simple laboratory 
procedures (either collection of specimen or simple tests). Small 
burns. ‘Easy’ fractures. Taking blood pressure. AN exam. Re- 
hydrating children - oral, sub.-cut, intra-peritoneal, and scalp vein. 
Helping mother with engorged breasts and reestablishing breast feeding. 
Preparing and demonstrating foods for malnourishment. ‘Day’ or 
emergency care of sick child or adult. (Decision later to send for 
hospital care or home). Small incisions and repair of lacerations. 
Removal of jiggers, tumba. Delivery. Issue of medicines. 

Severe illness. Severe burns. Large bleeding lacerations. More 
difficult and adult fractures and injuries. Tests and investigations that 
cannot be done in Health Centre. Difficult removal of foreign bodies. 
Large incisions. Complicated AN - labour - PN cases. 

Some authorities suggest and many existing Centres demonstrate that many treat- 
ments normally considered to be within the sole capability of doctors and hospitals 
can be carried out by auxiliaries in Health Centres. 

Given an unlimited supply of staff, time and money there is virtually no end to the 
range of treatments that can be undertaken and the range of rare diseases that 
can be looked for with sophisticated apparatus; there is virtually no end to the 
possibilities of prophylactic and preventive medicine. As staff, money and time 
are all limited goals must be set. The general system followed in most countries at 
the present time is esoteric medicine practised in a limited number of sophisticated 
institutions, the sophistication in facilities and treatment trailing off to, in too 
many cases, no treatment at all. Health Centres aim to spread care, and are 
intended to be staffed by auxiliaries. 

The range of treatments that can and should be carried out in Health Centres by 
auxiliaries will need separate consideration and decision in each country and often 
in each locality. Where there are fewest doctors auxiliaries will have to carry the 
biggest responsibility. The selection of treatments suitable for auxiliary based 
Health Centre management is a crucial factor in planning, surveying, training, 
recording etc., etc. 

Health Centre treatmeht must deal with common local ailments successfully if the 
Health Centre and its staff are to gain local respect and confidence. 

Treatment and education must always go hand in hand; ante-natal, maternity and 
child care aspects of the Centre’s work are crucial and excellent pathways into 
community co-operation. 

APPENDIX 21 
TREATMENT 
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.Treatments undertaken should always include two or three diseases which can be 
expectedto ahow positive response to available treatment. This is as much for the 
benefit of the staff as of the community. Selecting main areas for efforts in staff 
training, treatment and close documentation will depend on: 

1. Treatability 
2, Ability to show results 
3. National decision 
4. Local necessity 
5. Available staff 
6. Available drugs 
7. Available equipment 
8. Available facilities 
9. Available money 

10. Available transport 

In Appendix 29, Evahtating the work of the Centre and the use and design of 
records, it is suggested that the work programme of the Centre should be organized 
to some degree with the main intention of making record making and evaluation 
feasible with simple means. 
defining medical goals. 

The key to the whole record making problem lies in 
One then knows what is to be recorded. Goal selecting 

will also define staff@ levels, necessary equipment, building, transport and 
training; the placing of units etc., etc. This problem of selection lies on the battle 
lines drawn between Health Centres and hospitals, between doctors and auxiliaries, 
between high cost care for the few and too little care for the many, between 
;zrntry based medicine and institutional medicine. 

Firm and very difficult decisions are needed. 
to reach any sort of agreement. 

The working party has not managed 

Appendix 21 (ctd.) 



Fart-time workers 

There are many aspects of a Health Centre’s work which can be coped with by 
part-time workers. The workers can be of almost any grade and can work in the 
Centre or in a sub-Centre or even where there are no formal facilities or organization 
at all. They may be radio telephone operators with some ability, to recognize diseases 
or farmers who have grasped the ideas being offered and are willing to help their 
neighbours. It could be that a member of the community understands well digging 
or some similar craft and will help others on request. They can all become part of 
the Health Centre armoury. Alternatively someone may be requested to get word 
round that a doctor is visiting, that an immunization team will be through the 
district on a particular day etc. It is helpful if the Health Centre can call on some 
one to get word round. 

Similarly, if bullock carts or some similar vehicles are to be used as ambulances 
someone will have to be willing to lend his or to produce one from his friends or 
village. 

In selecting part-time workers the Centre accepts quite a responsibility. Character 
judgment is obviously important. Where village health committees (see Appendix 
23) exist they could be approached for advice. 

In general terms it does not seem UNeasonable to suggest that it may nat even be 
necessary to pay part-time workers. Providing the tasks are not onerous and 
providing the worker receives recognition for what he is doing there may be no need 
of payment. 

It is proposed in Appendix 31 that school children can be used as part-time record 
makers. Similarly there is evidence that in many countries school leavers are 
willing to do community work of one sort or another. 

The essence of this problem is the motivation of those who might help and defining 
areas in which help will be useful. Surveying and the preparation of information, 
such as crops beinggrown,are areas in which inexperienced but intelligent workers 
offering themselves on a voluntary basis can be used. 
must be dealt with. 

The information coming in 
This is another area in which a large scale comprehensive map 

of the Health Centre’s area Could be extremely useful for both defining problems 
and storing information. It is again a matter of finding need and proposing a 
solution which is stated in terms of possible staff. Part-time workers may be able 
to do very well some of the jobs which might otherwise far1 to over-qualified staff. 

APPENDIX 22 
PART-TIME WORKERS 
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-I The, importance of two-way communications throughout the structure of a health 
delivery service cannot be overstressed. 

The-Centre communicates with the people of the villages and district, with the 
sih.ool.s, with public health and agricultural services, with the government and 

s sponsors, with viSitingdoctors and the District Hospital and with other Centres. .a‘; 
I_. ’ $@ing isgained’by isolation. 

,, 

. -,_, 
P&haps the most important stream of communicat& is between District Hospital 
doi-tors and the Centre. Much of the confidence of the Centre staff and the. quality 
-ofcare offered dependson these doctors’ visits, and, from this cotidence should 

~,%pp a meanir@l network of care centres, which centres should inter-communi- 
. 

“ 
Repetition of the words and the links cannot adequately stress the importance of 

j this central notion. 

It is easy to say that every Centre of any size should have a vehicle with a high 
clearance, four-wheel drive and a robust frame and body; capable of carrying 
stretchers and goods; able to travel in very wet or very dusty conditions; supported 
-by a maintenance system - and it must be said. Mobile clinics, home visiting, the 
support of small peripheral units, hospital referrals, the carrying of supplies and the 
general mobility of staff are the jobs the vehicle is to be used for. The extra 
expense of this transport and the extra problems of mainten;lnce are far outweighed 
by the enormous advantages. 

Isolation can also be effectively combatted by radio telephone. An isolated semi- 
skilled auxiliary, living perhaps within his family group in terrain inaccessible in real 
terms, can ring up for advice, support and if necessary, transport. 

Similarly. Centres can ring up each other and can ring their District Hospitals. 
Small peripheral clinics can keep in touch with huger organizations. Isolation will 
be greatly reduced. 
spread care. 

Diagnostic, or rather &ease recognition skills can, in this way, 

Each unit in an area will be responsible to the District Hospital. The doctors will 
carry a people and health management responsibility as well as a strictly clinical 
responsibility. As team leaders they will need to understand the cultural back- 
ground of the peoples in their area. They will need training and practice in 
dealing with local social hierarchies and must have some instruction in management 
disciplines. 
This Appendix has drawn the working party close to a discussion of how this extra 
burden of training can reasonably be imposed on doctors, who is to plan it and do 
it, etc. Part of the answer must be in some of a doctor’s training period being in a 
District Hospital, and this period must include Centre visiting. 

Traditionally, young doctors, at the end of a sophisticated training period, quite 
possibly in a foreign country, are thrown into an isolated rural situation where the 

’ 
facilities they have been trained to use, and the staff they have been trained to rely on 
are not immediately available. Simple contemplation of this apparent absurdity may 

1 
result in suggestions for alleviating the problem ot‘ clverhurdcamg UI already packed 
course. The doctor’s duties are further expanded in Appendii 24. 

As well as communication with other medical organizations, schools, agricultutal 
advisers, etc., the Centre must communicate with the population it serves. One 
method of doing this is through the village health committee. Typically such a 
committee would have the village chief or other influential person as chairman, the 
local teacher as secretary and a member of the Centre staff as initiator or organizer. 
The principal object is the improvement of sanitary and water facilities in the 
village. Thereafter improved husbandry, tree planting if relevant, goat control and 
similar projects can be taken on. Improvements in animal slaughter, the condition 

/ ,of any market, improved housing can all be implemented through the committee. 

Starting fifty village committees in all the villages in a Health Centre’s orbit all at 
.once would put an intolerable burden on the Centre staff. It is probably best to 
startin two or three villages near the Centre and to wait for requests to come in 
from other villages. The organizer or initiator will have the job of nllttino in irlplp . #... . . . . . D ..r .V...” 
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about what can be done, includii some idea of costs, controlling wilder and over 
ambitious schemes and keeping up a map or other form of record of activities so he 
or she can make introductions between committees where self help can be useful. 
This should not be seen as a full-time job for the health worker concerned. Either 
the committee will get on with +be job with a reasonable minimum of help and 
advice or the health worker concerned will need a large secretariat to do the job for 
them. As the second option is out of the question the committees must be supplied 
with basic information, their specific questions should be answered and much 
encouragement given; but they must do the job and must see that as their aim. 

A successful village health committee will include women and representatives of 
every type of household. Members of the Centre staff must make a point of 
visiting the committees, the visiting doctor must be persuaded to show lively 
interest and annual or more frequent gatherings of representatives’held whether in a 
village or at the Centre - even at the District Hospital if it is well placed. 

In some areas there may be a taxation system for the support of rural improvement 
programmes. There is something to be said for giving to the ‘haves’. As a village 
improves itself so it is given more money for further improvement. 

In the village in which the Centre is located different problems may appear. If the 
village has been most helpful in building the Centre they may feel quite proprietorial 
towards it. They may feel that all their village’s deliveries should have priority over 
other villages complicated deliveries, etc. 
only theirs but everyone else’s as well. 

It must be made clear early that it is not 

ThI’h;oo-py communication system must be started as it is intended it should be 
. 

(ii) 
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Duties of the doctor in r&onship to the @e&h @We (see also Appendix 23) 
I 

The doctor’s duties are as follows: 
. . 

1. To see patients referred for his opinion 
2. To educate and encourage staff and patients 
3. Trouble shooting at all levels 
4. Responsible for maintaining standards and reviewing progress 
5. Responsib!e for instigat&g and m ain*&ung changes and Improvements 
6. Responsible for introducing any, younger doctors or students in his sphere of 

influence to the theory and practice of HealthCentre work. 
7. Responsible for maintaining the major links between Centres and District 

Hospitals,, other disciplines and the local Health Centre committees. 

*en visiting the Health Centre the doctor should have aims similar to those of the 
Centre staff when visiting a local home, i.e. to advise and encourage, support and 

-teach, to note progress and suggest improvements, etc. These duties impose an 
extra burden on the doctor beyond those he carries by virtue of his medical 
qualifications, and they call for a flexibility of teaching approach which one could 
reasonably expect to find only in a limited number of suitably gifted people. This 
problem could be lessened if the doctor could learn to think of all the staff of the 
Centre as tiusted colleagues who wiIl inevitably benefit from any advice he can give: 
even if the advice is not understood by the person to whom it is given, at least a 
feeling of confidence in their job may result. 

A curriculum of lecturettes with very simple content would offer a good basis for 
this essential inter-communication between the doctor and the Centre staff. A 
three to five minute talk, preferably supported by slides or other visual presentation, 
should be sufficient to promote immediate discussion and questions. There is no 
reason why these discussions should not be developed in further meetings. A set 
of twenty lecturettes taken in rotation, some of the subjects being followed up in 
two or three discussion meetings, would provide an adequate cycle for the average 
Centre without wasteful repetition. The Centre staff should be encouraged to ’ 
continue reading on and discussion of these subjects. 

These notes have continually suggested that the local community must be brought 
into the ‘power structure’ of the Health Centre. It is suggested that the local 
‘committee’, which should of course include Health Centre representation, should 
be ‘in charge’ of the Centre excepting specifically any medical power and with only 
a limited involvement. From the earliest stages it should be clear within the 
committee that they will be asked to accept advice on all medical matters and on 
financial matters over which they have control where these are involved with 
medical problems, but it is essential that all these matters be fully discussed in the 
local committee. It is suggested that the visiting doctor should have the right of 
fina decision and direction in these matters, it being assumed that any decision will 
have involved full discussion with representatives of the community and the Health 
Centre staff. 
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Teaching and staff traiuiq 

Doctors will teach nurses nurses will teach auxiliaries and other nurses, all three 
will teach patients and vi&tors. The teaching function of the Centre cannot be 
overstressed. Seminars at the local hospital are also essential for the maintenance 
of standards and morale. 

The basis of good teaching is two-way communication. which is often helped by 
good teaching aids which are discussed in Appendix 26. Simple answers to 
questions from an interested audience will go a long way to establishing confidence 
in both staff and visitors in the teaching sequence. 

Most ‘teachers’ will not have the opportunity of a spell of specialized training in 
teaching. Further study of this probiem is needed and proposed solutions must be 
phrased in locally understandable terms. Further, it seems essential to stress that 
any proposed teaching training should aim at the possible and practical and should 
not assume that all the students are gifted teachers, or even quite good ones. 
Simple rules are needed like ‘If you’ve talked for ten minutes you’ve talked for too 
long.’ 

Regular visits from the area hospital staff are the principal foundation of staff 
instruction. Visiting doctors must explain any new techniques and accept the 
help of auxiliaries. 

Week-end refresher courses for staff are recommended at least once a year. 
Gatherings of staff with similar problems should be encouraged. As a primlyle, It 
should be stated that gatherings and seminars should take place in Health Centres 
and District Hospitals in rotation. 

Once every two years a fortnight’s refresher course and in-service training in a 
hospital is very greatly appreciated by Health Centre staff. 

Auxiliary staff training for higher grades needs specific study and recommendations 
for Health Centre work. Appropriately tailored tramlng programmes could, it is 
believed, reduce the formal training period to two years. This can be partly in- 
service training. ‘i raining centres must not be centralized in a capital city, should 
if possible move round the country periodically, and should be closely lied with 
the Health Centre net-work as well as the District Hospitals. 

Training programmes need early establishment and careful design. They are 
perhaps the most essential feature of the whole Health Centre idea. Intense and 
early effort is needed in this area. Further notes on this subject can be found in 
Appendix 44. 

--w -_._ - 
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The problems of communicating information are described in Appendix 25, 
teaching and staff training. This Appendix puts forward ideas for teaching aids 
where these are appropriate. Staff should be able to understand charts and 
pictures so teaching aids, well prepared,can be used in staff training sessions. 

Teaching aids have the folIowing aims: 

1. Clear presentation 
2. Memory aids for the teacher 

- 3.: Visual material is always better than just taiking 
I- 4. They give confidence to a teacher who is perhaps not very experienced. 

A military lecturer asked the secret of his evident success replied that his technique 
was,‘Fti itell them whatI’m going to tell them, then I tell them, then I tell them 
what I’ve told them.’ This technique is very useful and no amount of teaching 
aids will make up for a lack of clear,firm,simple presentation. Visual aids will either 
help in explaining something very complicated or will punch home a simple point. 
If possible a complicated picture should be preceded by a related simple one and 
followed by another related simple one (possibly the first one back again) so that 
the idea is remembered even if the detail is forgotten. 

Aids fall essentially into the following categories: 

1. Ready-made (commercially produced or home-made) 
2. Kits that can be put together and taken apart and used again 
3. Pictures or displays arranged during the talk or just before and probably not 

used again 
4. Things used in demonstrations which go back to their original use later 

Ready-nmdeaids 

Commercially produced or home-made charts, books, pamphlets, pictures. posters 
etc., fdms. fdm strips, tapes, slides, transparencies etc., projectors, overhead 
projecting drawing tables etc., notice boards, pm boards etc., kitchens and buildings 
in the local manner; all these are teaching aids. They are all fairly expensive 
‘except for home-made work on paper. They all have storage problems in hot, 
damp countries and the more elaborate equipment is subject to theft. 

Drawing pins and felt tip pens, slide containers, film spool tins and paper are also 
needed. The essence of these aids is that talks are built around them, and must 
follow their demands. The material cannot be changed during a talk. Very 
experienced teachers can stop half way through a set of slides and still make sense. 
Most people, if delayed before or during a talk, find it very hard to shorten it or 
change emphasis. Ready-made aids should therefore be prepared for presentation 
in short batches. Two or three batches can be strung together with questions in 
between where a longer session is appropriate. If a film is being shown try to run 
it through first and see that it is in one piece, makes sense and says what you 
think it says. Make sure equipment is there and working before you start. make 
sure slides are in order and that the projectionist knows which way up they are. 
If you want a slide repeating ask for it to be taken out while it is still on the screen 
so the projectionist does not get lost. 

Try not to talk to the pictures‘or to the apparatus. Face the audience, try to look 
at individuals and move your eyes around the whole group. If you want to pick 
something out on a picture stand to one side of it and nearly behind the screen or 
board, and use a pointer. In the dark use a torch with most of the beam blacked 
out as a pointer. 

The audience should be arranged for the presentation in mind. A smah group 
looking at charts or pictures could squat or sit in a half circle, or could possibly 
sit on beds or on a tree trunk. Try to involve the audience by asking questions, 
but make sure they have a reasonable chance of answering them. In small groups 
members of the audience can be asked to pick out things on a,picture. Children 
can sometimes be encouraged to shout out the answers to questions. 

Where charts or pictures are pinned up on a board on long term display, for 
instance in a waiting area, it is helpful if a routine can be established. A member 
of staff can go into the waiting room and talk briefly about an item and answer 
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“ques@oml “questions: The‘ahn wiIl be to put one or two points over only, the points closely The‘ahn wiIl be to put one or two points over only, the points closely 
related to the picture or chart. related to the picture or chart. Done regularly this will he acceptable and expected. Done regularly this will he acceptable and expected. 
This implies a planned rota of material with programmed changes of pictures. A This implies a planned rota of material with programmed changes of pictures. A 
limited number used in rotation is more valuable than having a permanent display limited number used in rotation is more valuable than having a permanent display 
which quickly loses interest. which quickly loses interest. The same technique can be used in staff teaching. The same technique can be used in staff teaching. 

Flip stands are very useful. An easel blackboard can be converted to a flip stand 
with drawing pins. Using this technique one starts with the charts in reverse 
order pinned by their tops to the top of the blackboard with the pictures facing 

j the back of the blackboard. The first picture is then flipped (pulled gently!) over 
the top of the board and then faces the audience. 
in pinning the pictures together. 

Practice is needed, particularly 

Big rolled up charts and maps can be stored on pegs set into strips af timber. The pegs 
should be about 3 inches apart and stuck into the backing timber at a slight upward 
angle. The backing timbers plus pegs are then fmed to the wall and the charts laid 
across the pegs. This makes them less susceptible to mildew, cockroaches and 
termites. Charts to be used on the tlip stand should not be rolled up as they will 
not lie flat on the board when flipped. 

Kitsth8tanbebkenapart 

Flannelgraphs are a good example of this kind of aid. 
bits are made of felt. 

The base is flannel (felt) and 
The bits are made to any required shape. Sets are 

commerckrlly available but can be home-made. 
which will stick to itself will do. 

Any felt or lint-like material 

does not have to be too strong. 
The base board is set up at an angle so adhesion 

The advantage of the flannelgraph ls that the 
pieces made hel@he teacher to organize material but the pieces can be used in any 
order, members of the audience can help put the pictures on and many different 
uses can be made of the pieces. Flannelgraphs particularly suit story telling for 
children (with a suitable teaching point). 

PIastic models are available for teaching anatomy, the way babies grow etc. These 
are useful because, again, the student can do the disassembly and assembly which 
greatIy aIds memory. Where models of this sort are used that are not at the right 
scale care must be taken to explain this. There is the classic story of the community 
which, when shown a big scale and beautiful model of a tsetsefly, expressed relief 
that their tsetse flies were very small, so they did not really have a problem. 

Blackboards fall into the category of re-useable aids as the pictures and diagrams 
drawn can be rubbed off and the board used again. Coloured chalks c&n be used, 
and if not available white chalk can be coloured with ink. 
satisfactory as the chalk goes soft if thoroughly soaked. 

This is not totally 
The chalk can however be 

tinted so there is a visible colour difference. Blackboards can of course be other 
colours; green boards with yellow chalk are a common alternative. Blackboards 
on easels have two sides, so complicated pictures can be drawn on the back before a 
talk, and not produced till the appropriate moment. 
to help in preparing pictures during a talk. 

Students should be encouraged 

Overhead light table projectors are very useful. Transparent sheets or a continuous 
roll of transparent materialare laid over a light. Drawings made in felt pen on the 
sheet are then projected by a lens on to a wall or screen. The drawings can be done 
during the session whilst talking, students can have a try, a pointer is not necessary 
as the pen shows on the screen and can be used as a pointer, and successful pictures 
or rolls can be kept and used again. 
much like slides. 

Sheets can be prepared beforehand and used 
This aid can be used for large gatherings and is perhaps the most 

useful available for general teaching purposes. It wiIl be found particularly useful 
for semhrars for more advanced students as part of their training must be to learn 
how to put over information. 

Fiied displays for single talks 

Staff may wish on occasion to set up exhibition displays. This may be as part of a 
seminar, aa a featur,: for a particular effort in propaganda or as part of the Health 
Centre’a co-operation with schools etc. 

Displays of this sort are best set up-in a sequence, to start at one end and work 
along to the other. Charts, pictures, objects and models can alI be linked, literally 
with coloured tape or string or with some other more complex reference system 
such as writing or symbols. Horizontal and vertical surfaces can be used, thus a 
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&&&na table could have‘s picture of the school, and a picture of the Centre 
“+ FT..:, 3, .b:, could @,on the table. Aribb$‘from each might then go to a third panel showing 
G&: z the Wo‘;Working together. ;’ ;.- If a cookery display is being set up, take care to~be em>:, - y;’ T realistic~~ Attachbig raw~ food stuffs to an empty pan on a table with,ribbon, and ‘g _ ,.- , , .-then atiaching a picture of a healthy and satisfied baby to the pan from the other 
.I.-. >.,.’ -‘. sIde”could ,be interpreted in many hilarious ways, none of them as intended. If a 
x:-‘-:--‘ . . .._ ;, pqr&Ion in food preparation is to be shown then each stage must be shown. A 

simnle disnlav on these lines changedreasonably often will attract interest where a 
will rapidly be&me ‘part of-the wallpaper’. 

kitchen in the local 
the local means and 

used for demonstration purposes the 
,unless a change is being 

<,..‘ _ ,f.‘..“,. ’ gkih~ in which case this-must be made clear. J&ring in is important here. 
i- r. *_ 

,” i, 

,-i- If the care of a baby’s mug and spoon is being demonstrated aak someone who does 
Get ‘. ’ it properly tobrhig theirs rather than using a spanking, new demonstration set. _. . . . . L--L-- >-1--II motners to aemonsuate spoon reeamg as soon as you can rarner man aouig II 

yourself. A demonstration in which everyone can join in is worth many words. 

‘Stikks,’ stones, leaves and marks in the sand can be used for teaching. ‘Here is a 
house on this hill (a atone), here is the latrine (a piece of stick) and here is the well 
(a hole in the aand). And here is the water going from the latrine to the well and 

I here Is tha owner after using the well (drop a leaf); The latrine must be away from 
the @l (move the stick). It must be at least 60 paces away and more if it is uphill.’ 
Anyone can learn thiskind of routine ,and repeat it time and again, anywhere, and 
without teaching aids. 

There Is no use pretending that all Centres are going to be staffed by people who 
handle pens, ghre, string, paper etc., and are experts in presentation. In the same 
way no ahrgle set of answers will do as different communities will understand 
different presentations. Co-operation with any local school will help. 
must know what is understood. 

There they 

Highest grades of staff will learn from the more sophisticated methods and wilI take 
in more complex information. Junior staff will have less sophisticated learning 
methods. Villagers may need something very simple. People who are going to 

* have to teach with no aids or facilities must be taught to use mud and sticks because 
that is all they will have. People taking on lots of teaching may need a journal or 
card index box in which they note what they have done with each collection of 
people, and will need programmes to organize their subjects. 

Staff will need to make notes, for which purpose p&is of talks, but not fuIl notes, 
can be issued. These help students to remember what was said without making it 
unnecessary for them to make the effort of remembering. 

A typewriter, or simple sign writing set or big rubber stamps with coloured ink 
pads and some form of dupllcating’machine, or periodic access to one, will complete 
a useful set of aids. 

Fig. 1 over illustrates a useful kit which can be carried round and used for several 
purposes. 

. Fig. 2 illustrates the construction of the kit. This drawing is ‘cut down’ to show 
the details. The box should be made to the overah sizes shown in Fig. 1, or 
somewhat larger than any charts which may be used. A very much simpler version 
can be ma& with stiff cardboard and linen hinges. 

(iii) 
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A Tmdling Teach-box 
To use as blackboard, open out box and stand up. 
For flannelgraph, reverse lid and stand up. 
For flip charts, take off lid, lay out charts, put back lid. 
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Lid 
i I 
i 
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completed 

- catch 

Put on hmtdls 8t 
e point of balance 

when carrier in 

Width of box inside to be 
at least width of c&rts 
plus 1% inches 

Do th of box clear in&de 
to 1 l tnickness of charts plus 
thicknw o flat box, like 
cigar box. s uch boxer 8re u&d 
for chalks and for flannel piecer etc. . 

Kee 
R 

board duster in Y beg 
as c alk dust will spoil flannel 

Appendix 26, Fig. 1. 
The, Tmelling Teach-box 
A - closed for carrying 
B - open for teaching 

When box is opsnod for 
tanding up charts will 
hang down, 80 make box 
4 inches longer than charts 
at bottom and 3 inches 
longer at to 
for hinge, c R 

to give rprce 
art hanger, etc. 

Make P pointor, to lie 
diagonally in box. 

KCY to Appendix 26, Fig. 2. 

Hinge made from long strong screw set deep in lid 
Flannel surface 
Blackboard surface 
Tab for lifting lid 
Bottom of lid angled 
Metal plate such as a hinge cut in half 
This dimension to bc half the thicknerrs of the lid 
Line of lid hinge (A) 
Lid thickness 
Lid closes on this ledge 
Split paper clip goes through hble in wooden batten to hold on flip charts 
Catch 
Rail ledge angled to push lid back into socket at other end when lid is closed 
Strong rail at bottom 
The box will be much longer than this. The drawing has been pushed 

together so that it will fit on the page 
Plywood or thin timber back 
Tacks 
Strong cloth for hanging flip charts over back (lid to be taken off whilst 

this is done) 



Appendix 26, Fig. 2. 
Lktails of the construction 
of the Teach-box 
Key on page iv. 



Home visithlg 

Home visiting is an important feature of two-way communication in health delivery. 

&Fh member of the staff will be responsible for the overall home visiting pro- 
Kmll depend on qualifications, availability and programming of the work of 

Where school children assist in the collation of records by visiting homes (as proposed 
in Appendix 31), home visits should be related to this record making programme. 

In an area of dispersed population, home visiting may in fact mean visiting a small 
Population sub-group. in some areas home visiting may become indistinguishable 
from a mobile clinic situation. The idea is, however, not the offer of curative 
medicine but the cementii of co-operative relationships. 

The object of the home visit ia to check on the health of the family visited, to 
encourage them to use the facilities of the Centre and to try to ensure that they 
following advice and instructions given to them during visits to the Centre. 

are 

visit should be as iaformal as possible. 
The 

Suggestions for improvement of diet and 
improvement of the home, hygiene, childcare, etc., are part of the.duty of the 
home visitor but such advice must clearly be given slowly and carefully, and the 
need for change should preferably be brought out in discussion on a basis of 
friendship. Local customs of greeting, methods of entering houses, the politeness 
of sitting and standing etc., should be studied in the area, as cultural clumsiness 
does not assist in the transfer of information. 

A map of the area to be covered should be prepared with the house visiting schedule 
on it. 8 In this way the schedules are more likely to be met. Local committee 
centres should be marked on to this map, also zones of interest of government 
advisers on 

Y 
cuItm~, amitation, etc., and schools. 

expression o the tweway health dehvery process. 
Home visiting is the clearest 

of the Centre staff should have home visiting duties. 
All the more senior members 

The keynote of home visiting must be the avoidance of criticism. 
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1& -1 . . . 1& -1 . . . 

have a teaching and caring role towards the school or have a teaching and caring role towards the school or 
ndly ndly and co-operative contacts with teachers are important. and co-operative contacts with teachers are important. 

, pri%givings etc. whilst time consuming will assist in , pri%givings etc. whilst time consuming will assist in 

Anne&ix 31 discusses the role school children am play in record making. Thla 
., ii&fbrm‘an integral part of the curricuhrm having avahtable teaching c&tent in 

m&s,-iriaphs, presentation methods and co-operative team work. .,. 

TJ$schwl should have sanitary facilities of a good standard whose proper use 
shotrId betaught. Personal hygiene,-agricultural and garden care should also be 
tauaht in coniunctlon with the staff usina the Centre-as a local base. These efforts 

i are”isseti~6,the preventive programmi. 

The Centre may also be responsible for school health. Height and welight can be 
‘recorded by children before the medical team arrives. Sight and heating can be 
checked by children under proper supervision. Glands, general physique, feet, skin 
and any deflnlte defects or abnormalities are medical team problems. The teachers’ 
advice should be sought on any children having apparent medical problems. 

All chIhlren seen should be checked for immunization. Local immunization drives 
can be run with the school’s help. The children have free access to their own 
homes and can be used to disseminate Information. It will be seen that, when a 
new Centre Is being establlshed,early co-operation with schools is of great import- 
ance, and the teacher should be drawn into and should understand the programme. 

An older pupil can be made a ‘dispensary assistant’ being given some responsiblllty 
ln the weighing, measuring and record-making field. Similarly ‘sanitary prefects* 
appointed in rotation could carry responsibility for maintaining standards of 
hygiene. 

The visiting doctor should visit the school occasionally to back up the Centre 
stafl’s efforts. Community teaching programmes can be started in the schools, the 
children preparing displays etc. 

As much as five days a year may be spent in inspections and immunization sessions 
at each school. Probably three evenings a year should be set aside for discussions 
with teachers either at the school or the Centre,and three or four evenings a year 
spent in some form of school-orientated social gathering. Any special programmes 
wlll need further involvement. 
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Evaluating the work of tire He&b Centre aud the use and design of records 

Evaluation of the provision of health care in the more developed countries of the 
world has depended on data such as the lowering of death rates and the diminution 
of diseases such as tuberculosis. 

In developing countries communicat:ons are poor. Systems of registration of births 
and deaths usually do not exist, and if they do are frequently not sufficiently accurate 
to be a satisfactory guide. 

For this reason, the Health Centre must and does attempt to keep records of the 
work undertaken. Records may be eriher quantitative, such as the number of 
patients and their age grouping, or qualitative, in terms of the actual health of those 
seen. Whatever kind of record is kep- i.t needs to be very simple, and it is generally 
not considered necessary to record a patient’s name, or even his number. We do, 
however, need to know whether he has Ittended before, and clear records of the 
most common diseases need to be kept. However, records organized on the basis 
of a detailed breakdown of diseases are rarely satisfactory. 

The type of recor? developed in Malawi and Zambia is described in the chapter on 
Under Fives Clinics, in ‘Paediatric Priorities i3 the Developing World’, by David 
Morley, published by Butterworth. Such simple records have proved effective and 
useful. in assessing the nutritional status of the children, the proportion who fall 
below a certain line on a chart which is used throughout the country can be noted 
and this gives a useful indicator of progress both qualitatively and quantitatively. 
In assessing the success of a clinic in its preventive policy, the proportion of 
children who have completed all their immunizations - the so-called ‘protected 
children’ - is probably the best guide. Some similar system for adults is needed. 

Ihe working party has discussed r-cords at length and has found no answers. We 
distinguish three different aims and find them in conflict. 

1. Patients’ records kept to assist in trea.tment. 

2. ‘Centre’ records kept to: 

4. ask: in setting target3 
b. ched . the progress of the Centre fox the satisfaction ad information of the 

staff (.4&h we consider to be very important and readily show the visiting 
doctor how +be Cenlre is do; ng 

c. a;sist in changing directions in treatment etc. if necessary 
d. include - ommmmity hygiene projects etc. 

3. District, regional or national records kept to: 

a. assist in planning 
b. give a basis for comparative evaluation of different Centres and programmes 
c. demonstrate the progress of, for instance, national immunization programmes 
d. provide national statistics on birth rates etc. 
e. Provide a basis for annual accounting and budgeting. 

At some stage the records must also begin to indicate the kind of things that must 
be looked for in an initial survey before establishing a new Centre and its programme. 

Patient retained records (see Appendix 30 for examples) are strongly recommended 
by the working party. Field experience suggests that losses of records are low once 
the patient understands their importance. The loss rate is said to be very much 
lower than the loss rate in a hospital system. The under fives card is a classic 
example of this kind of record. The card shows precisely the information needed, 
demonstrates when something is going wrong even before it is otherwise obvious, 
gives a running check list of supporting treatments, carries additional information 
on the family and can be understood by the family. The problem is that someone 
sitting in the Centre cannot see the records. Some authorities therefore keep the 
records in duplicate, one in the Centre, one for the patient. This does not seem 
economical. 
analysis. 

The alternative is the use of some other agency for general statistical 
One such method is described in Appendix 3 1, The use of school 

children for record making. 

Design is a major stumbling block in record keeping. The under fives card is 
designed to show progress,70 illustrate developing problems and to be readily 
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“undemtandable~~ The’ design of adult cards for the same purposes is more diffidult. 
This problem is discussed further in Appendix 21 on Treatment types. 

-When a Centre patient is referred to a hospital he may be X-rayed. Who is to keep 
the plate? If it is kept at the Centre, who will ensure it is brought back to the 
hospital if the patient appears there again?, Qn the other hand, will not a visiting 
doctor want to see the plate ifhe’sees the patient during a Centre visit? 

Stomkeeping and requisitioning problems also affect the run@& of the Centre and 
record keeping. Thus if, say, lOOtI units of a particular drug are requisitioned then 
the books must show: 

1. balance remaining at any given moment 
2, batches drawn from store and dates 
3. use of the batches to check proper issue etc. 
4. whether the requisition was correct for the time span considered 
5. whether the ‘book’ balance remain@ haa been checked in the store to check 

theft, deterioration etc. 

Item 3 is on a patient’s record. 
issue information? 

Is tbat record designed to help in following up drug 

are increased. 
If not, then work is being duplicated and the chances of error 

In this connection a standardized prescribing policy and central 
prepacking of drugs (see Appendix 6, Pharmacy or Dispensary) help as 1000 units 
can appear as, say, 10 packs. 
remaining supplies. 

This reduces accounting and the checking of 
If a patient retained record has a &al number and if the 

dispenser notes that mrmber on his batch slip for a particular drug when it is issued 
by him then: 

1. the recipient can be checked 
2. the marking in of the serial number denotes issue 
3. the completed slip can, by reference to the serial number register, give 

information on the age, sex and geographical use distribution of that drug 
4. if ti drug is used only for one condition the incidence of that condition can be 

plotted and followed and 
5. home vlaiting will help to find out if the drug has been properly used, if used at 

all. 

Fairly precise record keeping on drugs is essential anyway, so the burden of marking 
inaserialmrmberisnotsogreat. Similarnuukinginofwrialnumbersinaclinic 
could become burdensome. Thus, quite commonly, the total number of people 
seen is noted by putting on to .a piece of paper a vertical stroke for each of the 
first four attendances, crossing them through for the fifth and so on. Thus each 
crossed batch is five attendances and totting up is fairly simple. Splitting 
attendances down into conditions requires several sheets of paper. Unless forms 
are provided that are specifically designed to give, in effect, a proportional forecast’ 
of conditions, the results must be a daily pile of largely blank paper which wastes 
time, money and storage space. Splitting down into conditions and marking in 
serial numbers could take ten to fifteen seconds a time, sortingout and counting up 
and recording the results from each source in the Centre could take half an hour a 
day, storing so that a particular condition could be statistically traced over a period 
of time without having to go through the lot would take another half hour, and 
getting the information into a form that will be useful in showing the progress of 
the Centre will take another half hour. This represents two man ho.urs a day 
spent, essentially, in puabing paper around. 
Appendix 21. 

This problem is discussed further in 

This report burdens the doctor visiting a Centre with duties of advice, checking of 
progress, medical work and supervision, encouragement of staff, some home visiting, 
teaching, checking on the progress of latrine building in the district etc., etc. It 
seems reasonable to suggest that some form of aide memoire cum report sheet cum 
progress record cum major problem annotation will be essential for him. The staff 
can prepare such a form before the doctor’s arrival, and, if the same format is used 
each time, the doctor can, with a little practice, bring himself fully up to date in a 
matter of a few minutes. The doctor can spot check the information given to him 
by making a few well chosen home visits, possibly on his way to or from the 
Centre. The implication is that daily recording of attendance0 etc. should be made 
in such a way that the information required for the doctor’s check list is instantly 
available. It also follows that this check list should be usable as a periodic return 
from the Centres, and that it would well include goods requisition information. If 
the Centre has a vehicle then the form should also show if it is due for servicing and 



hther maintenance has been carried out. 
compreh&isi~e. 

Clearly, such a visit form cannot be 

The institution of community hygiene and food improvement programmes also 
needs recording and progress needs checking. 
~derstandable tid readily checked. 

If possible such records should he 

area served. 
One answer would be a large wall map ot the 

Coloured bamboo pegs could be stuck in to show where unp~ove~~~c~~~ 
schemes have been started, one colour ewh for gardens, field culture, latrines, 
rubbish disposal, water supply and a$mal management. Publicly displayed such a 
map will show how different villages are getting on and could be a powerful 
propaganda agent. Each community could have its own display showing proportionai 
progress using the same colours. If school children are taught how this works they 
can both explain the system to their elders and do the surveying, reporting and 
marking up. Such a system will: 

1. show need - no pegs 
2. indicate progress - not enough pegs 
3. record results - how many pegs? 
4. encourage action - why haven’t we got any pegs? 

A simple refinement would be lo pun beside the map a space for each village with. 
for instance, a latrine peg for each household. 
a iatrine’is built. 

A peg is moved on to the mup when 
This system would also serve to indicate the need for lilrther 

survey. Medic11 maps could be prepared on the same system. Periodic records 
can be made photographically. Well prepared ‘records’ of this sort will encourage, 
plan, show progress, show need and give simple and accurate results, the photo- 
graphs giving a full and understandable permanent record. Once the general idea 
has been understood progress can be demunstrated m the community by showing 
slides beside the map. 

The bones of a programme are clear. Each patient needs a medical record. The 
Centre needs records made in such a way that information can be simply extracted 
in a form which will show progress. The doctor needs a time saving check. 
Requisitioning of goods etc. should be tied in ii possible am! regional and national 
statistics should be reasonably accessible. 
intolerable time burden. 

Fully comprehensive records are an 
If you know what you want to do with what you have 

recorded designing the record form becomes possible. 
paper’s sake and a terrible waste of time. 

Otherwise it is paper for 
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s&y&mip@ o&dient rained records . 

Records have traditionally been held in the Hospital, and this system is logically 
transferred to Health Centre work. However, experience shows that where 
patients-keep their own records the loss rate is less than 10 per cent. This is an 
excellent performance, andconsidering the savings in time, staff and space resulting 
from holding only a 
investigating. 

minimum of records in the Centre, a performance worth 

Where an entirely new kind of record, such as an under fives road-to-health weight 
chart,is.introduced there is no backlog of tradition to be overcome. If adults’ records 
for the patients’ retention are to be introduced it may be necessary to prove that the 
new scheme works better than the old. A competition between the old and new 
eystems must’produce false results as the Centre record staff will be put on its mettle 
and ‘will make a special effort. The fast step therefore is to note the general record 
loss rate over a.period of time and before introducing the new scheme. Patient retained 
records should then be introduced for a specific disease, preferably one requiring 
reattendances. After a period of use the loss rate can be compared directly to 
indicate preference; but additionally the reattendance patterns can also be examined 
to see whether the patient, holding his own record, is persuaded to reattend to 
programme. 

Where patient retained records are used statistical analysis is a problem. Visits to 
homes are necessary. This can have advantages as the statistics can be set into a 
social background, disease incidence being related to socioeconomic position, 
status of housing etc. 
(see Appendix 3 1). 

School children can be used for some aspects of assessment 

The cards are given out in strong plastic bags. The patient should be told to keep 
all the family’s records and to keep them together. 
to the patient. 

The record must be explained 

Three examples follow: 

Fig. 1 page (ii) Chest clinic card 
Fig. 2 page (iii) 
Fig. 3 page (iv) 

The reverse of chest clinic card (Fig. 1) 
A children’s card (the reverse is lined across like the 

Fig. 4 page (iv) 
lower part of the front) 

A children’s tuberculosis card (the reverse is blank) 

This subject is discussed at length in ‘Patient Retained Health Records’, 
Co-ordinating Agency for Health Planning, (C/45 South Extension, Part II, 
New Delhi 110049), printed by Pamassus Publishers and Printers Pr. Ltd., 
(H.S., 30 Kailash Colony Market, New Delhi 110048). 1973. 
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The ” of schd childrrn for mcord making 

Where patient retained records are used information which may be needed for 
statistical research or future planning surveys may be in the homes in the villages 
and not on the Health Centre shelves. It is important that this information should 
he available. Rather than sending out members of the Health Centre staff it is 
proposed that this collection of information can usefully and interestingly be 
made hy school chlldrcn. 

In addition to the mere collection of information this system will Serve to introduce 
the children to community service, to the range of facilities available in the Centre 
and to the methods and progress of community development. 

This system will not work unless records are designed with this kind of data 
collection and collation in mind. It seems reasonable to suggest that a fairly 
limited number of diseases will be widespread in a particular community and that 
these could be given a code number and a simple treatment reference. Thus for 
instance an appropriate mark in a box numbered 15 and an associated box C could 
indicate an upper respiratory infection treated with a palliative mixture. .4t the 
end of that line could be a series of date boxes to show years of incidence. Such a 
record would be very limited in scope and application but would be extremely 
useful. Rarer diseases would need more complex annotation which the Centre 
could easily handle. 

A system for collecting information from under fives weight charts is described in 
outline below. It is obviously important that informiul~~ll which might be con- 
sidered confidential or embarrassing should be kept off records that are to be used 
in this way. 

The senior school children start with some instruction using typical charts in the 
classroom. When they understand the chart and what they are to do they visit all 
the houses in the community or a sample of them. 

After introducing themselves and discovering whether there are children under five 
in the household, they ask if they may see the growth charts: from these they 
would extract information on to a spare chart, or a paper copy of one. On the 
apare chart they would use one line across for each child and thus be able to use 
one chart to extract records from ten charts in the houses visited. 

It is most important that the information to be extracted is simple. An example ls 
given on the charts which follow of how simple this information can be. 

Chart A. (Fig. 1): This is an example of a chart they might find. 

Chart B. (Fig. 2): This is the chart on which they will extract the information. 
Line 1 refers to Chart A 

1 refers to a weight being recorded in that month 

JI 
refers to the month in which they are carrying out their study 

On the accompanying Chart B the following has been recorded: 

Child 1. 
child 2. 

Attended 4,5,7,8,9, 14, 15, 16 months and was 18 months old 
Never attended and was 11 months old 

Child 3. Attended 1,2,3,4 months; 4 months old 
Child 4. Lost card; 5 months old 
Child 5. One month old, not attended 
Child 6. Attended 1,2,3,6,7.8 months; 29 months old 

The school children, probably working in pairs, wlll collect information on ten children. 
On return to me school they can work out tables gning: 

1. Proportion of children aged O-l -2-3 registered at a clinic at any time 
2. Proportion of children aged 0- 1-2-3 attending a clinic in the last three 

months’ 

More complex information can be extracted if other symbols are used: 

- Weight below lower line 

I 
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B = BCG given S = Smallpox T = Triple Antigen M = Measles 

Child 7. Attended 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10, 11,12 months. 13 months old. 
His weight was shown below the lower line in 6,7 and 9 months. 

Child 8. BCC and Smallpox in fust month, Triple Antigen 2,3 and 5 months. 
Measles vaccine in 10 month. 

Working with this information tables can be prepared giving proportion above and 
below the lower line and at what age they cross the line (that is, have a reduced 
velocity of growth). 

Detailed tables can also be prepared on the age of immunization and proportion of 
chiidren immunized. Preparing these may seem complex but will not be so once a 
routine has been established. Problems that would arise over calculating the ages 
of children are largely removed by setting them out on a chart. 

More detailed information on the under fives system can be found in Appendix 2. 

Examples of other patient retained records are given in Appendix 30. 
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comlllunity hygiene 

Programmes to encourage smaller, healthier families will not work if infant mortal- 
ity rates rermin at the horritlc levels that obtain in some developing countries. 
Gastm-enteritis, worm infestations and diseases carried by flies are problems that 
can be literally buried. 

Adequate latrines, soakaways for fluid wastes, pits for the rotting down of manure 
(covered with earth every two days), a pit for the burial of refuse, or an incinerator, 
soakaways associated with animal pens (particularly in areas with non-porous soils), 
and the reasonable management of water resources can be expected to have 
dramatic results in the reduction of disease. 

The Health Centre has two roles to play in this connection: 

1. The method by which it controls its own sanitation problems must serve as 
an example for the community at large. Even where running water is 
available at least one earth latrine must be built, used and maintained. The 
provision of a wheelbarrow and a spade for a village sweeper, the sweeper to 
have clearly defined duties and a possibly nominal reimbursement in cash or 
kind, preferably drawn from the community, should also assist very materi- 
ally in the reduction of disease. The implementation and successful con- 
tinuing use of community hygiene facilities will depend on a change in the 
understanding of disease. I Improved hygiene should be part of the res- 
ponsibility of the local health committee. 

2. The staff at all levels must know the necessary size, method of construction, 
time taken and cost of making latrines relevant to the local terrain; must 
know how to keep them in reasonable order; and must include the family’s 
management of its latrine in the home visiting programme. The advice 
given ,must relate directly to local conditions. Similar details must be known 
for soak pits for fluid wastes. It may be possible to position soakaways so 
that adequately faltered run-off will water kitchen gardens. The Centre 
staff must also know the rudiments and cost of well digging although the 
siting of wells is best left to a visiting expert. Some knowledge of local 
geology is essential in selecting sites for latrines. Run off from latrines must 
not be allowed to contaminate water sources. 

Schools in the zone of influence of the Centre must have latrines and soakaways 
and the children must be taught why they are there and how they are to be used, 
not as a matter of something special but as a matter of course. 

It does not seem unreasonable to suggest that money spent on village sanitation 
might show at least as good a return in terms of community health as would the 
same money spent on a Health Centre. It is proposed that the community by 
communal effort can make tbis contribution without direct cost to anybody else. 
Ideally, government might offer a cash award for the improvement of a communal 
water supply to every village achieving a given percentage of private sanitation. 

Tied in with this sanitation programme there should be a parallel programme for 
the teaching and encouragement of personal hygiene, this programme being 
judged against the practical possibilities within the community concerned. 

The member of the Health Centre staff primarily responsible for home visiting 
should co-ordinate community hygiene projects at least to the extent of knowing 
where they are going on. The visiting doctor should be kept informed of progress 
and encouraged to visit sites. 

Home visiting staff will have the opportunity of first contact at a personal level, 
and should attempt to find out about sanitary facilities, if any, in a particular 
house or compound, and could make a note on fly problems, general cleanliness, 
etc. This should obviously be a confidential note, and should be expressed in 
terms of &a useful place to start’ rather than ‘fdthy house’. 

Community action is best taken through the local village committee. There is 
little to be gamed from attempting to by-pass the local social power structure. The 
health committee should be visited by someone from the Centre, and should 
periodically be represented by at least one of its members at a meeting of com- 
mittees at the Health Centre. Here ideas can be exchanged and progress noted and, 
possibly, joint action between villages taken. 
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Whilst these notes suggest that all the Centre staff members should have a working 
knowledge of solutions to local problems, there is obviously a practical and useful 
limit to the spread of this knowledge. One staff member should be the local 
‘expert’ if there is no government ofIkial available. Alternatively, school teachers 
could well be brought into this arena. 

There may be culture-based objections to people showing an active interest in 
sanitation. This is most likely to happen in a caste divided society. At least 
initially more may be achieved by using the caste system than attempting to 
change it. 

Appendix 32 (ctd.) 



Nutrition and food 

Proper feeding is very important to health in developing countries. In particular it 
is important in the weaning or transition phase (which can be long-lasting) and in 
early childhood. 

In India many of the problems of malnutrition could be overcome simply by more 
food. In other countries the bare food supply may be sufficient to fill the stomach 
but may not be well-balanced. Investigation of locally grown food-stuffs may lead to 
the discovery of all that is needed for a balanced diet contained quite literally m 
the (unfortunately) despised ‘weeds’. In most cases crop strains will have to be 
improved or new food crops introduced altogether. Four things are needed for 
growing crops: 

Topsoil Water Care Plants 

Without topsoil there is not much to be done. Where there is topsoil three years’ 
rains can wash away 40,OlM years of the accumulated matter which forms topsoil, 
so conservancy is essential. The basic weapons in conservancy are contour 
ploughing so that water and rain-washed soil are trapped, leaving wind-breaks in the 
form of trees, and nourishing the soil by any available means. In a sense, one 
uses fertilizer in year 1 to ensure the existence of the soil in year 3. 
may well grow without it. 

Year 2 crops 
In primitive jungle-clearing cultures the felled trees are 

left to rot, the crops being planted betwe,en them and shaded by them. This is 
good sense: the more efficient clearing and burning is highly destructive. This 
year’s ‘efficiency’ may be next year’s erosion. 

Re-afforestation is an excellent conservancy method but is very expensive. On the 
other hand if everyone planted a tree a week the eventual effect would be dramatrc. 

Topsoil without water is useless. 
essential. 

Where water is very limited conservancy is 
Ground water can often be reached by digging wells. If the ground 

water has accumulated over generations of rams there is a fair chance that it will 
be exhausted in two generations of irrigation. 
water in the form of sprays over the crops. 

Modem irrigation throws tons of 
The spray is partly subject to 

evaporation before it hits the ground, much of it sits quite uselessly on the leaves 
and evaporates. Often the water is delivered in cuts or canals, these again being 
subject to evaporation. Seepage from canals may well reestablish ground water, 
on the other hand where canals are available, wells probably are not used. Or, 
wells may not have been used because the ground wig not hold water, so seepage 
water is lost. Whole riven can be lost by wasteful irrigation, depriving others, 
living down river and away from its rain-source, of this essential resource. The 
cash cost of this squandering cannot be equalled by the apparent increase in the 
value of the irrigated crops. 

Care in planting, watering and shading of plants may be the best tool available. A 
small quantity of water delivered from a can to the shaded root area of the plant 
may be all that is required. Why use more? Additionally, a well-tended small 
patch may be labour intensive and may not yield a ‘cash crop’ but may be it will 
feed the family well. 
be a good answer. 

Mixed planting of shade plants with food plants may also 

The selection of plants is of paramount importance. The only answer is to find 
the best authority available and ask, bearing in mind that the growers concerned 
must be willing to eat the recommended crop. Demonstration is the main 
propaganda weapon. Grow your own garden. If a member of the Centre staff or 
a villager is employed to work the garden, then it must not be bigger in size or 
labour requirements than everyone else can manage. 
in food, and tend it and use it. 

Rip out flower-beds and put 
If the proposition is that one can live off a small 

patch - then prove it, and cut food bills. 

Livestock, usually cattle and goats,are a desperate menace in many communities. 
Goats promote deserts. It is argued that only goats can use the desperately poor 
vegetation, but in fact they are often kept as cultural or cash, rather than culinary, 
assets. They do not convert plants to animal proteins efficiently and usually do 
noi even give milk. They do destroy the only remaining vegetation and shade. 
The alternative to a total goat massacre (which is the best answer) is the intro- 
duction of a strain of goat that will give meat and milk when kept in a pen. 
Where insufficient plant material or water is available to feed a penned goat, the 
O& practical solution is to shoot the existing goat population. This is not a job 
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for Health Centres at a practical level, but it is a propaganda job for the Centre 
staff. 

National agricultural authorities are usually not geared to small garden agronomy, 
which is what is needed. An offk5a.l ally in garden culture is valuable. Govem- 
ment for its own good reasons will look after cash-crop land owners. People with 
tiny bits of land need help, advice and encouragement, and the Centre staff must 
do all they can in this effort. 

Establishing food values, improvement programmes etc. is a subject well covered in 
various books. Alternatively someone will know the answers and will be keen to 
help. Four problems remain in the Cent&s responsibility: 

Establishing a well-balanced and locally practical diet 
Cooking the food while preserving its value 
Transitional foods for weaning 
Food storage 

Any proposed new foods will need to be popularized, and existing inadequate 
methods of cooking improved. The only starting point is an understanding of 
local taboos, preferences and available time for cooking. Taboos and preferences 
can be altered in the course of time with patience, understanding and example. 
Do not attempt to introduce methods of cooking and food preparation which are 
not possible in the time available, or which use unfamiliar utensils. If the cook 
cannot do the new method in the same time and with the same effort as the old, 
then it will not get done. Careful observation and planning are required. 

Transitional or weaning foods are important. If possible infants should have the 
same diet as adults; this will probably give them the widest range of foods. 
Experiment may show that, for instance, maniac (or cassava) leaves properly 
prepared and then chopped very small will give a child the food it needs. Un- 
chopped they are indigestible. Similarly, curry is fme for a child, but desperately 
hot curry is destructive. The key is to examine the local diet and attempt to 
adapt it so that it serves the child well without additional cost to the family, 
without extra expenditure of time (the cook is a very busy person and cannot lose 
time in ‘he daily round) and without being based on an imported ingredient which 
may cease to be available. The Centre must have a demonstration kitchen in the 
local marmer, stocked in the local manner, and used in the local manner, and the 
food should be eaten by the Centre staff. If it seems to be possible to improve the 
local kitchen design without additional cost, then the demonstration kitchen should 
show such improvements. 

Food storage is an important factor in the household economy. Study what jd 
done locally, make clear notes and ask advice. It may be that certain food is not 
stored because it rots or is eaten by insects, and there may be simple ways of 
overcoming these problems. The answers should again be demonstrated, but ail 
in the local manner and within local pockets. 

Recent &dies have shown that in Mozambique liver cancer Mlls one man in every 
40 households; about 50 tunes as many deaths as in Britain. This is now known 
to be related to a liver poison, atlatoxin, produced by the mould Aspergillus. This 
fungus can attack staple foods such as groundnuts or maize if they are stored in 
warmhumid conditions. (South African Medical Journal 2,508,48 : 1974.) 

Vitamins B and C are frequently lacking or in short supply. C can be made up 
with fruit and a suitable variety must be sought and grown if none is available. B 
can be made up with, for instance, unpolished rice. Advice on the best source of 
these vitamins in the area concerned should be sought. 

The best laid schemes for food improvement can founder on drought, insect or 
disease attack. This is obviously a pity but the local farmers will be familiar with 
tbis problem. Schemes that founder because a crop will not grow well in the 
locality are not well laid and will be counter-productive. 

The best-fed national animals are probably intestinal parasites, and the . 
worst-used food that which passes through intestines that cannot absorb it because 
of diarrhoea. Both these problems are very much in the Health Centre’s orbit. 

In a very wide sense efficient modem agriculture is destructive. With machinery 
it is possible to reduce landowners’ cats; the people who then worked the land 
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and also supported themselves to a certain extent with livestock and gardens are and also supported themselves to a certain extent with livestock and gardens are 
driven away to the towns where they cannot produce anything for themselves, but driven away to the towns where they cannot produce anything for themselves, but 
consume the bulk of the increase in the crops resulting from irrigation etc. consume the bulk of the increase in the crops resulting from irrigation etc. in in 
other words, the assessable effect of modem methods may be an increase in human other words, the assessable effect of modem methods may be an increase in human 
misery. misery. Should supplies of the fuels needed to work the machinery fa& disaster Should supplies of the fuels needed to work the machinery fa& disaster 
will be total. will be total. The same materials that go to make the fuels also make the fertilizers The same materials that go to make the fuels also make the fertilizers 
necessary for modem methods. 

Nutritional education has three aims, first to break down harmful local beliefs, 
secondly to encourage a better diet and thirdly to show how the improved food- 
stuffs can be produced and existing food-stuffs improved. It is important to 
remember that the food customarily eaten is eaten because it grows reasonably 
well and is reasonably resistant to fungi etc;. that there may not be a practical or 
economical alternative; that talk of irrigation etc. must be linked to the practical 
possibility of irrigating; that the best run progmmmes can founder on yroltzged 
drought, etc. Additionally, the important people in the area may be healthy, 
strong, energetic, vital and intelligent, and are children from very many generations 
of people built on the same diet. It is people like this who do the convincing in 
the community, and nutritional education has to convince them first. ‘My wife 
was a weak woman and had weak children but I now have a new strong wife’ is a 
statement solidly based on observation and evolutionary probability, and ‘Why 
should I waste extra food on someone who was weak anyway?’ may not be a 
romantic reply to suggestions about increased diet, but it is a reply packed with 
logic in a community with a subsistence agriculture. 

Nutritional rehabilitation can be a very useful weapon in food propaganda. A 
malnourished child responding to a changed diet is a great teacher. It is vital that 
the family knows what is going on. It is no good ‘doctor’ waving bowls and pills 
and medicine at the child which miraculously’ recovers. The family must be 
taught to do it all themselves with locally available foodstuffs. Pills that are given 
should be the same as those given to others anyway and everyone should know it. 
Nutritional rehabilitation closely associated with the Health Centre is an excellent 
teaching point and morale booster. But the impossible should not be attempted 
or the end result witI be a loss of confidence. 

Regnmt mothers given additional iron, folic acid or protein during the last 
trimester of pregnancy produce babies with significantly increased birth weights. 
This is encouraging in view of the relationship between low birth weight and peri- 
natal mortality. fn some cultures heavy feeding during pregnancy is associated 
with big babies and consequent difficult births. 
must be overcome in discussions about feeding. 

This coldly logical proposition 

Lactating mothers need as much if not more food than pregnant mothers. 
often overlooked and sometimes contradicted by cultural custom. 

This is 
This problem is 

substantially hidden by the wonderful ability of the mother’s body to provide 
highly nutritious milk from poor materials, but this miracle is wrought at the 
mother’s expense. 

Infants in the first months and throughout the fust year need good food to support 
growth. Skull and brain development is prodigious; inadequate feeding ccn lead 
to brain deficiency. Encouragement. exhortation, psychological pressure, a,ly 
means of encouraging mothers to breast feed for a year should be used. Advert&e- 
ments for artificial substitutes should be quietly removed from the district, and 
television or other advertisements ridiculed. But breast feeding must be supple- 
mented with solids from six months, and the aim must be for balanced solids, until 
by one year the infant should be able to eat most of the normal family foods. 
Highly spiced and coarse foods may be rejected by infants. This does not 
necessarily mean they are not ready for solids. 

Toddlers and infants up to the age of five make up the most obviously mal- 
nourished groups in many countries. In transition from mother dependence to 
independence this problem is particularly noticeable. Toddlers benefit twice from 
contirmed breast feeding, first from high quality protein, second from the decreased 
chance of competition from a further pregnancy and birth. Underfed children 
respond well to just more food than they have been getting. Calories are often the 
main deficiency. 

Staples and pulses, leafy and ‘coloured’ vegetables, animal and vegetable protein and 
oil should all be viewed as essential additions to basic diets. 
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People in rural communities have what is often called ‘natural dignity’. Thus, 
when encouraged to eat more of an unti and possibly flavourless food they may 
not reply ‘Well, why don’t you eat it instead of tinned. tomato soup?’ but they may 
well think it. Example is very important in teaching. 
storage and cooking are important items. 

Food preservation and 
Most will be learnt as a result of 

demonstmtion. Demonstrate improvement in a child, demonstrate a good-diet, 
demonstrate cooking. Talks and pictures are indispensable but talks should be 
very short and have a simple theme like ‘Well fed mothers of healthy children’. 
Questions and answers need to be kept simple. 
then used as memory aids. 

Pictures need to be explained and 
‘Protein’, ‘vitamin’ and similar words are only tags for 

convenient concepts and are meaningless in themselves. 
be most potent. 

Perhaps analogy would 
A bullock cart is the protein, the bullock is the calories, the 

driver iron and other salts, the prodding stick the vitamins. 
accurate and wholly understandable. 

It is near enough to be 
The idea here is to tag the message to some 

thing which is readily understood and sufficiently complicated to hang the whole 
idea onto. 

With inadequate nutrition we have unhealthy and dead children and mothers, so 
family planning teaching will be difficult until nutrition is improved. Food is 
understandable, so it is a good pathway into understanding. Agriculture is 
important and a good basisfor co-operation, and can show quite positive results in 
a fairly short time. 

An understanding amongst the Centre staff of local nutritional problems and 
answers in practical terms seems to be very important. It also seems to be 
important that school teachers be taught nutrition exactly as they will have to 
teach it. 
facts. 

Biochemistry is obviously less relevant than the communication of basic 
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Rople in a rural community may fmd it as difficult to understand the nature of 
disease as most well educated people do. ‘Virus’, ‘bacteria’, ‘germ’, ‘infection’ are 
words which are used to describe me&anisms and organisms we barely understand. 
The idea that the air, the water, the Health Centre, the hospital, the lungs etc. are 
full of germs which can strike a strong man down is not very sensible to a strong 
man who is not being struck down, never has been and quite probably will not be. 
It is probably abvious to him that weaker people get sick more often because they 
are weak, not because of anythhrg else, and it is an arguable idea. Attempting to 
explain the lowering of defence mechanisms will not clarify the discussion. 

A medical training may blind its recipient to the simple problem of believing that 
these invisible micro-organisms exist. Further, the life cycles of some of the more 
improb&le parasites are more likely to be taken as an elaborate joke than as vital 
fact. 

It is no good growing a culture to show that germs are present in a particular disease 
unless the audience understands the nature of culturing and germs. The teaching of 
ritual defensive actions such as washing and the use of latrines to children is the 
start& point in this field, but cannot be expected to have much demonstrable 
effect as successful hygiene leads to reduced infection - a medically desirable result 
but not a very starthng one to the untutored observer. 

The essential messages relate to the need to get rid of flies, to build a strong body 
and to pmctise hygiene. Malaria mosquito eradication could be used as an example 
in the insect field as the results are dramatic providii an initial survey is done and 
the improvement pointed out. Nutritional rehabilitation will demonstrate the 
im 

:: 
ortance of diet. 

be 
From the resulting interest and confidence and willingness to 

‘eve may come the necessary willingness to believe and interest in the more 
complex me&anisms of diseases. 

Much effective basic teaching could be done through the medium of dance and 
song. ‘This is the way we wash our hands (even) on a cold and frosty morning’ is 
an example of this method. Similarly, a three team dance, one team being 
‘bacteria’, one being ‘too,&paste’, one being ‘teeth’ could demonstrate the effects 
of oral hygiene very effectively and with maximum involvement. Dances showing 
‘fly and disease’ and ‘unprotected food’ and ‘protected food’ will not be difficult 
to organize. 
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From three sets of identical and detailed documents and drawings builders will 
often tender three widely different prices. On the other hand, when some kinds 
of buildings are tendered for where either the usual and acceptable cost is known 
or there is a government imposed budget limit for that kind of building, nearly 
identical tenders will be received requiring careful study in order to select a best 
buy. In other cases there may be no builders as such or perhaps only one. 
Further, two buildings in the same town built by the same government agency 
more or less at the same time and more or less the same size may vary widely in 
cost per square foot depending on siting, materials, standards of ftish and possibly 
air conditioning etc. 

The Model Centre suggests a roof structure only, but makes this structure on a set 
of columns or wags close enough together for most traditional building materials 
to be effective. One Centre may be built with bricks and mortar, plastered or 
rendered inside and perhaps outside, with steel windows etc., another may be built 
with a bamboo roof over painted voven timber walls. The planning principles of 
the Model stand firm in each case, but the cost will be subject to very wide 
variation. 

It is therefore unrealistic to offer a single cost guide. However, the working party 
has received the following information on various building costs which may assist 
in estimating costs. The costs should be taken as being comparative and must be 
treated as very low in view of price rises in the last two years. 

1. Kerala (July 1973) 

For rubble walled buildings with reinforced concrete roofs 
To include internal wags 
To include latrines. doors, windows and lights 

Rs. 35 per square foot* 

For an un-subdivided building 
Rs. 30 per square foot 

This is approximately &X)0 per square foot.? At the time of writing the 
cement and iron rods needed were rising rapidly in cost. 

2. Lagos (July 1973) 

F jr concrete block walled buildings with iron or asbestos roofs 
l- 3r a simple structure 

Nigerian E5.00 to M.00 per square foot 

This is between L2.50 and a.50 per square foot. Cement prices are noted 
as continually rising 

3. More (July 1973) 

Building not described 
Rs. 28 to Rs. 30 per square foot. 

This is approximately E2.00 per square foot. City buildings are noted as 
being of higher quality and more expensive 

4. Madras (Ju!y 1973) (Rural areas) 

(Building costs for structure and fmishes but not services, i.e. water and 
electricity not included.) 
Schools and Offices: 
For stone walls and concrete roof, foundations at 4 feet 6 inches below 
ground level and cement floor 

Rs. 24 per square foot 

As above but tiled roof (noted as subject to frequent repair) 
Rs. 20 per square foot 

As above but asbestos roof and false ceilings on tabular truses 
Rs. 18 per square foot 
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This is a variation from &I .50 to E2.00 (not including services) 

Hospitals (rural and urban): 

Aa above but with tiled dado to 4 feet 6 inches above floor level and mosaic 
floors 

Its. 40 per square foot 

Aa above but without dado and mosaic 
Rs. 35 per square foot 

As above but tiled roof 
Rs. 30 per square foot 

As above but tiled roof with dado and mosaic 
Rs. 32 per square foot. 

(Asbestos roofed quoted at Rs. 28 but finishes not noted) 

This shows a range of $3.00 to f.4.00 without services 

Houses: 

Concrete roof 
Rs. 32 per square foot 

Tiled roof 
Rs: 27 per square foot 

Asbestos roof (false ceiling not noted) 
Rs. 22 per square foot 

This is CXO to f3.00 per square foot (services not specified as included) 

All costs noted as rising continually and steeply. 
assessed as about f4.00 to about &MO) 

(Costs can probably be 

5. Bandung. kndonesia (August 1973) 

Using own concrete blocks (office buiidingj 
Rp. 1000 per square foot 

(Public works estimate Rp. 3000 per square foot) 
Using own concrete blocks 

Rp. 2000 per square feet. 

This is between fl .OO and E!.(w) per square foot. (It is noted that the 
buildings are now complete, and that building materials have risen 100 per 
cent since last year.) It is understood that direct labour was also partly 
used, structure. services and finishes not stated as included or excluded. 

6. Rhodesia (July 1973) 

Building in rural areas. using local materials 
$7.00 per square foot 

This is approximately E3.00 per square foot and is presumed complete 

7. Ghana (July 1973) 

Cement block b:rilding, wi1;1 good quality iron roof 
$ JS.00 per square foi;: 

This is approximately fS.CO current costs. 
trebled in the last yenr 

Cement is noted as having ii~arl\ 

c0nc1usi0ns 

The cost of a unit can not reasonably be below El.00 per square foot, t5.00 is 
mentioned as an upper &nit, but only in rural areas. Costs are noted as rising 
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‘steeply and continually nearly everywhere - there is an international shortage of 
timber, steel and cement. Further, the amount of ‘services’ - latrines, electrics, 
water - is not specifted; equipment is not included; proportion of direct labour is 
not noted; establishment costs, e.g. travel, are not noted; South America is not 
mentioned at all. The following advice is therefore offered to people trying to 
work out a budget: 

Appendix 35 (ctd.) 

1. Attempt to assess the proper size for the unit. 

2. Get a friendly person - architect, engineer, quantity surveyor, contractor, 
artist, surveyor, estate agent - to trace the appropriate accommodation off 
the Model plan. It does not have to be the actual layout you intend to use - 
size is what counts here. 

3. ~~d~;lan to the inter -led country or ask around if you are there and try 

a. Approximate square foot cost to include sanitary and water arrangement 
if appropriate 

b. A#;;priate materials for: 

Walls 
ceiii (ii any) 
Roof structure 
Rooffinish 
Windows 

c. Approximate cost per electrical outlet if appropriate 

d. Foundation depths usual 

e. Outline of sewerage work 

f. How long will it take to build 

4. ‘Ibis will establish budget possibilities 

5. Proceed with scheme as appropriate 

6. Allow for 15 per cent per annum increase in cost throughout the building 
period. 

Local building regulations must also be consulted. Requirements may lead to up- 
grading of materials for, for instance, reasons of fire resistance. Ceiling heights, 
water channel sizes, water storage requirements, sewage disposal proposals may also 
be subject to these regulations. 

Concrete blocks made in wooden, metal or rubber moulds or pressed in proprietary 
machines are an important resource. Blocks stacked under polythene sheeting in 
humid climates ‘cure’ in about three weeks although up to three months is 
preferable. Otherwise the blocks will shrink if used too quickly. An equally good 
curing system is immersion in a pond, pool or river for some weeks. A simple 
mould can be made with a timber box split up with crossed dividers slotting over 
each other. Concrete is poured in, then a timber yrid with tapered plugs sticking 
down from it is put on top. The plugs, when withdrawnleave holes in the blocks 
which lighten them and save concrete. The plugs are oiled before being put in so 
they do not stick to the concrete and are lightly nailed to the grid. The grid is 
raised when the concrete has hardened, then the dividers are taken out by stages, 
the plugs being tapped out Iast of all. The dividers and the main box should also 
be oiled. Individual moulds can be used on the same principle. A mixture of mud 
and cement may be useful and saves cement, but experiment is necessary including 
spraying with a hose for some time to test for reasonable stability. Further, 
mortar for jointing earth-and-cement blocks and render for fmishing will have to be 
made in a weak mix, i.e. extra sand should be put in and the render applied some- 
what drier than usual. 
overhangs. 

Blocks containing earth must be well protected with eaves 

blocks. 
If buildings are to be painted the paint must be tested on the specimen 
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Presses for concrete blocks called the ‘Cinva Ram are referred to . z Cc ticent 
Approaches to Malnutrition in Uganda’. Ed. Dr. J. Paget Stanfield. Monograph 
No. 13 @sued in conjunction with The Journal of Tropical Paediatrics and 
Environu-;tal Child Health, Vol. 17, No. 1, March i971.) 
ref. p. 69. c ‘3s. Plates 33 and 34.) 

Traditional buiMing methods should, not be scorned. Thick wailed houses with a 
limited number cf doors and windows are the ideal environment in many countries 
with hot days and cool nights, or very cold spells. 

Wattle and daub, made from mats of ‘.poven shoots pla ;tered with mud, 7% also 
be used. The wood-work should bc treated against ter ;! .Qes and the mat panels 
well protected from rain. 

Mud can be beaten Sus UIU&J, then lifted out and left to dry in the sun, making 
buildmg Mocks which, if protected from rain, will last for generations. Some mud 
can be mixed with straw and sun dried. The straw has to be stirred into the mud 
so it gets well tan&d UP. Anti-termite fluid must be mixed in where termites ere 
a problem. Mud and straw balls can also be dropped into timber formwork idii 
together with wire or bolts and held apart b :‘ small size piecesof timber The 
mixture is then rammed with a pole, the formwork taken off and raised up, the 
spacing timbers knocked out, the holes thus left being flied with more mixture 
rammed in. Bach ‘lift’ of formwork overlaps the prev&rsly laid piece of wall, the 
formwork standing on the spacing timbers. At comers a small box is set in the 
formwork to make a ncl ch in the wall. The return to m&e the comer’fs’ramri ;cd 
into this notch. The wtis are brought over the comer and notched alternately. 

A long piece of timber is sometimes mmmed into each lift at the top of the 
formwork in the middle of rhe wall. The timber is then lifted out, which leaves a 
groove into which the next lift is rammed to tie the two lifts together. Local 
experiment is the only guide to satisfactory action. 

Rammed walls can sometimes be made from straight mud. An alternative is mixing 
earth and cement; either fairly wet to make building blocks or fairly dry and 
rammed. 

The traditional British names for these methods of wall making are: 

Cob: earth and straw 
pise: rammed earth or earth and straw 
Stabilized earth: earth and cement mixed 

Reference books on these methods of building can be found. 

In many countries &nple lapped boarding walls with shutters instead of windows 
will work very well. In hilly country with a good covering of trees very simple 
buildings without ceilings are cool and comfortable provided that they are shaded by 
trees from direct sun. 

Woven and painted bamboowill last well in many areas, but all such materials must 
be raised out of the ground to avoid rotting and to avoid irresistibly attracting 
termites. 

Powdered termite hill material mixed with water is said to make an effective 
plastering material, but experiments are needed before committing to its use. 

Bundles of quite small stones ciin be made up in chicken wire and given a reasonably 
square shape. These can be put in place on a mortar bed then rendered inside and 
out and wet cement mortar poured in. With experiment it will be found that 
controlled pouring will make the bundles stable. High walls and load bearing walls 
should not be made in this way, and the bundles need to be about 12 inches thick 
although they can be tapered towards the top of the wall. 

The essential feature of the Model plan is its use of a 16 feet span between columns 
br walls. It is believed tkzt most countries will provide materials that will cope 
with this span. Wide overhangs on roofs are stressed both for coolness and to 
protect the walls. Roof4 materials are referred to in Appendix 48. 
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These notes are prepared for people with limited access to professional advice. 

TheYdeal foundation is good, solid, more or less flat rock at about 2 feet depth, 
.but this is also about the worst possible condition for drains or pit latrines etc. 

The worst possible foundations are loose, dry sand, soft ‘vegetable’ earth, clay 
which is subject to drying out periodicaby or soils with moving underground water 
springs. 

Work can be built up from solid rock foundations. Cracks or fusures in the rocks 
or gaps between them must be solidly bridged e&her with reinforced concrete or 

_ stone, or brick arches. 

For single storey buildings on most soils, rock or ‘strip’ foundations are satisfactory. 
For rock foundations dig a trench say 3 feet deep and place (not throw in) good 
size rocks for about 2 feet, then place smaller stones, top,with gravel and ‘blind’ 
with concrete (blinding is a thin layer of concrete over thegravel) and build up 
from the blinding. ‘Strip footings’ require a trench about.2 feet 6 inches deep, 

. about 9 inches of concrete being laid into the bottom. As a general rule the width 
of the strip will be three times the wall thickness. Where there is frost the footings 
should be deeper. Where there are soft pockets in the footing base they should be 
excavated and ftied with. rocks. If an old wall or rock ridge is found underground, 
then the obstruction must be reduced about 1 foot below the bottom of the footing 
and earth ftig put in and rammed thoroughly. 

On very soft soils or sand the concrete floor of the building must have steel re- 
inforcing mesh put in it, and the edges must be turned down about 2 feet below 
the underside of the floor slab. This inverted tray effect holds the soft material 
under the building. The building should be kept as light as possible. 

On very soft, very wet soils some kind of piling may be needed. Often there will 
be a local method of piling construction. Sometimes rows of poles are driven 
into the ground with stones, platforms having first been erected to enable those 
driving the poles to reach their tops. The foundation is then made of timber, 
laid in mats on the top of the poles which are driven to ground level. An alternative 
is to build on stilts. 
If a building starts to move or subside, action must obviously be taken. Dig a 
narrow trench at right angles to the building up to what seems to be the point of 
subsidence. Cut in a 3 feet deep trench under the foundations as far as seems safe, 
say 3 or 4 feet, then fil the trench with concrete equally inwards and outwards 
from the centre of the wall. Let the concrete set, then do the same on one side of 
the new footing; when that has set do the other side. (see Fig. 1). 
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Appendix 36, Fig. 1 
Dealing with subsidence 
(the crack shown are 
are very much exaggerated) 

third trench 
will he dug htre -- 

second trench dug 
and ready for tilling 
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:, Building on a slope-can be difficult. Cut a platform out of the hillside and build Appendix 36 (ctd.) 
wholly on the cut part unless there is an engineer’s design for a retaining wall, in 
which case you can ftll out at the front to make a wider platform. The cut slope 
at the back should have an adequate angle so that the soil stays up (this angle will 
depend on the soil) and it should be planted quickly with grass or any other close 
growing plant with good roots. Make a curved drainage ditch set back from the 
top of the slop to carry surface water running down the hill away from the new 
cut face. (See Fig. 2) I 

Appendix 36, Fig. 2 
Building into a slope 

Roads on hills should not be steeper than 1 in 6 and for ambulance use a slighter 
slope is desirable. A reasonable road can be made with two concrete strips laid in 
trenches 3 feet 6 inches wide and 15 inches deep with a 2 feet 6 inches gap between. 
Lay in 12 inches of stones, then blinding, then 6 inches of concrete. Fill the gap 
in with gravei. Where roads are cut into slopes build only on the cut part unless 
there is an engineer-designed retaining wall. Tilt the road back towards the hillside 
and make a dram at the foot of the new cut slope and line it so that water will not 
erode the slope. Get rid of the water at the next comer, continuing the drain lining 
well beyond the road surfachrg and preferably spill the wares on to a large boulder 
so that the splashing disperses the water and stops the drab cutting back on itself 
and undermining the road. A similar two strip road will d!%i on the flat very well, 
but drainage ditches filled with stones are advisable on eititer side set about 4 feet 
outside the strips so that the ground does not become soggy Adequate drainage is 
an essential in road building. Light reinforcement in the rancrete strips greatly 
prolongs the life of the road. Some authorrties recommend making short reinforced 
concrete ‘legs’ into the soil on steeply sloping roads about 15 feet apart, about 
12 inches square and about 2 feet deep.’ These legs should have reinforcing rods 
stuck into them. The idea is.to stop the pavement slithering down the hill if it is 
undermined by water. (gee Fig. 3) 
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Appenciix 36, Fig. 3 
Some principles of road 
building on hills -*-~yr.-~.. , a&;~. . 
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4. 

Carry drains well beyond corw’r~. di$t.harge 
over a boulder or heap of htww 

Make side drains hack to hill LW flat ~I?LP. 
Join strips JI corners and drain crntrt plwtior 

to drain on run helow 
Every 100 feet make an inward-sloping dram 

to clear centre strip 
On steep slopes set in reinforced legs to stop 

tracks slipping 
5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

(hm11 drain 31 fo0t of cut 
Rank cut at natur;!l angle of rest of suit-. 

Irld) “al! II, rlupe 
Do not build road on dug out material 

The above principles apply for dirt roads on hills. The 
inside %lr:lin* ma\ underrut thr bank c:tiuuinc ~rth falls 

on to the road hut these are easy IO clear. 
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: 
:., 15% >,. to smallhospitals. 

: 
The report does not suggest a ‘standardized’ building, that is to say one made up 
from a mass produced kit of parts. Buildings made like this can be cheaper than 
loddly made buildings of the same sort providing there are enough of them, 

‘.b providing there is good transport to deliver the parts and providing the buildings 
:; are not so complicated that special gangs have to be brought in to put them together. 
:, $ :: ,A 
:-: It is generally thought that at least 150 pieces of a particular sort must be built 
i . $,, before~it is worth mass producing which is why there must be enough buildings in 

the programme. On the other hand it is no use making 500 roof trusses cheaply 
< 8; by mass production methods if it is going to cost an enormous amount to deliver ‘: ;.’ them. If the trusses are heavy enough to need a crane the *hole idea of mass 
>: production becomes irrelevant. 

A standardized mass produced building is not automatically expandable. It can 
:^ obviously be -designed to be expandable, but if the required expansion is very small 

and the parts have to be brought a long way small expansions are very expensive. 

It is often said that standardized buildings are more flexible than other kids of 
building because the parts can be taken apart and put together again in different 
ways when something needs changing. This is true in systems like office block 
partition walls, but these systems are either very expensive or flimsy. If the 

I; pieces of wall are light enough to move they will be thin and possibly unsuitable 
for a Ural Health Centre. 

As architects, eng$eers and designers spend a lot of time think@ about mass 
production, etc. it is worth looking at the basic problems. If the idea is to mass 
produce. a system of making all the pieces fit has to be found. In simple terms, if 
a column stands in the middle of a wall it will stick out from the wall if it is 
thicker than the wall. Also, the wall between two such columns will be a certain 
length: but on the floor above where the columns carry less weight and can there- 
fore be smaller the wall between two of them will be longer than the same sort of 
wail below. Making enough pieces of wall to fit every case means making smaller 
pieces which is tiresome: 
length is wasteful. 

making the columns bigger so the wall is always the same 
In the same way windows need to be in a restricted range of 

sizes, and they have to be built into walls or lined up together with pieces between 
them. So two windows and a piece between them have to relate to wall sizes, the 
walls have to relate to columns and inside division walls have to come up to 
columns or outside wall joints and cannot hit a window. 

Making it all work out is an intriguing game, but the results are usually fairly 
complicated. Also, rooms have to be the right size for the chosen dimensions for 
the parts which may not be the right size for the use of the room: as the room 
cannot be too small one has to make it too big - another piece of built in waste. 
Finally, it all has to be put together very carefully as it is almost impossible to 
change the sizes of the parts; if you are 54 inch out in the wrong place you get a 
lot of problems. 

I ’ 

With all these points in mind the working party has decided to go for a small span 
building that uses simple materials, suggests pulling parts of the roof out to get 
more space, and puts the different parts into different buildings so that they can be 
expanded without interfering with each other. We are putting forward a plan 
which suggests standards rather than a standard plan. 
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This report conthmally refers to the need for Health Centre staff being familiar 
with sanitation etc. We therefore set out below the principles of rural sanitation. 
There will be very many local variations of use. Detailed reference can be made to 
‘The Ross Institute Information and Advisory Service’, Bulletin No. 8, reprinted 
April 1972, which is thoroughly comprehensible. The WHO also has useful 
publications. 

I$qan &age is dealt with hygienically in two basically different ways: 

1. water based sewerage 
2 more or less dry decomposition 

Water sewemge 

I. Sewage is dropped straight into, or carried by pipe to a ‘septic tank’. In the 
septic tank bacteria break down the sewage, making an effluent which is then 
allowed to soak away into the ground 

2. Sewage is flushed (or ‘pour flushed from a 2 gallons minimum can) down a pip 
to a pit or septic tank 

3. Sewage is flushed down a pipe to a sewage disposal plant 

4. Sewage is flushed down a pipe to a waste stabilization pond in which bacterial 
action and algae decompose the sewage gitig an effluent which is lead to a 
soakaway, can sometimes be fed into a fish pond or can be ised for irrigation 

Mom of kss dry decompo&Ion 

5. Dry pit latrines 

6. Fit latrines which get down to the ground water level 

7. Urines are now being produced which compost faecal matter making 
usable gas at the same time1 

8. Buckets 

Both waterborne and dry sewerage are discussed at the end of this Appendix. 

Privies using all thesq methods except 7 can be used as communal facilities. But 
the usual unbeatable social rule applies that the more people there are to use a 
facility the more it will be misused and broken up in every possible way. Sanitary 
attendants are a concomitant of facilities for public use. If attendants are not 
obtainable do not build communal privies. Senior staff members must accept a 
responsibility for regular and spot check inspections. Doctors visiting Centres 
must inspect latrines. This is the only way in which the resident Centre staff can 
be persuaded to do the same. The better facilities are kept the less unpleasant is 
the prospect of an inspection. All latrines in a medical com$ound must be 
inspected regularly and if instructions are given for work to be done then the work 
must be done. s 

- 
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LATRINES 

SE?& 
DISPOSAL 

Flies 

It is almost impossible to control flies in pit latrines and in latrines with no water 
seal on the pans. Where insecti@des are used, insecticide-resistant flies rapidly 
multiply in ideal non-competitive conditions; one is better off not using them. 
Cleanliness and a clo$eable cover are the best defences. Aritiseptics must not be 
used as they interfere with the bacterial action. 
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Water seals 

There are two common types of water seal, P traps and S traps as below. Choice 
of traps depends onrequired direction of outfall, either more or less level (P) or 
straight down (S). 

A further type of trap can be used for pour-flush latrines. These are shown in Fig. 1. 

CIeaning materids 
Many communities use leaves, grass, stones or similar materials for personal cleansing. 
Such materials can make a nonsense of waterborne systems in a very short time. 
An adequate provision of big inspection chambers (manholes) and rodding eyes 
(holes for poking flexible canes through) for unblocking drams is essential. Man- 
hole covers must be concrete, not metal or they will be ‘borrowed’ very quickly 
which is unhygienic and downright dangerous iu the dark. 

ventiIathIgsystems 

Flushing or ilush pouring systems have to have a ventilating pipe otherwise the load 
of material going down the pipe 
fittings. 

sucks air behind it which empties the traps on the 
The ventilating pipes must be carried up above roof level and protected 

with a gauze balloon to keep out flies and mosquitoes. 

Light and air 

Sun and air must be let in to privies. This may lead to rain getting in during storms 
but the sterilizing advantages of sun outweigh slight flooding. Ventilating slots 
must be fly-screened, and doors should be made self closing with a string over a peg 
or pulley with a weight on the end. The doors should iit well. lt is tempting to 
prop doors open to ventilate the privy but this only encourages flies. Low level 
slots left open all round so the floor can be flushed over with a bucket are tempting 
but bad practice as mesh screening rots, collects dirt, gets broken and then animals 
and insects can get in. 

General cleardiness 

Experience in any country where ‘Asiatic’ or squat type pans are used indicates 
that their use is noi simple. The wall at the back is frequently heavily soiled to a 
height of two feet or more, flushes can empty pans on to the floor and not down 
the drain, and the feet are frequently soaked by a flush swirling up out of the pan. 
General spraying can also be a problem. Frequently the area of water in the pan is 
far too small and quite out of the range of children; this leads to heavily soiled 
pans. Walls are frequently also soiled. A small shelf for putting belongings on is a 
great advantage, also a raised area of floor which is slightly tilted so it drains dry 
quickly after washing. Flushing pipes must not be lead down wall faces and 
particularly not across floors as they give impossible cleaning problems. Where 
wooden superstructures are used and also on bottoms of door frames the bottom 
4 inches must always be made in smooth concrete, the timber standing on top. 
Otherwise ,the timber soaks up moisture and rots: Two coats of 5 per cent silicate 
of soda will increase the water resistance of the cement flooring and 4 inches 
upstand. In some countries water is indispensable in the personal cleansing 
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routine. SmaJl tin cans can bn used as containers, but big tubs from which water 
is d&ped should be absolutely banned as they can become infection soups very 
quickly. Taps are often abused, b.:ing left on. A sanitary attendant could deal 
with t-his problem, but a male and IL female attendant would then be necessary in 
most cultures. 

The squat pan and its surroundings 

Flti pipes are best lead to the front end of the pan where the water fiow con- 
ceutrates on the floor of the pan, but water should also swirl round the bowl. 
Foot rests should be tilted forwards about 1 inch in their 12 inches length, never, 
never backwards, and should be smooth (for cleaning purposes) unless made in 
glazed 9reclay in which case they can have a criss-cross pattern (with smooth edges 
and valleys) on the foot rests so that they can dry more quickly. The pan needs to 
be reasonably deep and long and benefits from a long water area. A reasonable 
depth and a slight undercutting at the front are good points. The surroundings 
must be smooth and without dimples and must drain into the pan. Impervious 
skhtings should be carried at least 4 inches up the wall with an easy sweep. The 
sweep can be formed by running a bottle round between the floor and the wall 
whilst the cement is stikl wet. The wall behind the pan should be impervious for at 
least 2 feet 6 inches in height and should be as continuous with the floor as possible. 
A raised area and a shelf have already been mentioned. Many commercially 
produced squat type pans do not have these features. (See Fig. 2 ) 

Research 

Research is needed to establish whether easier use would lead to what can only be 
described as better aim. This is a perfectly serious, indeed important subject. It 
may be that people, particularly older people, might fiid the pan easier to use if 
some form of hand grip, projecting from the side wall near the right hand were 
available. The hand grip would have to project well so that it was as near as possible 
to the middle of the body for balancing. Some form of projection on the left hand 
side and quite well back so that it could be used as an elbow rest but not a hand 
rest might also be helpful. The queStion is whether these aids would lead to extra 
cross infection possibilities, or whether a sufficient compensating increase in general 
cleanliness would be achieved. 

Compartment size and iayout 

The back wall should not be ?ess than 19 inches away from the back of the foot 
rests, the front wall or door not less that 32 inches from the back of the foot rest. 
This gives a compartment length on the long axis of the pan at 4 feet 3 inches. 
4 feet 6 inches is therefore a reaso.iable minimum length. A 3 foot width gives 
adequate free elbow (literally) room. The overall depth can be made up by 
hanging the door on the outside wall face which will give a few extn inches where 
fairly thick walls are used. Doors can open from the side or the front. 
should be set centrally in the free width. 

The parr 
Doors usually open inwards so that 

people who do not like to lock doors or forget to ‘do so have a chance of increased 
privacy. 

Two gallons is the minimum flush size either for pouring or cistern flushing. 
Smaller flushes can be used with pressure cisterns. Cisterns should be mounted 
high enough up to give a good flush but not so high that they flood the floor. 
Front end flushing gives the best results. 

Combined shower and pivy 

A shower can be installed in a privy compartment using cistern or pour flushing, 
but the floor area must be increased by at least 3 feet x 3 feet either in width or 
length, the pan in the former case no longer being in the middle of the overall 
width or someone will fall down it. Further, the shower should be in a lowered 
area of floor otherwise dropping the+oap is disastrous. Sometimes showers are 
put straight over pans and a loose duckboard provided for laying over the pan for 
standing on. The dmckboard quickly gets foul and rotten, and breaking slats can 
lead to unpleasant accidents. 
clothes is also necessary. 

Somewhere to hang a towel and put belongings and 

the pan. 
In a combined shower and privy the driest end is over 

Clothes falling off pegs over pans can get into an unpleasant state. 
form of partition to protect clothes is therefore necessary. 

Some 
These points are 
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obviously e:ver fussy in cultures where the same sarong or similar is worn to the 
shower, used as a flannel and then for a wet rub down (getting washed at the same 
time) then worn away wet, but in ctilturcs anti &mates where more clothes are 
worn the essence of hygiene teaching can be totally undermined by the thoughtless 
design of facilities. 

Decid@onasystem 

Bearing in mind earlier comments about communal facilities, the principal matter 
bearing on de&ions about sanitation systems is water supply. The possibilities 
are tabulated below, water supply being discussed immediately after the table. 

Very little water Some water Adequate water Plenty of water 

Big installations 

Kt latrines Direct 
Aqua privies 

pour flush to pits or cistern flush to 
aqua privies septic tanks, 
pour flush to septic tanks sewage disposal plant 

or stabilization pond. 

Small installations 

Kt latrines Direct 
Aqua privies 

pour flush to pits or cistern flush to 
aqua privies septic tanks 
pour flush to septic tanks 

The alternatives are shown in Fig. 3. 

Water supplies 

Cistern flushing calls for about ten gallons of water per user resident per day. Thus 
the Model Centre will require for waterborne sanitation: . 

Two principal staff and families, say 6 people 
Four auxiliaries and families 12 
Two assistants and families 6 
Assistant and clerk/handyman and families 8 
Inpatients 
lnpatifznts’ families :: 
Hostel residents, say _ 12 - 

Total at 10 gallons per head per day 64 640 gallons 

To this must be added at three gallons per head per day: 

say 200 outpatients 
+ say 100 dependents 
a total at three gallons per head per day 300= 9oogallons - 

1540 gallons 

The equivalent amount will be used for general purposes, the equivalent allowed 
for outpatients should cover the extra requirements for a Health Centre. A 
Centre with an assured supply of over 3000 gallons per day therefore qualifies for 
I;;;tei;ed sewerage. More than 3000 gallons per day is, in this respect ‘plenty 

If irrigated farming land or gardens are attached the requirements for 
the irrigation must be added. 
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Kt latrines will be constructed of timber for ease of moving. Other privies may be 
of brick. 

Appendix 38, Fig. 3 
Alternative privies 

See also page (vii) et seq. of this appendix for further information. . emwnt t0 SW~W~Y 
if 

Pit latrine on 
mound with 
fexled brick 
to 2’ feet below 

ound level. 
B rsful in wet 
ground. 

Pit latrine where 
soil Is strong or 
aides reinforced. 
Best in dry 

using boxed 
hole. puddled 

movable cover 

-. 

/’ 

NW Privy. 
stra$ht to 
septrc tmk. 
Floor 6 inches 
above ground, 
water level 
6 h~cher below. 
Can be direct 
with straight trap 
or pour flu8h 
with sealed 
trap. 

rsmonble cover 
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For porn &&tg to pits or septic tanks, about four gallons per head per day is ’ 
:-, required, the’ general consumption remaining the same. This gives: 

, 
Residents 

.,,, 
64x4 pour fluslung 
64x10 general 

256 gallons 
640 gallolls 

MY 900 gsllorls 

outpatielits 

300x2 pour flushing 
300x3igeneral 

Total 2400 gallons 

This means that say 2400 gallons guaranteed per day is ‘adequate water’ for pour 
flushing. If no public facilities are offered then 1 SO0 gallons per day would allow 
for resident pour flushing to septic tanks and piped water with 600 gallons over 
for general purposes and outpatient restricted general purposes - .essentialIy 
controlled drinking water points. 

Very little water can be accounted as more than the rock bottom tolerable which 
is 64 residents at three gallons per head per day, is say 200 gallons a day. Kt 
latrines are the only answer here. c 

Aqua privies, possible on the borderline of an adequate water supply, require very 
littIe water except for initial filling, each privy needing only one or two bucket- -. 
fuls of water a day. Periodically more water needs to be added, but the extra fti 
might not even be necessary during a dry season. For residents’ sanitation only 
60 gallons per day for pour flushing-+ 640 gallons for general use + 300 gallons a 
day for medical and very limited outpatient use, i.e. a total of 1000 gallons is 
sufficient. A further 200 odd gallons would justify public aqua privies, the extra 
allowance being made for extra cleaning. 
but not necessarily d&king-clean. 

Water used for flushing should be clean 

Descriptions of the different systems 

Local experience is invaluable and should always be consulted. These notes are 
offered to act as a check list and to help in establishing standards. 

Kt Urines 

These are holes in the ground into which faeces drop directly. If there is water in 
the pit disintegration wiIl be faster, better and the pit will last longer, becoming, 
in effect, a septic tank. Disinfectants, insecticides etc. must be kept out of the pit. 
About 2 cubic feet of pit per resident person per year plus 2 cubic feet per 
10 visitors plus about 2 feet at the top is needed. The ‘life’ of a pit and the 
number required can thus only be calculated from the practical hole that can be 
dug. When grass, rubbish, sticks etc. are likely to be thrown in then the size of 
the pit must be increased by at least half, i.e. a third of its life will be lost. When 
the material in the pit is between 2 feet and 1g inches from the top the - 
pit must be fiUed with earth and the privy moved, so obviously it should be as ’ 
light a structure as possible. About a year after moving the pit can be dug out 
and the contents used as fertilizer. 

Holes should be as big as practical, as the bigger the hole the less often must the 
pit be re-dug and the structure moved. Holes which will ffi with water should be 
10 feet deep from top to bottom; 
privy on a aound. 

this being sometimes achieved by building the 
Mounds should not exceed about 2 feet 6 inches in height, 

the whole of the height above ground level being built in impervious material. All 
holes should be lined with impervious brick f for 2 feet from ground level down. 
If privies are built on a slope this lining should be deeper, say 2 feet below a 
point 6 feet down the surface of the hill (not 6 feet vertical drop). 

In strong stable soils a hole 15 to tii feet deep can be bored about 18 
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inches in diameter. The,next step, where an auger is not available or a bigger pit 
is required~, ‘is a holo 8 feet to 15 feet deep. and as small as can be practically 
.dug - sa 
holes; i 

3 feet in diameter. A platform the size of the privy will cover these 
iggerYholes will need structurally designed covers. Wooden floors on 

wooden beams are used, but must be-termite resisting. 
apretty unhappy experience. 

Falling into a pit latrine is 
Timber is not as easy to clean as smooth concrete. 

Appendix 38 (ctd.) 

The floor plate for a latrine is placed on a base which can be the impervious lining 
carried up to give a finished floor at 9 inches above ground level, or on puddled 
clay, .stabilixed earth or mud brick (see Appendix 35 on costs and materials), con- 
crete, stone, brick etc. Excavated material can therrbe sprerrl round the privy and 
rammed down firm, ready for shovelling back when the pit is used up, and also 
serving to carry rain water away from the pit where regular seepage could cause 
collapse-of the walls. 

If the walls of the pit are likely to cave in they must be lined with bricks (not mud 
bricks) or blocks or even stone, but with lots of open joints to let moisture out. 
Timber and bamboo can be used but will not last so well; a thorough tarring before 
placing will prolong their life. A circular hole is very much stronger than a square 
one. Lining is parti&larly important with large wet holes. Do not take cbanees. 
Find out what size of hole can be safely dug and left for say two years including 
through two years’ wet seasons. More holes are better than too big holes. 

Concrete cover plates can be made in wooden shutter@ or in sand or clay (or 
mixed sand/clay) moulds. In shuttering the ‘hole’ shape is made in wood, inverted 
in a shallow box and concrete then poured in. For the mould the positive shape 
is made in wood which is then stamped and packed into the ground, removed and 
its impression filled with concrete, the ‘hole’ standing as an island in the concrete. 
No one makes a rubber mould for this purpose, which is a great 
will not do as it loses its surfacing very qui&ly and breaks up. 

ity. Fibreglass 
ii astics tend to 

distort and dimple. The plate will ideally have a turned up edge for a skirting 
round three sides, and will be firmly dished towards the middle. Foot rests are 
needed, canted forward, and are an integral part of the piate. The slab will be 
about 2% inches thick at the edges, and will have a 1% inch thick rim 4 inches high 
round three sides, will be at least 4 feet 3 inches x 3 feet internally, will need 
reinforcing and will be heavy, weighing at least 375 lbs. Four loops of reinforcing 
can be left sticking up from the skirtii, one at each comer. They cre used for 
pushing poles through for carrying and placing the plates, and can also be used for 
fixing down timber superstructures. 
combat rust. 

The &nforc.mg rod must be painted to 

Many authorities recommend smaller plates, but the action of bending forward 
and then squatting down needs at least the 4 feet 3 inches length for taller people, 
though something could be sacrificed on width, 2 feet 6 inches being an absolute 
clear internal minimum. The hole should not exceed 8 inches in diameter or 
children can fall down it easily. A good shape is a keyhole shape, an 8 inches 
diameter circle with a tapering slat not less than 4 inches wide leading forward 
from it to give an overall absolute minimum length of say 1 foot 6 inches, a 
greater length, say 2 feet being preferable. Where houses have older people a bar 
could be put in, hinged from a simple bracket on one wall and dropping into a 
slotted bracket on the other. 
about 2 feet high. 

This would be just away from the front wall or door, 
This is not recommended for hygienic reasons in communal 

facilities, and should only be used with inward opening doors if the door can be 
lifted off from the outside in case an occupant collapses. gee Fig. 4. Simpler set ups 
are almost universally used, these suggestions aim at ease of cleaning, convenience 
and security. 

Sitting type privies can be made by setting a strong termite resisting timber shelf 
across the pit with an oval hole cut out ,14 inches above a hole of at least 2 feet 
diameter in the floor plate. A timber panel fills the gap between shelf and floor. 
The inside of the panel needs to be part lined with an impervious panel. This type of 
privy can be exceptionally dangerous for children, so the hole needs a child-size 
liner as well as a lid: better still, keep the door locked with an outside key well out 
of child reach and do not let children in unsupervised. 

Aqua privies (Direct) 

These are basically similar to pit latrines but the hole leads by a ‘funnel’ to a tank 
directly below full of water (in effect a septic tank which will be described later), The 
bottom ot the funnel is a 4 inches diameter pipe about 8 inches long whose bottom 
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is’4 inches below water level. The walls of the funnel are flushed once or twice a 
day‘from a bucket or can of about two.gallons capacity. See Fig 1 for trap. 

Pour flush aqua privies 

These are as direct aqua privies, except that they use S or open ended traps (not P 
traps) and are flushed with two gdons of water from a can after each use. 

Pourflushpits ’ 

P trapped pans can be flushed v+tb a two gallon can of water down a pipe to a pit 
which is treated as a pit latrine. Useful with porb& soils. 

Pour flush to septic tank 

As above but to a septic tank not a pit. 

cistern nush to septic tax& 

The cistern discharges sufficient water to carry the reasonable contents of a pan 
down a pipe to a septic tank. 

continued on page (xi) 

Key to Appendix 38, Fig. 4 
Some ldus for hygienic latrine construction 

Fly screening to ventilation slots 
Weight on string over pulley (peg with cardboard tube sleeve) as door clpser 
to keep flies out 
A strong handle at low level to assist older people 
Concrete or similar washable upstand at back held on with wooden toggle 
4 ir,ches high skirting all round 
Wooden posts to stand on skirting to reduce rot and termite attack . 
floor plate to slope towards hole 
Footrest, 
Hole 
Pit. No sizes are given here or elsewhere for pits. Dig only what you know 
to be safe and make sure it is safe when the walls of the pit are thmoughly 
wet. 
Spread soil from the mound round the privy and compact. 
out of ti.e pit 

This keeps rain 

Base of puddled clay, S per cent cement, 95 per cent earth, or brick we5 
sealed with mortar. This keeps parasites in the pit, particularly hook worm. 
Some form of hard surface or path to prevent puddles. N. Stones to catch drips 
Lifting handles sticking up from plate, can be used for attaching walls to 
plate 
In a privy with 5ush a front flush to the pan is best 
Front flush pipe means side doou 
The cistern on the wall can feed n sink 
Sink. *No grease, disinfectants or detergents to go into septic tanka 
sink tap 
The sink will need a trap on it made by bending the pipe to form a 3 inches 
deep ‘U’ shape 
A gutter will feed rain water to the cistern 
Pipe from gutter to cistern 
Septic tanks need ventilating so put in a 2 inches pipe and put a fly screen 
‘balloon on top to keep out mosquitoes (not needed for pit latrine) 
Access cover to sert.ic tank makes good hard-standing by sink i 
Extending the roof sideways increases the covered area and is better for 
hygiene 
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Septic tanks are impervious tanks, usually b or placed in the ground. They 
are sometimes available in pie-cast concrete or fibreglass. The tanks have an inlet 
and an outlet, and usually some form of baffle. 
quite complicated. 

Tanks can be quite simple or 

then drains away. 
Bacterial action within the tank llqu%es solid matter which 

The effluent that drains away is not pure, will probably contain 
infectious organisms such as typhoid, may not be used for irrigation and will smell 
offensively. It hi therefore led to pits ffied with stones (soakaways) or down 
spreading fan shapes of permeable pipes in ground through which the water can 
soak away. 

Aeratioll beds 

Septic tank effluent can be put through aeration beds which are heaps of rough 
stones in openwork brick boxes with collection and run-off troughs. These turn 
the effluent into a harmless but by no means ‘clean’ fluid. The beds smell and 
must be at least 150 feet away from buildings and down wind. They attract their 
own moth-like flies genus Psychoda which can get blown into buildings where they 
are a serious nuisance. 

Grease traps 

Where kitchen wastes are run to a septic tank a grease trap must be put in between 
the sink and the tank in the pipe run. 
must be cleaned regularly. 

It must be accessible for cleaning and it 

sewage displxd phumi 

These need careful maintenance, construction and insect control. Definitely 
a specialist subject. 

Stabilization ponds 

Stabilization ponds treat raw sewage or preferably effluent from septic tanks or 
aqua privies in two ponds. Slight daily maintenance is needed, and the resulting 
water can be used for irrigation. It may even be possible to have a fish pond 
between the second pond and the irrigation system. These should not however be 
attempted without local government approval. 

Areas for fhther study 

Stabilization ponds appear to offer a simple recycling system for water. A simple 
do-it-yourself publication with full details for community co-operative construction 
is needed. This publication should include notes on laying out new villages so that 
they can take advantage of this re-cycling in areas where water is a problem. ,. 
Further, it Seems reasonable to suggest that studies should be made for modified 
field septic tanks. 

Siting 

Comments on siting are given in Appendix 52 where there is a drawing showing pipe 
layouts at given ‘falls’. The fall is the slope at which the drains are laid, 
practice differs greatly from, for instance, French practice. 

English 
In the latter drains 

are laid at much greater andes and fewer manholes are used. In general bigger 
pipes have lesser falls, but big pipes with insufficient material going down them 
block up quickly. 

Very wet areas 

Waterborne disease, so often associated with limited water supplies which become 
contaminated as there is so little dilution, can be a very bad problem during wet 
seasons. Latrine pits may flood, effluents cannot run away in the sodden ground 
and so back up or rise to the surface; streams and rivers may overflow and broad- 
cast any muck they may be carrying. Paradoxically some form of closed compost- 
ing container may be the best answer where there is so much water. Containers 
are being developed which not only compost but make usable gases. They are at 
the present time expensive as in temperate climates they have to be kept warm 
electrically and this is expensive. Alternatively impervious tanks of sufficient 
capacity could be constructed below ground, used during the wet season and 
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emptied into pits or soakaways in the dry season. Septic tank effluent from 
Ghiings or high ground should be put into soakaways in the high ground in areas 
subject to flooding, the soakaways being big enough to cope with rain getting in. 
from run-off down the slope. 

People wishing to do complicated installations should write to the Ross 
Institute, or should take advice in the country concerned. If writing off for 
advice include the following information: 

1. A site plan, either to scale or with dimensions marked on, and to include 
slopes across the site and how much the slope is. 

2. A sketch map of the locality showing wells, water sources, streams etc. 

3. Proposed ?r existing layout of buildings and where latrines are required. 

4. Amount of water available and number of people 
a. resident b. visiting. 

5. Information about rainfall and flooding. 

6. Information about soil depth, whether it is impervious or porous, and what 
size holes can be dug without the ground falling in. 

7. Information on whether a fish pond would be acceptable. 

8. An indication of whether a good builder is available. 

9. Is a rock-bottom cost installation required or can a more sophisticated 
-system be built? 

A household with running water and flushing cistern septic tank drainage will use 
something over 20 gallons of water per head per day. Half of this is required for 
sewerage. 

About 10 gallons per head per day will suffice for normal use exclusive of sewerage. 
About 10 gallons per head per day plus 4 gallons will suffice for normal use plus a 
pour fluah aqua privy or pit latrine. 

But aqua privies are more expensive than pit latrines, therefore the following is 
recommended: 

1. 10 gallons/day or less/head - pit latrine 

2. More than 10 gallons but less than 20 gallons/head/day - pour flush to pit 
latrine (or aqua privy if money available) 

3. More than 20 gallons/head/day but very litt!e money - pour flush to pit latrine 

4. More than 20 gallons/head/day - cistern flush to aqua privy or septic tank. 
Supply is adequate for communal privies. 

(not cistern flush - the pit will be flooded) or to a soak pit away from the latrine. 
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Water sufiply, pdkation and dosage 

particular reference is recommended to Ross Institute Bulletin No. 10, Small Water 
Supplies, obtainable as noted in Appendix 38 and to WHO Monograph Series No. 42, 

Water can be gathered from underground, the ground surface, springs and rain. 

Underground water can be collected from we&hand lifted, pumped or gravity fed 
from artesian wells. 

APPENDIX 39 

WATER SUPPLY 
PURIFICATION 

ST%GE 

Surface water is collected from streams, lakes or rivers, or from catchments made 
on the ground. 

Springs must be ‘captured’. 

Rain water must be caught by catchment or by guttering from roofs. 

Raving been gathered water must be stored for use. 
high level tanks can be used. 

Underground, surface and 
Underground tanks are cooler than surface tanks but 

must be guaranteed impervious, as small leaks are difficult to locate. If they are 
likely to be emptied underground tanks must be ‘tied down’, or they may ‘float’ 
out of the earth. High level tanks are usually only feed tanks, the main storage 
being at low level, the water being pumped from main store to feed tanks. 

Stored water may need treatment. The methods used for large quantities are 
fdtration and chemical treatment. Small quantities may be boiled. There is no 
point in purifying water used for lavatcries only unless this water is an infec- 
tion source. Water used ‘medically’ or for drinking should be treated suitably. 

In a Centre the size of the model with about ten staff and ten beds and assuming a 
four month dry season, at three gallons of water/person/day the storage would 
have to be 7320 gallons plus allowance for evaporation,!say 9000 gallons in order 
that the utter minimum supply be maintained from a cistern throughout the dry 
season. This amount would allow, with very careful farming, for survival conditions 
for staff and inpatients but no more. This same volume would maintain a Centre 
using water quite lavishly and allowing visitors, outpatients etc. free access for 
three days. Unless a certa@ minimum of 3000 gallons of water a day is available, 
waterborne sewage should not be attempted. 40 residents (including hostel 
pathnts, staff and inpatients) flushing a lavatory four times a day each, and 200 
outpatients plus 100 accompanying people flushing a lavatory once each will get 
through approximately 1400 gallons using a standard three gallon Bush. As a three 
day supply is a good safe&ward, it seems that 9000 gallons is both the upper and the 
lower limit of acceptability for main tank storage. If it is felt that 30,000 gallons a 
year cannot be Gtnered by one means or another a Centre will have appalling 
water problems. A fully water supplied Centre will use 1 ,OOO,OOO gallons all in, 
but this is more safely viewed as an available supply of 90,000 gallons in the worst 
month. 

Where careful control of water is essential an indicator of the amount in a tank is 
needed. Two versions are shown in Fig. l., one for tanks above ground, one for 
tanks below. The principle is that a float in the tank is attached to a string. The 
string passes over a pulley, a weight on the end rising and falling against a scale 
with suitable markings on it. Full is at the bottom of the scale, empty at the top. 
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: Rain water can be collected from roofs by gutters and pipes, the rain being collected 
in cisterns. ‘A method of collecting which also gives a ready supply above ground 
is shown in Fig. 2. Rain .from theroofs passes through a tank with a tap. When 
the tank is fuJJ the overflow allows the water to pour into the cistern below. 
shows this in diagram form. 

Fig. 3 
This diagram is not supposed to show any sizes. Sizes 

will depend on the amount of water available. Water can be pumped from the 
cistern back to the top tank or dipped from the cistern with a bucket when the top 
tank is empty. Dipping can be unhygienic and is better avoided. 
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Appendix 39, Fig. 2 
A lain water collcctlttg 
and storage system 
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Details of the rain water 
storage system 



Fig. 4 shows the system applied to the Model Centre, the gutters that can be easily 
‘used (including using the covered way gutters as a high level water carrier) being 
shown in a dark line, extra 

tE 
ipes being necessary across the end of the outpatient9 

block. The cistern is near e outpatients as this building has the biggest roof,and 
the cistern will not be too closeto the staff latrine. Underground collecting pipes 
are not recommended. The garage and store areas should have its own re?dy-use 
tank. A collection system to a tank which must be above ground, as the latrines 
are so numerous, is shown by the laundry. 

The gutters will have to be big to collect all this water, and will have to have a very 
slight slope (fall) otherwise they wth obstruct headroom at the eaves. A con- 
sideration in siting buildings on a slope will be to keep the latrines downhill from 
cisterns. 

Rain water should not be collected in open barrels or drums and then dumped into a 
cistern. Collecting vessels must always be securely covered. 

Water from a cistern can be pumped daily or more often up to a high level tank 
from which a piped water system can NIL 
by the end of the goods area block. 

On the Model the tank will be placed 
The pipes can be run under the roofs but over 

the ceilings, and can go from building to building under the covered ways. Every 
long run should have an elbow bellows in it, see Fig. 5, to allow for expansion and 
contraction in the pipes. 

expatiion ahd contraction 

(iii) 
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Appendix 39, Fig. 4 
Placmg a cistern and tank 
on the Model Plan 
The usable gutters are 
shown in thick line with 
arrows to show direction 
of flow. 

Appendix 39, Fig 5 
An elbow joint 
(to be made horizontally) 
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1 / ‘Pumps can either be automatic,worked with a float switcL,or turned on by hand 
when necessary. It is easier to conserve water w~tb a baud-switched pump. The 
,bottom of a h&h level tank must be at least 3 feet above the highest fitting, a 
greater height is preferable. Water tanks must be closed and if possible shaded. 

Water can be collected from hillside catchments. An area is cleared, covered in 
stones, blinded with gravel and cement then covered in smooth cement. A low wall 
is made at the bottom in a shallow V shape, water being run off by pipe. I I tc 
catchment must be fenced against animals and cleaned regularly. Dew will some- 
times form on this kind of catchmeht, and will run off if the slope is steep enough. 

Well digging needs the attention of an expert, whether a local artisan or an engineer. 
This subject is therefore not covered in this Appendix. Amateur well-digging is to 
be discouraged. 

Water from streams should be taken from deep turbulent parts of the stream; 
from rivers from the middle, from lakes well out from the bank. Where there is a 
good slope water may be taken by putting an open-ended pipe into the stream or 
river and allowing water to flow through. Water cau also be taken from reservoirs 
made with dams. 

If rhe water is muddy it must be cleared, in which case a filter is needed. If the 
water is very muddy or has a fine suspension then a settling tank must be put 
between source ilipe and filter. The overall layout is shown in Fig. 6, and a detail 
of a filter irr Fig. 7. In general terms the filter will pass two galluns of water per 
hour per square tout. 3 feet by 3 feet is the minimum recommended plan size; a 
filter of this size will only pass about 375 gallons in 24 hours. This should satisfy 
two or three households, or more if water is short and therefore used sparingly. 
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Source pipe 

Appendix 39, Fig. 6 
A falter bed and settling 
tank set into a hi side 

Weir to break flow and spread water 
Rocks to break up weir current 
Baffle pleta 
Filter inlet 
Filter bed 
Supply outlet 
Filter overflow 
Settling tank drain (for cleaning) 
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9 18 inches to 2 feet I 

e. (water supply) 
liter faulty. water will run away 
closed wben bypass is opened 
er box, full of stones (only a few are shown) to catch any big debris 
r coarse falter lid (lid not shown) 
:r than A, from coarse filter to falter bed, pointed at, but not touching, the fdterbed wall. Inflow hits the wall and does not 
the sand bad 

Ireak further the inflow 
.s!gae which will grow on the s:d 

Fine sand 
M~%~?enefici~‘but after they have occupied the top 3 inches or so they will 

he flow. The top sand should then be removed, cleaned and replaced. 
L. Fine gravel M. Small stones 

ted porous tiles P. 
N. Stones up to 3 inches round or square 

Holes from tile lines to outlet chamber 
I to outlet chamber must remain at 18 inches to 2 feet above sand bed to keep falter wet 
e. Height of open end sets water level S. Overflow 
) covers, watcrfjght if possible 

T. Drainage pipe and tap 

can be brick, rendered at least twice inside .vith !4 inch strong render each time W. Concrete base 

Regular cleaning of coarse fdter and regular maintenance of the bed are essential 
Filters of this design may remove as much as 90% of bacteria in the supply, if well maintained. Animals must be kept off the lids. 

items B. C, D, E, F, G and H, S and T may be omitted, but are all recommended, particularly T and G. 

SummarY 
No water should be assumed lsoble until proved usable. 
suitable chemical treatment is necessary. 

Regular.testing or 

each case must be taken as it comes. 
No guidance IS given in this Appendix as 

Some authorities state that rain water colkcted 
from roofs should be fdtered. It is certain that roofs and gutters should be 
regularly cleaned, the supply pipe being disconnected whilst the cleaning is carried 
out. 

Perhaps the worst danger to water supplies occurs at times of very heavy rain (be it 
mual or unusual) and flooding. Water from the ground may then contaminate 
wells and cisterns, may flood out latrines and cause the wide spread of infection. 
Under these circumstances only fresh rain water collected in closed containers 
should be used. If a dusty season comes before the rains then the collecting 
system must be flushed out before collection starts. If there has been a threat of 
contamination wells and clstems must be emptied and cisterns partjcularly cleaned. 
No wells or ciatems should be used intermittently. If rain is plentiful for part of 
the year, a cistern necessary for the rest of the year, then the cistern must be 
regularly used and refilled during the rainy season. 
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.HealthCentms are not big power users. .HealthCentms are not big power users. Where mains electricity is available electric Where mains electricity is available electric 
steam autoclaves can be used, but most Centres will have only a petrol steam autoclaves can be used, but most Centres will have only a petrol 
petroleum) or oil fueled generator used only for lighting. petroleum) or oil fueled generator used only for lighting. Kerosene Kerosene 
may be used for fueling primus stoves for cooking and for sterilizing may be used for fueling primus stoves for cooking and for sterilizing 

equipment. 

APPENDIX 40 

equipment. 

Generators are usually run between sundown and an early lights-out time. If water 
is pumped with an electric pump the generator will be used to allow for pumping 

* enoF@ water for the night during the day, being turned over to lighting in the 
evening. Where operating or high consumption inspection lamps are used these 
may be‘wired on a priority circuit for daytime use or the generator may be started 
for emergency work. 

ENERGY AND PLANT 

New’ ways of using natural power such as the wind, the sun and water power are 
now under study. Wind and water mttls can mahe electricity by turning generators, 
the sun can be used for water heating and for space heating (central heating). 
Grganic wastes can be rotted down to make gas which can be burned. Water mills 
may give a steady supply of electricity but sun (solar) heating systems and wind 
mills usually vary in their output. The energy made from simple wind and water 
milIs will be much less than that made by petrol driven generators. Every bit of 
energy made must be stored if not used. A method of storing enough electricity 
for a night lighting system is set out below. The system can also be charged from 
an ordinary generator. 

AnightEghtingsystem 

The idea is to charge a battery or batteries when the generator is running, with 
enough electricity to run a number of very small bulbs in halls and bathrooms for 
the rest of the night. 

The only problem is to balance the amount of clurrent put into the batteries with 
the amount taken out, remembering that batteries are like leaky baskets, and will 
seldom give as much as 75 per cent of what is put into them. 

The set-up (see Fig. 1 below) consists of: 

A battery charger, connected to the mains or generator 
An accumulator battery, of the type used in cars, usually 12 volts 
A special circuit incorporating a switch and all the night-lights in parallel 

on/of switch 
/A4 

Appendix 40, Fig. 1 
Batiery system for lighting 
at night when generator is 
not operating. 

car battery - 12 volts 
60 amp-hours 

u to 10 amall bulbs in sockets. 12 volt. 0.5 amps. 
(#he dlagam shows 7 Iamp The example in the 
text is worked out for 10 amp). 

Battery charger. Its capacity will depend on the number of night-lights used, and 
also the number of hours that the main ELzctric Generator ls run every day on an 
average. 

Example: Suppose we want to have ten night-lights and use small bulbs like 
Rash-light bulbs, but rated for 12 volts, 0.S amperes. 
Let us further suppose that the electric generator runs from 7 p.m. until 
10 p.m. (three hours) and the night-lights are needed from 10 p.m. until 
7 a.m. the following morning. A total of nine hours. 

The amount of electricity needed for the night-lights is then: 
10 bulbs x 0.5 amperes x 9 hours = 45 ampere-hours. 
This is what we need get out of the battery, but the battery only gives back 
approximately 75 Per cent of what you put in, therefore you must put in: 

(0 



45 amp-hours x 100 
75 

= 60 amp-hours 

If the electric generator is only run three hours a day, the charger only works 
during that time, and must therefore supply: 60 amp-hours i3 = 20 amperes. 
The usual electric generator (East Africa) is 220 volts, D.C. 50 cycles. 
Soin this case the charger should be: 

Battery charger for 12 volts batteries 
Input: 220 volts, D.C., 50 cycles 
Capacity: .20 amperes 

Battery. In this case a fairly large car battery would be required, 15 or 17 plates, 
12 volts. Minimum of 60 amp-hours. 

Circuit. Or&nary electric wire (double core 31029) and switch will do, as in this 
example, only 5 amperesare to be dealt with. The sockets for the bulbs would 
have to be chosen according to the type of bulb chosen. 
could be ordinary bulbs, screw-base 

In this example the bulbs 
type, used in panel boards of cars: 12 volts, 

0.5 amp (or approximately 6 watts). 

Attention must be given to keeping the battery filled with water to about % inch 
above the top of plates, and keeping all terminals clean. Smearing the two posts of 
the battery with Vaseline helps keeping them free from corrosion. 

If appreciably more than ten bulbs are required, for example ten each in two or 
three different wards, it might be advisable to have a complete and indepe‘ndent 
system in each ward. 

sohrhtating 

Solar water heating is described by Maurice King in his book ‘Medical Care in 
Developing Countries’: l 
‘A black-painted metal plate on the roof of a building can, in suitable climates, 
collect enough heat to provide a useful quantity of hot water. Such a plate is set 
at a slight slope, covered by a glass sheet and backed by an insulator. To it is 
brazed a small bore brass pipe; the water in this pipe collects heat from the plate 
and rises by convection to be stored in a tank. This device is satisfactory in a wide 
range of tropical climates and collects heat radiated from the clouds as well as 
direct from the sun. Where dull weather might mean a period of cold water an 
electric booster can be fitted, but this is a luxury.’ 
‘Such a system would not be expensive to instal and should pay for itself in a few 
years.’ 

There are other kinds of collectors. Old radiators painted black will work where 
there is lots of sun, or black.polythene bags of water. More sophisticated collectors 
such as those described by Maurice King will take heat from the sun when the air is 
cold. Most collectors will work when the sun is covered in cloud. A very simple 
form of solar water heater is a water tank painted black with a sheet of glass over 
the top. 

Where hot water is wanted the panels and the tank can be on the roof. If a pump 
is not installed space heating systems must be set out to allow gravity to push the 
hot water round. (It is very difficult to explain this, but the hottest water must go 
in at the top and must be allowed to fall all the way round the circuit as it cools. 
It must not be made to go uphill at any point.) Where water is supplied to the 
system under pressure precautions must be taken. 
in figs. 2,3 and 4 following. 

All these points are illustrated 

As conventional fuels get more costly more effort is being made to use natural 
power. In the next few years efficient, reliable equipment should become available. 
At the moment trial and error is the main method of research. 

* See Appendix 49, page (i) 
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Appendix 40, Fig. 2 
Solar water heating. 
Can also be used for 
space (room) heating 

enel set to catch sun’s rays. 
8 un heats water in panel so it 
rises up to the cylinder. The 
panel has to be very much bigger 
than shown relative to the size 
of the cylinder. There are many 
different kinds of collecting panels 
from that described in the text. 

O~~Y;~P~CI on a space heating 

Appendix 40, Fig. 3 
Water circulation under 
‘gravity’ (the difference 
in weights between hot 
and cold water for the 
same volume) 

Where no pump is used the hot UPFLOW must be UP only, and the cold DOWNFLOW rnuLlt be DOWN only. The cold 
return downtlows must fmish at and not below the reentry levels. A ‘last little jump of only 3 inches up’ till stop the 
gravity circulation. Where a pump is used the levels cm be igndred. 
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Precautions against pressure Precautions against pressure 
build up build up 

supply to open tank 

cylinder , 

hot water from panel 

cold water to panel 

cold r&I! 

A. Cold supply from high level tank. Highest tap to be 3 feet below bottom of tank. Water 

:: 

escapes up this pipe if pressure builds up. 
Taps to cut off supply or radiators. 
Pressure cut off valve if fed direct from mains and not tank (as A). 

builds up. 
May let out water if pressure 

2 
Draw off for taps where radiators are installed for heating. 
Draw off for taps where no radiators or radiator piping is installed. 



The Model plan site does not include: 

1. extensive car parking 
2. helicopter landing pad or $r strip 
3. sewerage works 
4. extensive garden or demonstration area for husbandry 
5. fish pond&c. 
6. staff housing I best entry 465 ft. 140 tn. 

w 

Site sixes See diagram below. 

Selecting a site is described in Appendix 47, ‘Setting up a Centre’. The overall site 
sire needed for the Model Centre is shown on the fold-out drawing at the end of 
this report. 
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SITE SIZES 
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urbrncullia~ 

Centres in large towns will differ from those under study. Where, however, towns 
are effe, lively agglomerations of large villages, a Centre run on the same lines as in 
a village appears suitable. 

Assuming there is an area hospital, urban Centres should be small and scattered 
through the town rather than centralized. 
one midwife and auxiliaries. 

Staff will probably be one nurse and 
A few maternity beds must be provided. The Centre 

could with advantage be sited close to a school. 
as for a rural Centre. 

The medical job will be the same 

The clinic should be visited by the area hospital medical staff at least once a month, 

The social area is seen as being of great importance; but owing to pressure of land 
shortage, double use may have to be made of a waiting area. The urban social area 
will need more sophisticated teaching aids. Storage areas can be reduced to cope 
with regular monthly supplies where the area hospital holds bulk stores. 

Apathy, disease, poverty, filth, hopelessness, lack of food, opportunities, recreation, 
etc., etc., are typical of the problems in slums. If conditions are improved the 
towns become more attractive and the pressures build up again until improvements 
are swamped. No one has an answer to these problems, official action may be 
inaction, any improvement may lead to a worse problem. The provision of jobs is 
well outside the powers or possibilities of Health Centres, but they may be able to 
assist in making a community focus, providing an environment in which hope may 
grow. 

Ideally, auxiliaries will be drawn from the community that is to be sewed. They 
should also be trained as much as possible in the community, and the community 
should be drawn into the work of the Centre as possible. 
government social workers is obviously essential. 

Liaison with any 

planning remain the key areas for action. 
Food, hygiene and family 

Sanitation and water supplies are 
problems that will only respond to government or municipal action. 

. 
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very sInaII clinics 

‘One-room’ and ‘lock-up’ clinics are popular notions, but it must always be re- 
membered that two-way contact is essential. Doctors must visit the smallest clinic 
reguiariy. A waiting area, a ‘consulting room’ of some size for group visits and 
staff training sessions (this room also having some laboratory and treatment 
facilities) will be needed. A latrine and a water point are very desirable. 

Good communications should come high on the list of priorities (see Appendix 23. 
Communications, where it is suggested that some ‘clinics’ will need no other 
facilities than a radio telephone). 

It has been found that farmers can be given the necessary basic training to look 
after a small clinic on a part-time basis in an isolated area provided they have 
communication facilities. Tire part-time worker will bear the local responsibility 
for hygiene and sanitation, will be the main channel through which diet improve- 
ments will be made and will be required to have a good idea of the general state of 
health of his community including new births. immunizations etc. He will report 
to visiring doctors or other qualified staff,having a vital role in lessening the intro- 
ductory problems on each visit, thereby exteuding the usefulness of the visit. 
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Numbers of people served, the distribution and grouping of Centres and some wider 
phming problems 

The working party has repeatedly been asked to suggest how many people the 
Model Centre can serve, and how many Centres will be needed to reach a population. 
The following ls offered as a guide but needs free interpretation. 

Numbem of peopIe 

We have felt throughout this study that the Centre will probably serve about 
20,000 people at ideal staffmg level, that is to say two principal staff and three out 
of the four auxiharies seeing patients, the fourth auxiliary being much involved 
outside the Centre. 

We attempted fmt to justify this more or less intuitively as follows, taking asa 
guide the field experience of members of the working party: 

1. Probably between three and four visits a person a year on average to the 
Centre - bearing in mind one is used to seeing families as opposed to 
individuals only. This figure is very suspect. 

2. Principal staff can see between 40 and 60 people a day if ‘meaningful contact’ 
is to be made. 

3. Auxiliaries, involved more with return patients, immunizations, dressings etc., 
see between 60 and 80 people a day, 10 per cent being passed to the principal 
staff, this 10 per cent to be included in the principals figures. 

4. Assistants do not see patients in the terms of this calculation, being involved 
with assisting the other staff. 

5. Allow one and a half principals only to account for involvement elsewhere in 
the Centre. 

6. Assume Sundays are not worked, that a fortnight is spent training, that a 
fortnight is spent on holiday and that one week a year is lost through sickness 
or other causes. 

7. Assume that two principals’ days a month are spent seeing return cases with 
the doctor. - __’ 

8. Assume that the equivalent of a quarter of one auxiliary’s year is lost through 
recruiting. 

Then 

Principal 1 

365 days, less 52 Sundays, less 12 days training, 12 days leave, 
12 days with doctor, 6 days sickness, say 

Principal 2 

Half as above 

Total for principals 

Auxiliaries 1 and 2 

As principal 1, but 12 extra working days not lost with doctor, 
282 days each, total 

Auxiliary 3 
.I 

As auxdliaries nos. !..and 2 !esz 25 per cent !oss on 
recruitment 

Total for auxiliaries 

(8 

270 days 

135 days - 

405 days 
- 

564 days 

212 days 

776 days 
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Contacts made by principals 
405 days - between 40 and 60 

people seen per day = 16,2Otl to 24,300 
average = 20,250 

Contacts made by auxiharies 
776 days - between 60 and 80 

people seen per day = 4tjStjO to 62,080 
average = 54,320 
less 10 per cent = 48,888 

Total contacts, average 69,138, say 70,000. 

At between three and four visits a yeqr this shoti between 23,300 and 17,500 
population served, au average of about 20,400 per annum. 

This figure confiied our conviction, but was based on an average visit per annum 
Ggure we could not support. 

We therefore tried again as follows: 

20,009 people may well include as many as 4,000 children under five. The under 
fives visiting ten times a year will give 40,000 visits. This leaves 30,000 visits from 
the total contact figure of 70,000, that is to say, two visits per annum average from 
each of the remaining 16,ooO people. This seems to be reasonable. These figures 
Indicate, incidentally, six trained people per 20,009 population. 

Alternative calculations run as follows: 

1. Assume each family has eight people in it 

1 grandparent 
1 dependent adult 
2 parents 
3 children over five 
1 child under five 

2. Allowing ten visits per annum to the child under five and one per adult gives 
seventeen visits per family. With 70,000 visits available we could serve 
70,000 families = 4,100, which at eight to +he family is nearly 33,000 people 
17 
served. 

3. The same family but with two of the children under five gives 26 visits per 
family is 70,000 x 8 = 21,500 people served. 

26 

4. The same family as in (2) with two adult visits per annum gives 24 visits is 
70,000 x 8 = 23,309 people served. 
24 

5. The same family as (3) with two adult visits per annum gives 34 visits 
per annum is 70,000 = 16,500 people served. 

34 

6. The family with two less adults, at one adult visit per year and one child 
under five gives 70,000 x 6 = 17,500 people served. 

Is 

These calculations point to two important facts: 
1. The proportion of under fives in a population is very important in assessing 

sizes and populations covered. 

2. If an Increase in survival rate of children can be tied to reduction in family 
size, and as a population gets older, Centres originally established on an under 
fives calculation will be too big. 
trade in adult outpatients. 

This ‘loose fit’ should allow for an expanding 
As outpatient treatment takes longer for adults 
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.than for under fives it is not unreasonable to hope that these vajing factors 
will keep themselves in balance. 

High or very low population densities, difficult terrain, and difficult communi- 
cations, the existence of supporting units or existingCentres, seasonal variations 
causing, for instance, flooding which may annually sever communications, have all 
to be taken into account in addition to the availability of staff and funds, when 
sitting a Centre into a countryside and into a population; and a suitable size has 
to be judged against population density. 

Cultural patterns, personalities, training and training responsibilities are further 
variables which will act principally on the number of people who can be seen in a 
&Y- 

ReasonabIe taavel distauccs 

In reasonably open, reasonably flat country a high proprotion of the population 
will travel three miles to a Centre and good cover will be achieved in this area. 

Within five miles in reasonably open, reasonably flat country experience shows 
that cover is adequate in the general terms of the current reasonable rossibilities of 
headth delivery. 

Beyond five miles, attendance is sporadic. Theoretically, therefore, a Centre is 
required in every ten mile square where the country is reasonably open and flat, 

It has been tentatively suggested that a rural population of 50,000 people seen by 
Centres of the type offered in the Model will keep one referral doctor busy. This 
suggests one doctor to every two-and-a-half Centres of the Model.size, that is to 
say one doctor to every fifteen trained Centre staff. Five Model Centres could be 
served by two doctors in a District Hospital. Better still, four doctors in a hospital 
could serve ten Centres. It seems teasonablc to state as an absolute rule that one- 
doctor hospit& must not be allowed. 

We note that a bullock cart can be readily adapted to a stretcher vehicle. and can 
travel at 3mph without halt for six hours giving an 18 mile radius of travel by this 
form of transport. We note later that 20 miles from a Centre to a District Hospital 
seems to be an average practicable distance. Whilst everv Centre would ideally 
have a faster transport system,.it may be that groups of:centres should be ‘pushed 
out of balance’ so that as many Centres as possible. fall within the 18 miles,, the 
others then being too far for a bullock cart and needing some other form of 
transport. 

A further feature offered for consideration is that a time of six hours between 
emergency referral and reeeption at a hospital is reasonable in practical terms. 

JknsIty of popuktion 

The Model Centre ideally lies at the centre of a ten mile diameter circle within 
which the population is 20,OOO people, i.e. something over 200 people to the 
square mile. As densities rise above this level more staff must be added until the 
point where more buildings are needed. Similarly, in areas of lower population 
density the Centre staff wili first reduce and then at a certain pq&t fewer buildings 
will be needed. Some communities, for instance those spread along river banks, 
pose their own special problems. 

The Model Centre ideally lies in reasonably open, reasdnably flat countryside. As 
terrain gets more difficult so the distance that people will be willing to travel will 
reduce. Mountains, forests, swamps and rivers are all factors that will discourage 
attendances at the Centre. The worse the terrain the more Centres will be needed. 

(iii) 
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comiliunications 

Existing roads, railways, navigable rivers and coastal waters which are reasonably 
navigable will alter the ideal even spread of Centres over the country. 

TIE relationship between the District Hospital and the Centres it serve3 

The District Hospital must be located with an eye to the same problems of land . . 
form and travel.. It may be that the District Hospital will not be in the most easily 
accessible place but in the place that is equally accessible from everywhere in its 
catchment. This principle could obviously be taken too far, but it should be 
borne in ‘mind. 

Mobile clinics ad radio telephones 

In a region of open countryside but very low population density the catchment 
area needed to give a Centre enough patients to justify the Centre might be 
ridiculousIy large. In the same way a population living In a region of mountainous 
jungles might be so restricted in its travel that a ridiculous number of Centres would 
be needed. In these cases any built facility may be meaningless, and a helicopter 
or aeroplane service may be essential. Such services work best where the popu- 
lation served can communicate with the base unit. Radio telephones work well in 
this context. The most distant units need the most complex communication systems. 

Inversion of soph&ication 

The principle that the most inaccessible units need the most sophisticated com- 
munications can be developed further. Health Centres near the supporting hospital 
should be the least sophisticated as they can expect most support. This idea seems 
contrary to most development practice where development is outward from the 
centre of gravity of existing facilities, the SophisLication of the units decreasing as 
the distance from the middle increases. The implication is that,instead of being 

- used to hurry people round the towns in the district concerned&e available 
vehicles will have most effect where the longest distances of travel are found. 
The more densely populated towns and their surroundings could be adequately 
served over the relatively short distances by bullock carts or similar slower 
methods of transport. 

haling with the miable factors 

As each country may well adopt quite different staffmg levels, grades and numbers; 
as each country builds different sixes and numbers of Centres with different distri- 
bution criteria; as the form of the land varies; as population densities vary; as 
disease patterns vary; as so many different factors vary in themselves and in 
relation to each other so it seems to be extremely difficult to come up with any 
formula which will be of significant use in assessing the number of Centres needed 
and their distribution. The working party in considering this problem have 
attempted to treat it in a very broad manner. 

Tlbe macrwmit 

We feel that a District Hospital with four or so doctors is a worthwhile medical unit. 
If one doctor will be kept busy by referrals from Health Centres at the approximate 
rate of one doctor per 50,000 people, and if each Centre serves 20,000 people then 
ten Centres wilI need the support of a hospital. Taking ten such district groups 
(quite arbitrarily) and relating the ten groups to a Regional Hospital we have a 
macro-unit which covers so large an area and is so generalized in its structure that 
it may be a useful planning tool. 

Tie stnu%we of the mamanit 

The Regional Hospital will not necessarily be in the middle of its macro-unit. Its 
siting will be subject to the same pressures of land form etc. as are District Hospitals 
and Health Centres. Taking the layout of the macro-unit as an ideal circle, we 
might fmd the very generalized layout. shown in Appendix 44, Fig. 1. 

At the centre is the’ Regional Hospital. 
to the Regional Hospital. 

Ring A is a ring of Health Centres relating 

Centres in rings B and D. 
Ring C is ten District Hospitals with their dependent 
The Regional Hospital and each ring of Centres and 

District Hospitals has its own satellite system of subCentres, not shown here. 

W 
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The subCentres 

Sub-Centres (very small clinics, see Appendix 43) have been introduced as a major 
component of the macro-unit for the following reasons: 

1. The ‘ideal density’ of 200 persons to the square mile is unlikely to hold good 
over the large areas we are discussing with the macro-unit. Higher densities 
can be coped with by making bigger Centres or more of them: 
problems are probably slight. 

the travel 
Lower densities or difficult terrain will force 

solutions away from the ideal, making smaller units essential. 
ceptual pattern must include these smaller units. 

Our con- 

2. The macro-unit is so generalized that it must be allowed to develop its own 
rules. Thus where the circles, within which the various units conceptually lie, 
meet, gaps are left. Sub-Centres can fiu these conceptual gaps. 

3. As sub-Centres will inevitably be built, it seems to be advisable to take account 
of them. 

The district groups 

Ten district groups make up a macro-unit. Referring to Appendix 44, fig. 1 and 
looking at rings C and D, dnd assuming that a sub-Centre will attract people from 
2?4 miles away II becomes possible to start plotting sizes on the macro-unit, see 
Appendix 44, fig. 2. 
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Appendix 44, Fig. 1. 
An idealized macrwmit. 
Sub-Centres not drawn in. 

Appendix 44, Fig. 2 
Distances in the district 
unit. 
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T&e sizes give us a District Hospital centred circle diameter 60 miles which is an 
area of appioxikately 2,825 square miles. We are still assuming four doctors each 
servicing 50,000 people. We must therefore assume that a number of the Health 
Centres,and sub-Centres indicated will not exist because there is a moun$in or a 
river or a desert in the way, or the doctors will be overloaded. 

Agaia, higher densities mean a bigger cash and manpower problem but a simpler 
planning problem. Allowing the geometry of the circular district group to take over 
we mu1 draw Fig, 3 which sets the actual number for the sub-Centres. 

Where the ten circles that make up the macro-unit abut, sub-Centres will be ‘shared 
or ‘lost’. We therefore account 40 in each district group. 
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Appendix 44, Fig. 3. 
Number of units in a 
district unit 
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In areas of high population many more people will be reached, which means that 
the hospital will have to be bigger, and that it will need more staff. We can see no 
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point in making the district unit smaller and multiplying hospitals. This whole 
report is promoting Health Centres as a good solution providing they are supported 
by hospitals, not the reverse. 

Numbers of people served by the macreunit 

Each district unit has 

10 Centres 
+ 1 Centre based on the hospital 

and 1 hospital 

The macro-unit therefore has 

110 Centres I 
and 11 hospitals 
and 1 Centre based on the Regional Hospital I 

As each district unit covers 2,825 square miles, each macro-unit will cover 28,250 
square miles. Allowing for a zone of influence round the Regional Hospital, and 
for other units that may be in the area, the macro-unit can be considered as . 
covering say 30,000 square miles. 

The basic unit in our calculation is the Model Centre serving 20,000 people. As 
we have 110 in each macro-unit, each macro-unit can serve 2,200,OOO people. 

Taking one district unit, we have 220,000 people in 2.825 square miles. an average 
density of 77.7 per square mile (see Appendix 46, Some gene& statistics.) This 
is the average density the macro-unit can serve. 

I 
Staffhg requirements of a macro-unit 

Each Centre has six trained staff, and there are approximately 40 sub-Centres in 
each district unit each needing two trained staff. Assuming that each District 
Hospital has five doctors (this is discussed later) each macro-unit needs 50 doctors 

P 
1~s the Regional Hospital doctors, each Regional Hospital needing fifteen doctors 
this is discussed later). This is a total of 65 doctors. We thus have one doctor 

for every 33,846 people, and one auxiliary for every 1,500 people. As the 
minimum tirne it would take to establish a macro-unit is probably ten years this 
forecast does not seem too impossible. 

Moreover, the macro-unit is proposed on a density only 30 per cent of the Model 
Centre density. It must therefore foilow that the trained auxiliary and nursing 
staff requirements can actually be reduced. Further, the 50 District Hospital 
doctors could attend to 2,500,OOO people, not the 2,200,OOO proposed. On the 
face of it, therefore, at this level one doctor per 35,000 people seems to be the 
target. There will then, however, be doctors almost wholly involved in research, 
trahkg and complex procedures serving very few people. It will be seen that 25 
doctors in a National Central Hospital are going to reduce the ‘available doctors’ to 
population figures to a very great extent indeed in a small country. 

On the other hand, to maintain the ‘correct’ doctor to population ratio a country 
with an average population density of 200 to the square mile is going to need three 
times the number of doctors per macro-unit, and will therefore have fifteen doctors 
based on each District Hospital, each District Hospital servicing a population of 
750,000 people. It must be stressed again that this whole fabric relies on com- 
munications. It is not so much doctors’ training and attitudes that need changing 
as politicians’ and planners’ attitudes to nationa! spending. It is our purpose in 
intruducing the macm-unit to give a h&b facility network framework for estab 
liahing comnnunicrtitu~~ patterns, baaed un health care, which will make Health 
Centre based community care an tasaembk reality. 

The staff of the JXstrict Hospital 

We have suggested that four doctors can see patients from ten Centres. We have 
also suggested that these doctors will have substantial duties outside the hospital. 
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‘-Each four-doctor District Hospital has following in its orbit - 

i0 Centres 
40 sub-Centres 

not including mobile clinics. 

This nieans 50 visit points to be serviced in a working year, ( which can be judged as 
having 250 days), and implies, (at tweive.visits/centre/year maximum, assuming that 
a visit can be made in a day), 600 doctor visiting days taken from a total of loo0 
doctor days, i.e. each doctor has 100 days per annum or two days a week in the 
District Hospital. 

This gives eight total working doctor days per week per hospital, which indicates a 
maximum of say 120 beds tolerable, w&h at 70 per cent occupancy is 90 beds. 
This indicates a load of 60 patients/doctor/day. Assurnirig a five day average stay 
we can expect 365 x 90 i.e. 6,510 admissions from 200,000 people, say one 

S 
admission from every 30 people at 75 per cent occupancy. 

Carry@ this calculation further, at 60@atients/doctor/day, with say 30 medical 
and 30 surgical patients, if each of the surgical patients has an operative procedure 
of some form (some will have two or more, some none) then, on a five day average 
stay we have 30 = 6 procedures a day, i.e. up to 9 per day with a SO per cent. 

S 
fluctuation, which is not impossible but would probably prove intolerable for one 
doctor with no houseman, no registrar, no anaesthetist, but possibly two students 
a&sting. 

This indicates a very clear need for good theatre auxiliaries. Without such auxili- 
aries the system cannot work at all. There is an area for manoeuvre in these cal- 
culations which is that it may be possible to visit more than one Centre or sub- 
Centre a day. 

However well the visiting roster was organized we see sickness, bad weather, leave 
and recruiting spoiling the doctor/day/occupation calculation, and believe that it is 
essentiaI to add a fifth doctor. 

If in a densely populated area the basic four doctor unit becomes a twelve or 
sixteen doctor unit, then it may not be necessary to add a fifth doctor to each unit 
of four. 

Tlw DistIict Hospital 

It seems to be necessary to point out that the District Hospital we are being forced 
to consider will have some novel features. 

1. It is closely associated with its ‘home’ Health Centre, but will have no out- 
patients department. 

2. It may have a high proportion of ‘hostel’ type beds to traditional ward type 
beds. It may be very like a chalet hotel. 

3. it is going to receive patients from all sorts of places and may need isolation 
admission routines. It is fairly certain that patients coming in will have to be 
given a fairly thorough diagnostic session. History taking may be a pro- 
~~n~sd interrupted business, one which could well be done by trained 

. 

4. Patients are going to arrive in a fairly bad state. It may be that quite sophisti- 
cated diagnostic and life support apparatus will be called for. We should not 
think of these hospitals as being primitive and second class. Nothing quite 
like what is needed yet exists, but we urgently need to know what we need. 
In ten years’ time - about the time it would normally take to get up an 
‘experimental unit sponsored by some collection of international bodies - 
we are going to need several hundreds of these hospitals worldwide, and they 
will need staffing, equipping and running. We have to work uut what we 
have to do and start doing it within the next two to three years. Otherwise 
Health Centre building is only going to build up worse problems than we have 
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now - a diagnosed but untreatable population conditioned to ,expecting 
health care. 

5. Average hospital population figures are likely to be quite useless. Seasonal 
demands on the hospital wiJl be made and wJJJ have to be met. Perhaps 
training programmes wiJJ be organized ‘out of season’. 

6. All hospitals are training establishments in effect, but the District Hospital is 
going to have heavy and specific training duties for nurses and auxiliaries. 

Much of the-work done over many years by many people in promoting the idea of 
the Health Centre has been prompted by the unsuitability of big Western type 
teacJting hospitals to the problems of developing countries. The effect has some- 
times been that people coming new to the field, reading the available literature and 
talJring to those with experience assume that all hospitals are a bad thing. We write 
on page one of this report ‘no one should be required continually to perform a 
ta& which someone less qualified can readily be taught to do competently’. The 
new District Hospitals should similarly be planned and established to do only that 
wJricJt cannot be competently done in Health Centres. 

Hospitals traditionahy have a full and expensive complement of equipment and 
staff which is inefficiently used to deal with minor work. The majority are 
established to do nearly every medical job from treating a smalJ cut to major 
surgery, from complex diagnostic routines to prolonged minimal care co11 --alescence. 
Very much more precise definition of aims is needed so that the new Lzsp~lals can 
do their job unencumbered by unsuitable traditions. 

The wider implications of training programme for Health Centre staff 

Doctors, it is clear, need new things added into their current ‘standard’ (i.e. Western 
based) training. It seems that these extra matters can only be built into the already 
long course by pruning the standard curriculum. Also, as the new system takes 
effect a whole generation of doctors may have to be retrained. 

Nurses and auxiliaries wJlJ need carefully tailored training. We are going to need 
many different kinds and in each of the disciplines we are going to need teachers. 

We are going to need district and regional organization and co-ordination, and some 
form of central diagnostic reference, organizations for training rosters, etc. 

We indicate below how these various things could be tagged, in balanced batches, 
to each of the ten District Hospitals in each district group, each hospital having its 
own distinctive responsibility and character. The aim is to recruit, train and use 
local people locally. 

I 

AuxiUarieo,drewrs 
Building planning 
Midwifery 

Some possible train& groups for District Hospitals 

2 3 4 

Nurses ^. . . . . Theatre auxiliaries Hospital auxilaries . . . . . . . sitennzmg 
Communications 

Anaestnesta Group narary anci alagnost8c 
reference 

6 

AuxiUar@generrl 
Rejects centre 
Paediitrics 
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Pharmacists and Dispensers 
Cardiology 

Possiile train& responsibilities for Regional Hospitals 

Radiotherapy 
Immunology 
Neurosurgery 

Advanced surgery 
Opthalmology 
Etc. 

7 8 9 10 

Laboratory as&tents Teaching hygiene NUlSG8 Records 
X-ray assistants Water supply Agriculture Administration 
Trrumatology Ante-natal etc. Sanitation Maintenance 
Neurology Family planning Public health assistants Burns 
Mental Nutrition Community development Planning co-ordination 

Schools involvement workers Statistical analysts and surveyors 



We propose that consideration be given to the basic training of auxiliaries in one 
sub-discipline plus a general basic famiharization course. Thereafter, and perhaps 
partly by correspondence courses, ‘specialist’ courses are added, the total number 
of courses taken and passed being the qualification of the auxiJJary, his salary being 
qualification related. The better quaMed auxiliaries wiJl, presumably, go to the 
small Centres where their wider experience wiJJ serve best. 

Within the rural network only, not including regional and central facilities, the 
figures for the Model and the macro-unit are: 

1 doctor/34,000 people 
1.05 beds/ 1000 people 

Ignoring the fact that the bed spaces in each Ccltre could be increased, we can 
reasonably expect &at the Regional Hospital, drawing patients from its own 
immediate orbit, wiJJ have twelve beds for these patients, and will have referrals 
from ten District Hospitals with 120 beds each, i.e. 1,200 beds in the group. With 
ten per cent referrals and a longer stay this means 240 referral beds plus 120 local 
is a minimum of 360 beds. We believe the Regional Hospital should also support 
at least one National Speciality Unit. This will bring the total of beds to say SSO 
(these fgures can only be very sketchy). This hospital can hardly run properly 
including specialization, training and research with less than fifteen doctors, allow- 
ing them to have no outside duties. 

Including the Regional Centre within the macro-unit we find 

111 Centres with 10 beds each 
10 District Hospitals with 120 beds each 

1,110 
1,200 

1 Regional Hospital with 550 beds 550 

Total 2,860 beds 

111 Centres serving 20,000 people each 2,220,OOO people 

10 District Hospitals with S doctors each so 
1 RegionaJ Hospital with 15 doctors 1s 

Total - 

Tllisis 1 doctor134,lSO people 
1.29 beds/1000 people 

We have figures which suggest that the current average figures for twenty develop 
ing countries in Africa show 

1 doctor/ 17,400 people 
and 2.2 beds/l000 people 

The macro-unit must therefore be seen as proposing a skeleton service. The 
number of doc&rsand the nu.mber ofbeds could be doubled wJthou1 the unit 
becoming Incurious unless existing average African conditions can be considered 
luxurious. On the other hand, figures are not available for auxiJkuies. How many 
‘auxiliaries’ are ‘worth’ one doctor? This question must be answered somehow if 
statistics are to remain useful in conununity medicine. 

Setting a Centre into the countryside 

Appendix 47, on getting up a Centre notes some of the detailed problems of 
actuaJJy getting a Centre built. Before a site can be selected however the riJ#t 
general area for the Centre Jtas to be located. Appendix 44, Figs. 4, S and 6 attempt 
to show some of the factors that could act on a district group to distort its simple 
flower-like ideal form. 

The maps cannot be comprehensive, but they illustrate that the District Hospital may 
be sited better if at the focal point for travel facilities rather than in the centre of 
the area. 
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Appendix 44, Fig. 4 
Shows part of an imaginary country. It can be assumed that there will be 
an existing hospnal tn tlarhour Town, - small hospital existing or proposed 
in River Town, and clinics existing or proposed in Plantation Town and 
Fisher Town. 
‘district unit’. 

Drawn over the map are ten mile squares and also a 
It is assumed that the district unit has appeared on this 

piece of map as a result of moving a series oi district units drawn to scale 
on transparent material round on a map of the whole country. 
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Appendix 44, Fig 5 
Shows a possible development plan on traditional lines for increasing health facilities 
and also shows an improved road between the Delta Swamp and the Agricultural 
Uplands. This road is proposed so that the new hydro-electrlc scheme is more 
accessible, and associated works will relate Fisher Town and Harbour Town more 
closely. The main development in medical terms will be in Harbour Town or in River 
Town, probably in the former as it’is bigger and has more people to justify the 
development. Such a development will not favour River Town over Plantation 
Town. 

(xii) 
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Appendix 44. Fia. 6 
Shows a qolrmon-amved at by following the principles discussed in tlli\ 
Appendix. 11115 wlutw mealIs a IICW road brtueen MI&& 1 I’S II ,I,; 
the Hjdro-Hectrlc Scheme and Agricultural Uplands. The cost t~f the 
traditional scheme against the cost of the macro-unit scheme can he 
worked out. the cost of the new road against the improved road in Fig. 5 
~;ln 1~ worked out, and the cost benefit to the communit) 1~~ tile new 
road can also he wlked out. II must be seen from this example that the 
macro-unit boiution is very great11 preferable to the traditional solution. 



. I  

-.. :_ it least,in this case. Fisher Town is not well served. but it is right on the edge of 
. -., the area, so the next door district group may offer an answer. River Town is also 

near the edge but is very well served by the new hospital. If the district unit 
is shifted so that the centre lies over Harbour Town so the existing hospital 
(wh$h is.obvlously a problem) can become the District Hospital. then the 
Agricultural Uplands are badly served and the improved road is still needed and 

.. a new bridge will be needed to the plantation area. River Town is 35 miles away 
by road, Fisher Town is 50 miles away and Plantation Town, even with the new 
bridge, is still 30 miles away. 

This example attempts to &w that the macro-unit and the district unit can be used 
as a method of tl&king about planning in real terms without expert knowledge. 
It is suggested that Interested readers should copy the map in outline, but assume 
that it is at haIf the scale shown, i.e. that each square is 20 miles by 20 miles. Four 
district units will then be needed to cover the map, and the problem becomes 
quite different. Alternatively it could be assumed that four district units had come 
to rest, centred one on each comer of the map, leaving a gap in the middle. This 
again gives a completely different problem. The solutions to these problems are 
always stated in medical terms. 

Appmaches to planning 

When setting out to produce any form of overall plan at a national level planners 
have a range of planning methods from which they can select.’ They can start 
from a certain point, usually the existing facilities, and expand outwards, they can 
start from a whole series of such points and fti in the gaps, or they can make some 
form of idealized statement and adapt it to existing .circumstances. The method 
chosen is more a matter of emphasis than anything else as each of the systems must 
take account of the others. 
method. 

The approach of this report emphasizes the thiid 

It is currently believed to be essential to conduct surveys before beginning to plan. 
The results of these surveys will, it is hoped, indicate the nature of the problem that 
is to be solved. The fallacy of this approach is obvious: the results of the survey 
will depend on the skill of the surveyors, how the questions are phrased, asked and 
answered, and how the resulting answers or lack of answers are processed. To give 
an obvious example, the answer to the question ‘is leprosy a problem in your 
district?* could be ‘No’ for four totally contradictory reasons: 

1. ‘There is no leprosy in the district ,’ 
2. ‘It is rife, always has been, we have no methods of treatment for it and no 

interest in attempting to treat it, 
3. ‘We have a leprosy problem, the disease is not widespread, we have it contained 

and are doing very nicely, thank you,’ 
4. ‘Yes, we do have leprosy, we think we ought to be treating it although we 

are not and have no Mention of telling you about this failure.’ 

In countries with very well developed health systems reasonably precise surveying 
to establish reasonably precise ends is Important, but in any country with a less 
well developed system it can usually be said that any facility will be welcome. The 
question then is, what kind of facility can we afford in staff and money terms? 
This question can only be answered securely when someone has said how much 
money can be afforded and how many staff are likely to be available. We hope to 
have put forward in this Appendix in the form of the macro-unit the bones of a 
complete organization which can be applied at a national level. Poorer countries 
will be forced to build smaller Centres with fewer staff than we propose: richer 
countries may build more elaborate Centres with more staff. But the object 
remains the same in all cases, and we stress and re-stress that the planning problem 
at the root Is not one of money and staff but one of travel and communications and 
geography. 

Few national plans are produced initially entirely in ideal terms. The planners’ 
instructions are likely to read, ‘How many Health Centres can we have ln the next 
so many years for so much money in such and such an area?’ The idea of more or 
less public forward commitment to very large plans is not one that is received with 
joy in political situations. In the medical planning field this thoroughly practical 
tendency to drag the feet receives apparent support from the often repeated idea 
that it is actually rather a waste of time planning anything in the medical field 
because everything is going to have changed so much by the time it is built that it 
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will not really be worth building it anyway unless it is ‘flexible and amenable to 
change’. If adequate forward policy planning is carried through this problem can 
be greatly diluted. 

The fust question remains; where between walking and helicopters are we to set 
our communications systems over the next f&een or so years, and can we relieve 
our medical problem by tying it in with other programmes such as roads, land 
reclamation and the siting of industrial areas? 

We try to show that health is very march bound up with education and note that 
health and education absorb very high proportions of most national budgets. We 
are in fact suggesting that health planning and management can and should be seen 
as the principal social function of the state. 

Using the nmcra-ti to establish an overall outline plan 

People with limited experience in developing countries or an entirely theoretical 
understanding should understand that the solutions to the problems discussed in 
this Appendix are very, very complicated. The complication works two ways. 
Fig.7 below shows the mainland of the British Isles ‘satisfied’ by two macro-units. 
A country the size of England ‘needs’ only twenty four hospitals. This is obviously 
nonsense in terms of population density, but in terms of a much smaller density 
this suggestion should bring home the appalling communication problems in terms 
of simple distance alone. Two district units side by side would reach from the 
centre of Bristol to the centre of London. 

Fig. 8 shows the same number of units in the bottom part of India, In terms of 
covering the ground the problem in India is immense. India, like the UK, has 
areas of high density; but also huge tracts of wilderness. One cannot squeeze 
solutions from the macro-unit like toothpaste from a tube. 

Fig. 9 shows .the same units on a sketch map of Africa. Here the problem is 
very often one of very sparse populations which complicate the issue by being 
nomadic. The macro-unit works as an idea down to an average density of 77 
people to a square mile, and can therefore be used overall as a calculator,but the 
average results must be readjusted area by area to the facts of geography and 
population, people and money. 

al Hospital 

One district unit - 

7 

1, -A 

\ 

Regional Hospital 
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Appendix 44, Fii. 8 
A map of India with the 
same Mnlber of unita 
al~paedaaill 
Fii. 7. 

Appendix 44, Fig. 9 
A map of Africa wiih the 
same number of units 
superimposed as in 
Fii. 7 and 8. 

‘\ 
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::.- ., ,.‘._ .’ .,:” _ A series of macro-units could be drawn on transparent material to the same scale as ;1, ‘. ;-,,-- , a ‘map of the country concerned, and then laid over that map allowing not more 
1’ , 

than 30 per cent wastage for overlapping, or for parts of the tracing overlaymg 
the sea or neighbourhrg countries. Used with a good will these tracings could 
give a rapid and tolerably accurate prediction in general terms or in some detail of . almost any aspect of the health delivery network. The figures resulting from such 
a study would have to be adapted by reference to approximate densities but these 
can be further adapted to any particular country by adjusting the working party’s 
base figures to suit the desired or practical staffing conditions for 1 given country. 

The results of an initial exercise carried out in this way may be very unhelpful. 
The~implications may be that many Centres and hospitals are needed in totally 
unpopulated areas or in vhtually inaccessible mountains. By removing the tracings 
from such areas and reshuffling the remainder to cover gaps, better results may be 
obtained. It may be found that geography dictates one-and-ahalf macro-units in 
one place and one-third of a unit only somewhere else. This still gives an answer of 
some sortand some use, this answer being phrased In terms of a medical organization 
and not in terms onlv of are-existlne facilities. __ ____ -- ~--_--- --, --a -- ---__ ----~-_- 

,- 

Without attempting the immensely complex task of positioning, sizing and working 
out individual Centres, then working out staffing and then fmdhrg the resulting _ 
proposals give requirements that cannot be met, the trachrg approach may offer- 
useful initial general answers. 
77.7 persons/square mile. 

The macro-unit covers population densities averaging 
It appears to work 30 per cent down, i.e. at an :iverage 

of SO/square mileand 400 per cent up, an average of 2OO/square mile. As the basic 
Model Centre works best in its own immediate orbit at 200 persons to the square 
mile the macro-unit will clearly cover very wide variations of population without 
the basic maths becoming useless. In these terms the macro-unit can be seen as a 
predictive tool. 

As a planning tool the macro-unit requires very thoughtful handling. It may 
propose a District Hospital fifteen miles away from an existing hospital, and a 
Regional Hospital ln an inaccessible area. 

The existing hospital obviously calls for an intelligent compromise, but if the 
Regional Hospital seems, in medical and organizational terms, to be in the right 
sort of place although currently inaccessible, it may be that the place should be 
made accessible. In view of the high proportion of a national budget that health 
delivery absorbs this otherwise silly-sounding proposal might repay study. 

Clearly there are many parts of many countries where the macro-unit is quite 
useless. Widely dispersed desert communities or extended river bank communities 
are special problems. What we have attempted is the production of a planning 
tool which will allow for the plotting on to a map of health facilities which will 
make overall as opposed to piecemeal development a reality! 

At least the macro-unit sets an overall standard which, if it cannot be met by other 
means, should obviously be adopted. 
international discussion. 

Moreover, it may form a basis for useful 
Even if no one likes it at least everyone could discuss the 

problem in the same terms. 

It must be remembered that nothing in this report attempts to account for mobile 
clinics, including for instance flying doctors, or for qualifted medical staff of any 
sort whose time is principally involved in (1) teaching their dlsciplhres, or (2) special. 
ization benefitting a limited number of patients, or (3) research, or (4) medical 
ancillary services such as blood product work. In a country with a comparatively 
small population accepting a high ratio of patients to fully qualified doctors these 
latter groups can make an alarming reduction in the number of doctors available 
to serve a population. 

cMllnunity can6ewation in phulnlng 

Throughout the more highly developed countries there is a growing attempt to 
establish a new balance ‘between man and nature’. Whether this is to do with 
‘identity’ or with the dignity of appearing to be self-supporting or with a mere wish 
to escape from the crushing machinesinto which our cities are turning it is imposs- 
ible to say, But it seems possible that the ‘backwardness’ of rural communities 
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maybe their major asset. It is to be hoped that health planners will respect the 
structure of communities and not try to drag them into the middle of that kind of 
tcivilizatio~ we are learning to mistrust. 
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Where towns are salubrious, reasonably affluent and can offer good job opportuni- 
ties there seems to be no point in attempting to keep people out of them. Where 
towns are overcrowded and unpleasant and unhealthy, then anyone interested in 
the overall health of a rural community wilI want to offer to members of that 
community good reasons for not leaving the community and going to the towns. 
This means providing an income equal in overall terms to that available in the 
towns, and distractions that at least equal the apparentdistractions of the towns. 
Sports, agricuIturaI Improvements and the encouragement of local crafts and 
manufacturing are all that one can suggest. 
and attempt to extend the range. 

We should think about these subjects 
In many countries these problems and the 

possibility of dealing with them must seem many years away. In others. however, 
action can be taken now. 

R6bIems in the future : ongtiing case 

Rural health services wiIl need at least ten years to reach maximum effectiveness, 
which gives ten and probably twenty years to cope with the bones of the problem. 
During this time communications should improve and the overall picture will alter 
generahy. But specificahy, as the less complex aspects of the health problem are 
dealt with, the general standard of care will have to rise. Training programmes 
must look forward to this happening. 

As child health and family planning make their impact, the problem for Health 
Centres will shift from maternity and child care to more standard adult problems. 
This shift must also be anticipated. 

Further, as communications improve so the posting of patients to larger hospitals 
becomes easier. There can be no doubt that the District Hospitals we are looking 
at may be small and could at least double in size before becoming at ail unwieldy. 
They should be planned to accommodate this expansion, and doctors should be 
trained to work in this kind of hospital. 

Reducing families and increasing general health breaks the poverty bonds that stick 
families together. This, classically, results in a movement to the towns by the 
younger people, leaving incapables, the aged, the infirm and the mentally disturbed 
zeF,e hands of the community. What will be the District Hospital’s responsibility 

Will Health Centre staff be trained eventually to cope with this problem of changing 
social structure? Will the reliance on the Health Centre for so many forms of 
guidance we are encouraging lead to an emasculated population unable to cope 
with its own problems? It seems likely that the Health Centre should disengage to 
some extent from the population it serves as the quality of health care increases. 
The current tide of opinion in favour of Health Centres may possibly be seen as a 
passing phase. 
importance. 

The success of the Centres should lead to their progressively losing 

The next phase is the extension of our thinking into making an on-going community 
health care structure. This is a complex subject much involved in politics. But it 
seems worth while asking if there is anything we can do now to ease into this next 
phase. First, there is the expression of the community as a community - the 
making of ‘a social environment to which one not only belongs but of which one is 
proud. The social area is the beginning of such a transfer of community from a 
ritual to a more formal basis. Immediately one must think of a ‘Youth committee’ 
whose useful object is to engage and maintain the interest of school children in the 
kind of service to the community to which we hope they will become conditioned. 

There is also a responsibility in food growing. 
is mobility. 

Well managed crops mean cash, cash 
Mobility is important in a society changing from a family structure! to 

an individualiitic structure. Subsistence agriculture can be improved, but making 
people stick to fairly hopeless land where there is an alternative is not acceptable. 
A national layout of he&h facilities should rightly take account of possible rural 
resettlement. 
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Tlii design of simple operating thutres 

It is common knowledge that the ideal operating theatre is a new table of some sort 
in a fresh sunlit field on a cool summer day, using new instruments and apparatus 
and throwing everything away at the end of the-procedure, moving to a new field 
for the next procedure. 

Each successive patient in an operating theatre is a danger to himself and the next 
patient, and is exposed to infection risk from the previous patients and the staff, 
the goods in the theatre, the fabric of the theatre itself and the air. The more 
theatres there are in a group, the more complex the layout, the-greater the risk of 
infection, cross infection and re-infect!.an. 

The ideal theatre does not exist. The best theatre for an unsophisticated hospital 
is an easily cleanable room with good cross ventilation from a non-infected area, 
well separated by an open lobby from infective sources but closely related to an 
area where patients recovering from anaesthesia or surgery can be visited by the 
anaesthetist or his equivalent without breaking what the organization in question 
decides is a reasonable and safe scrub routine. 

Traffic in and out of the room during a procedure should be kept to the absolute 
minimum. One sees attendants walking from theatre to theatre with a jug of 
‘sterile’ water topping up bowls. This is a lethal practice. One sees the floor 
sparsely mopped wrth a mop from an inadequate bucket of disinfectant between 
procedures. No mopping would possibly be preferable. One sees air conditioners 
recycling air through filthy ‘filters’, concentrating and broadcasting organisms 
through the unit. If air conditioning is used it must be very simple, the plant must 
be duplicated against breakdown where the plan relies on the air conditioning, the 
air must o&-be used once and drawn from a clean source (just above the roof or 
at the eaves is very wrong - wind pressure causes concentrations of organisms in 
these areas) and the air conditioners must be kept going all the time at low speed so 
that organisms cannot get into the ducts and breed ‘out of hours’. No air 
conditioning is infmitely safer than an incompetent amateur installation. In 
particular, air conditioning cools the building fabric. When the machine is turned 
off there can be bad condensation. 

The best possible operating room in a small hospital or Health Centre will stand 
more or less on its own in a clean part of the site, weB surrounded by air that will 
disperse incoming and outgoing infections. 

An acceptable method of cooling is a moveable floor-standing fan outside the 
theatre blowing in through the window in the same direction as any breeze. 

A reasonable size for a theatre is 15 feet x 18 feet, a good size 18 feet x 18 feet; 
20 feet x 20 feet is a big operating room. 
for which most lamps are designed. 

10 feet is a good height, and the height 

lamps. 
Quartz iodide lamps are cooler than traditional 

Beams supporting lamps from high ‘cool’ ceilings catch dirt and infection. 
Big spreading overhanging roofs outside the cleanable space will promote a large 
shade volume and make a cooler theatre. 

Anti-static boots are better than anti-static flooring as the latter, in alI its forms. is 
difficult to lay. Anti-static flooring plastics may not stand up to rough wear in 
primitive practice. High humidity renders explosions unlikely. Well laid terrazzo 
is very satisfactory, but dense and well laid cement screed with a proprietary anti- 
dust additive is easy to repair and replace and can be ripped up if not satisfactorily 
laid in the ftrst place. Smooth cement-rendered walls and ceilings with washable 
good quality paint are very acceptable. Tiles have joints which get dirty. 
finely jointed marble is available cheaply in some countries. 

Very 
This makes a good 

impervious wall finish, but it must be put up with no hollows behind it (fmd out by 
tapping with the knuckles and listen for a hollow sound) and should be thoroughly 
tested fust with the proposed cleaning compound. 

Sterile supplies can safely come in simple packs in linen on cafeteria trays providing 
there is a pressure-steam autoclave to the specifications noted in Appendix 15 on 

a sterilizing. They can be carried in this way safely and over reasonable distances 
but must be kept dry. If there is no pressure-steam autoclave a flash sterilizer (see 
Sterilizing Appendix) can be used but wrapped goods are safer. If there is no 
autoclave of any sort a large stock of infrequently used instruments prepared with 
very great care may give adequate results, but procedures attempted must be kept 
uncomplicated and well spaced, three or four in a day probably being a maximum 
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in any given room. A doctor visiting and anticipating he will have to do operations 
could carry hospital prepared theatre packs with him. With care very few instru- 
ments are needed. 

These notes may appear to be offensively simple, but if there is almost nothing 
to go wrong less things can go wrong. Modem operating theatre Jesign attempts 
to pack lots of theatres into a manageable area with the object of feeding. lots of 
patients through the system with an acceptable infection rate. These criteria 6 re 
totally irrelevant in Health Centres and rural small hospitals. 

Isolation, good natural ventilation from a clean source, radical simplicity and 
common sense are the principle features of unsophisticated theatre design. 
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Figures .in themselves may be ! true’ or not. ‘The average population density of 
* somewhere is 180 people to the square mile’ may be true if the count was 
right, if the area was measured right (did they Include lakes?) and if the maths was 
done correctly. Gnly in the broadest terms is the figure any use. We need to 
know the proportion of urban against rural population, any virtually uninhabited 
areas and their size and how many big towns there are before the figure becomes 
truly use&I. Setting up comparisons is useful. ‘The average population density of 
somewhere is 180 per square mile, and somewhere else ‘which is similar geographic- 
ally is only 105’: if the reader knows one he knows a lot about the other from the 
simple figures. Alternatively ‘somewhere, a grasshrnd economy, has an average 
rumI population density of 10 persons to the square mile whereas somewhere else, 
a plantation-economy, has 105 average rural population density’ tells us a great deal 
that could be useful without reference to the countries concerned. Faced with the 
lack of the most basic organized statistics for all the countries where the Model 

:. 
might be used the working party has evolved the macro-unit to cover a big enough 
area and sufficiently widely varying population densities to make the theoretical 
planning exercise ‘realistic‘ (see Appendix 44). We list at the end of this 
Appendix the kind of generalized figures we have used, or, in some cases, guessed 
a 

T 

. We have found it encouraging that the auxiliary based Health Centre network 
we discuss responds to changes in situations in a way which traditional hospital 

( based care systems will not. 

We have found that some studies which would, we thought, be helpful in putting 
together a Iist of usefirl figures have not been helpful. Too often the studies, 
however welI intended, have not been planned or published in a form which stands 
questioning. It is no good setting out to study ‘The Effect of Auxiliaries on Health 
Care Delivery’. The study would take far too long and is lacking in definition. 
‘A study of four same sized areas with similar problems of malnutrition and similar 
populations to compare the effects on the problems of malnutrition introducing: 

1. a hospitat based system to area one 
2. a mobile clinic system to area two 
3. a resident auxiliary to area three 
4. leaving area four without care (in order to establish control conditions) 

the comparison to be made with reference to cost (which is taken to 
include . . . . . . . . . . . ), to efficacy, which sh& be judged against improvements in 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . deficiency and apparent number of new cases of the following 
diseases . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . and with referencti to long term benefit over the next 
. . . . . . . . . . years which does not form part oi thi: present study but has been allowed for 
planning the study’ is precise if complicated. 

i 
Such a study would have to indicate 

why the areas chosen are similar, wou:‘d. have to defme ‘cost’ (does it include costs 
of training personnel?) What the current deficiencies are (not might be) and how 
the diseases that are to indicate progress are to be categorized and what constitutes 
a ‘new case’ and what the incidence is at the beginning of the study in all four areas. 
The method of treatment should be the same in each area, as should teaching 
methods and the methods of collecting information. Specially clever people and 
extra special efforts and equipment should not be used. The study is set to test the 
comparative effectiveness of auxiliaries in the community as opposed to visiting teams 
or hospitals. All three groups would have to do everything in their areas - not just 
deal with nutritional problems. The study would cost quite a lot and would hwe to 
nin for at least two years, but at the end of the study clear if limited answers 
would be available. 

* The study outlined above might have useful side effects. It might be found that 
the hospital and doctor orientated areas did much better with some conditions and 
not so well with others. This might indicate the lines for a further study, but 
should not confuse the limited aim of the study. The answer to the study might 
be that results were equally good in the chosen fields but that the audiary did the 
job at a much lower cost. 
for the auxiliary. 

This would, in the terms of the study, show a preference 
If, on the other hand, the auxiliary did desperately badly on 

other matters such other matters should be reported in the published results so 
that the reader can have a chance of interpreting the results. 

Another kind of statistic we have met is ‘Fluctuations in admissions to hospitals 
by age, disease etc. throughout the year. Such figures are very Interesting if you 
know the country, how travel is affected by rains, when is seed-time and when is 
harvest, when are most children born, is there a migratory population etc. This 
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1. kind of statistic should be the starting point of a study entitled ‘Would treating the 
.‘. following conditions . . . . . . at village level stop the annual peak of hospital admissions 

~” in such and such a place and culture and would such prior treatment be more or 
less expensive than dealing with the peak at hospital level’. _ 
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Doctors in hospitals have traditionally set out to treat almost every known 
condition. Only facilities and qualifications have limited the range of work that 
can be done. It has therefore been possible to build a hospit&and open its doors 
to whoever comes with whatever condition. Auxiliaries wiIl have more liited 
aims and facilities. When a new Centre b opened it is very important to. set clear 
aims for it. 
effect. 

Unless clear aims are set it will not be possible to judge ihe Centre’s 
Within each set discipline measnrable aims are needed, and the possible 

effect should be assessed before the Centre starts work. If a detailed prior surley 
cannot be carried out, then an experienced person or team must sit down and list 
probable problems and possible solutions and means for putting the solutions into 
effect. The costs and resources shotdd be listed and numbers of staff and their 
appropriate train@ estimated. These lists then form the statistical basis for the 1 
future internal evaluation of the scheme - is it running behind or ahead of forecast? 
Ideally a scheme of a different sort serving the same kind of population will be 
recorded and analysed in very much the same terms. Given these conditions it is 
possible to ask ‘are we doing all right, are we doing the right thing, and perhaps we 
ought to try so and so?’ 
much use. 

Unless statistics can serve these purposes they are not 

Finally, statistics can be bent. The bending can vary from ‘auxiliaries 100 per cent 
successful in surgical work’ (what were they doing?) to ‘major study reveals that 
auxiliaries caused more deaths in certain fields than malnutrition’ (what fields - 
brain surgery? or how does an auxiliary cause malnutrition? or does an auxilia 
not trained to remove appendixes ‘cause’ the death of a patient he cannot treat? 
Insufficient information is given. 

7 
Graphs can also be used to make points that 

do not exist or else the graph itself can be described as opposed to the subject. 
Thus a graph showing smvivaI rates will dip when deaths increase in number and 
frequency giving the possible interpretation l kiIler disease - dramatic drop shown 
in Ministry tables’. Similarly, a graph with two lines, one showing national birth 
rate the other specific treatments given could lead to ‘treatment fails to keep up 
with growing population’ when the fact is that progressively fewer treatments are 
needed because the condition is well under control. 
to dramatic effect. 

Graph scales can also be used 
This is shown in Fig. 1 following, where the last 20 items in 

say 10,000 cause a ‘dramatic rise’. Fig. 2 puts the same rise into proper perspective. 
The statistics given in this Appendix are very broad indeed. We hope this wiIl 
make it difficult ta prove things with them that they were never meant to prove. 

10,010 

10,005 

1972 19j3 19$4 

Appendix 46, Fig, 1 
‘Dramatic Rise!’ achieved by 
starting at 10,000, then going 
in fies. 
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1972 i9i3 1674 

Appendix 46, Fig 2 
The truth behind the ‘Dramatic 
Rise’ in Fig. 1. 
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somegatemlstatistics 

1. Sizes of ‘Health Care Blocks’ 

Iudia from 80,000 - 200,800 people depending on density 

N&es+ (1965) 1 dispensary per 15,000 - 25,000 people 
1 maternity home per 30,000 people 
1 leprosy village per 100,000 - 300,000 people 

llllareport 1 Centre per 20,poO people 
1 ‘district group’ per 200,000 people 

2. Size of population seen by auxiliaries in Health Centres whose referrals will 
keep one doctor acting traditionally busy - 50,000 

3. Acceptable travel distances for patients to Health Centre and hospitals: 

This leport to Health Centres, 5 miles in reasonably open, reasonably 
flat countryside 

Zunbh to hospitals 

1 patient in 2 from 3 miles average distance 
1 patient in 3 from 4 miles average distance 
1 patient in 5 from 12 miles average distance 
1 patient in 17 from 16 miles average distance 
1 patient in 46 from 23 miles average distance 
90 per cent of patients came from within 20 miles 
8 per cent of patients came from within 30 miles 
2 per cent of patients came from within 100 miles 

(most, but not all, were referrals) 

4. Travel& speeds 

lllis report Allowing six hours for referral trip by available transport: 

Walking at 3 miles per hour - 18 miles (very good walking!) 
Bullock cart, 3 miles per hour - 18 miles 
Vehicle - 30 to 300 miles depending on roads etc. 

Where the terrain is very difficult these figures will be very much reduced. 
In high altitude mountainous country in a cold season three miles might 
be an impossible journey for a sick person on foot. Biver travel will 
depend on craft and current. Travelling down a swift flowing stream a 
canoe or dugout may achieve 12 - 15 miles per hour but might find the 
return journey impossible. 

5. Population distributions 

Generalized Developing countries - urban 25 per cent rural 75 per cent 
Europe - urban 75 per cent rural 25 per cent 

6. Age distribution 

Generalized Developing countries: 

under fives 
five to fifteen 
adults 

Europe: 

20 per cent 
25 per cent 
55 per cent 

under fives 
five to fifteen 
adults 

under fives 
five to fifteen 
adults 

5 per cent 
15 per cent 
80 per cent 

40 per cent 
15 per cent 
45 per cent 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

Attendances and Admissions 
Outpatient attendances at typical Centres: 

adult mate approximately 10 - 15 per cent 
adult female approximately 30 - 40 per cent 
children including 

under fives approximately 40 - 60 per cent 

Inpatient admissions at typical Centres: 

adult mate approximately 5 per cent 
adult female approximately 70 per cent 
children including 

under fives approximately 25 per cent 

These figures reveal the bias to maternity and child care in existing Health 
Centres and should prompt hard questions about training and intentions. 
Attendances at urban hospitals in developing countries: 

adult male 25 per cent 
adult female 30 per cent 
children including under fives where such clinics 

Nn 45 per cent 

Admissions to urban hospit& in developing countries: 

adult male 30 per cent 
adult female 48 per cent 
children in&ding under Bves where adequate facilities 

exist 30 per cent + 

l This figure can be very misleading. Exported Western practice takes 
little account of children, with well under 20 per cent of the population 
qualifying for a potential place in a children’s hospital (see section 6). 
in some developing countries about half the population are potential 
children’s bed occupiers. 

Proportion of patients seen at hospitals that ‘could have been dealt with by 
auxiliaries if seen earlier’. 

lndia (‘Contact’, 17th October 1973) 

Outpatients + 50 per cent 
Inpatients + 45 per cent 

N.B. These are hospitals under great pressure. Also note that this study, as 
published, did not defme either what the auxiliary was to do or what 
proporuon of those, diseases which auxiliaries could have. treated earlier 
(called ‘preventable’) could have been further reduced by sanitation projects 
etc. But note further that approximately 50 per cent (in very round terms) 
of the patients going to the hospital needed, in the terms of the study, to see 
a doctor. Given a wider spread diagnostic net more doctors’ cases (called 
‘non-preventable’) would appear. Clearly hospitals are of vital importance 
unless auxiliaries are to be given wide ranging skills. Conversely, some 
authorities claim that curative work in hospitals has only a negligible effect 
on national mortality figures, quoting figures as !ow as one-and-a-half per 
cent which is ridiculously low when set against the cost of the hospital 
service and the figures quoted above. 
begin? 

Where does propaganda end and fact 

Ratios of doctors to patients 

Generalixed world-wide 1:2500 
better off countries 1: 1008 
worst off countries 1: 500,000 

These fqures are often used to show the imbalance and injustice of the world- 
wide distribution pattern of doctors. Whether the facts are ‘fair’ or not, it is 
certain that many countries must either accept nil effective health delivery 
or go for an auxiliary system. 
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10. Reds per 1000 population: 

world-wide 
better off countries 

- 2.5 to 3 beds per 1,000 

worst off countries 
- 8 to 9 beds per 1,000 
- 0.5 to 1.5 beds per 1,000 

Bearing in mind the admission figures given in 7 where 70 per cent of Health 
Centre beds are essentially for maternity work and bearing in mind that the 
worse off countries tend to rely on Health Centres it %viSl be seen that the 
fact is much worse than the fmres reveal. Something like 5 per cent to 15 
per cent only of the beds per 1000 shown will provide for the adult male 
population. in these countries there is no possibility of a hospital based 
care structure. 

11. Training times in developing countries 

6 - 7 years training from 18 years old - Doctors 
5 - 6 :/ears trainii from 16 years old - Nurses, Radiographers, 

lab technic& etc. 
4 years training from 16 years old 
3?4 years training from 16 years old 
3 months to 1 year training from 

16 years old 

- Midwives * 
- Assistant nurses 

- Junior lab. assistants, 
auxiliaries etc. 

*Midwife training is being lengthened in many countries at the present time. 

Doctors’ training does not necessarily mean ‘fully qualified’. 

It is very difficult to believe that 7% months average training from 16 years 
will adequately qualify an ‘auxiliary’. ‘Principals’ in this report are 
experienced nurses in most cases, with a five or six year training. 
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SettinguPaCentre 

Traditionally, governments providing health facility buildings tend to send officers 
to a place (possibly having asked some questions some time before) to start 
erecting a-building., When it is fwed the equipment arrives, then the staff 
arrive and open the doors. This approach is wasteful of the human resources in the 
neighbourhood. -It clearly makes budgeting more diicult if local people are going 
to help, but it se&s doubtful whether the extra administrative costs which may 
arise will exceed the possible direct money saving, and it is probabld that this 
early constructive involvement will form a good basis for future co-operation 
between staff and patients. This kind of co-operation becomes essential as the 
emphasis shifts from curative to preventive and community medicine. 

Staff can get a Centm going well before the buildings are completed. Early local 
contacts can be made, the schools having a particular role to play here, and the 
staff can get to know the district and its problems, meet agricultural advisers and 
establish contacts with the local hospital if one exists. 

Ideally we would’like to see some of the eventual staff starting right in at the 
beginning of the.project. To this end the following notes have been prepared 
bearing in mind people with restricted building experience and limited access to 
professional advice. As some people working for non-government bodies may 
wish to establish Centres, the notes go into some detail. 

You will be working with, or will need, the following: 
Exist@ Public Health Services 
Agricul~ Advisory Services 
~he&aal Structure and the Community 

Knowledge and understanding of the problem 
Eples to be adapted or followed 

Building materials 
Water 
Beads 
Bridges 
Accessibility 
Money 

Avoid 
Too small sites - see Appendix 41. 
Sites with a high water table, that is to say with standing water in the soil to 
within two feet or three feet of the ground surface. To test for this dig a hole 
in the wetter season (not when it is raining) and see how it iills up. 
a problem with a high ground water table. 

Drainage is 

Sites that will or may flood. 
Sites close to an existing fly source or, for instance, just downstream from a 
village latrine point. 
Sites unduly shadowed from the sun by.hills. 
Sites near the most difficult river crossing. 
Disputed land and land which is unacceptable in the local culture. 
Sites hemmed in with hills where a radio-telephone would not work. 
Inaccessible sites, however jolly the view tfrom just a little higher up’. 

At a centre of communications. 
Associated with an ‘organized’ village with a clear social organization, a sense of 
responsibility and a school. 
Slightly elevated. 
Well drained. 
Having a good water source or possible catchment or piped water. 
With a good disposal, burning and possibly a sewage treatment area down the 
prevailing wind. 
With its longer axis suited to the layout proposed. 
Big enough for an airstrip if possible or near a piece of road that can be used for 
this purpose. 
With access to mains electricity if available. 

(0 
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When resources - money - need _- staff - have been ascertained: 

1. Work out site size 
2. Sketch a plan and put sizes on it in general terms; use squared paper for this 

and allow 20 per cent minimum over what seems to be a good size. 
3. Look for a good centre of communications, or at least the best available - do 

this on a map with someone, anyone, who knows the catchment area. 
4. Rough on to a map approximate population spread and density. 

guesswork is better than siting a Centre by a stab in the dark. 
Inspired 

5. Go to the area that seems to be best and review the vihages and the people, 
the chiefs, the schools, the local agricultural advisers. 

. 6. Choose a reasonable site in or by a village that is somewhere near the bottom 
of a list of villages headed by the ‘niast and best run village’, but one that 
you think will be reasonably cooperative. The best villages will help themselves 

7. Check for water resources, then work back up the list of possible sites till 
you find adequate water by drilling, by spring or by run-off and storage. 

8. Use any local advice you can. 
9. ebe; land ownership, cost and availability, then have a meeting with the 

Thefimt‘sltemeetillg- 

This is to be a community effort and a community responsibility. 

Having made a preliminary selection of the site, the possibility of a Centre should 
be discussed with chiefs, teachers, agricultural advisers, and other leading members 
of the communities. It may be advisable to include any ‘folk’ doctors in these 
discussions, and it is clearly extremely important that any representatives of the 
government in the area should be fully informed of what is going on and should be 
given every chance to comment. The ideal object of this site meeting is to get the 
local people actually to ask for the Centre to be in their area, to tell them in simple 
outline what the Centre will do and what the community must do and to leave 
~~r~fmation in some suitable form for the local community to discuss . . . 

You should then take home with you answers to questions like ‘How much does 
the river flood?’ or ‘How much rain can be expected?’ 
area in wet and dry seasons. 

Ideally you will know the 

At this stage you should also stress that the Centre may well be built, not that it 
positively will; you should avoid promises on programmes if you possibly can. 
Few communities can maintain long-term enthusiasm about a project which is to 
them highly theoretical. There is perhaps some advantage in getting things moving 
on the ground at a comparatively late stage when you are sure of finance, staff, 
programme, etc. 

Following initial site selection you must establish legal ownership of land, costs, 
available money and staff, plans, equipping, availability of builders etc. 

It is suggested that at this stage you can use the Model plan or part of it. Whilst 
it may not be what you intend to build, it gives you something concrete to discuss 
with government, donors, builders and friendly people in the medical and building 
design professions. 

When you know more about the project, you should return to the site again and 
give it a cold reappraisal to see if it really suits your needs, which you should be 
beginning to know in very much more detail. 

Implementation of the projzct 

Having worked out your requirements from the Model plan and having decided 
either to use the Model or having drawn up your own version, it is time to return to 
the site and work up local enthusiasm. The site should be pegged out and cleared; 
leave as many good trees as possible, remembering that some very attractive large 
old trees may drop branches on your new building. Clearly this setting out should 
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$;.. __’ 

-;.-.-. : :: .)’ bed&e with local help. The social area-a&the host&ma, whitiare very much 
the cCuhunity’s contribution, should be given prominence in ‘the ritual of setting 2, .’ 7. out, aitd.it is important that an adequate appmachroad,be’&ured. The sinking 
of wells, the drain@ of land, and the digging of sewage lines can well be put in 

2,. ha&early as they require lirnlted technology and are very visible achievements. 
” I If water is to be collected by catchment, the catchment area must becleared and 

suitably prepared, and cisterns or water towers erected early as water will be needed 
during the building process. 

We have sited the store on the&de1 plan at the entrance to the site so that it ‘is 
easy. to get at without having to go through what may’ well be a rather muddy site, 
and suggest that this is the i%st~building that should be built as cement, building 
materials, block process@ etc. can be stored. securely and dryly. Additionally, if 
mud bricks are being used, they must be stored out of the rain. 

If e building period is to extend through a rahry season, you shouhl programme 
pessmMdy so far as works in the ground are concerned, otherwise the soil in 
trenches gets very wet and loses its strength leading to later subsidence of found- 
ations and the caving in of trenches. 

The following sequence of building has much to recommend it: 

1. Secure delivery of cement and stones, dig foundations, lay in foundations and 
stones over the area of the building putting smaller stoner on top and fm 
with cement. This initial Mshing cement can be quite thinly and-unevenly 
spread providing it has a reasonably sound top surface. It does not matter if 
it cracks. Do not forget to put into the groundwork any pipes that you need 
for electricity, water and drainage. 

2. If you are going to have a steel or wooden frame building, make the small 
bases in stone, brick or cement on which the columns will stand up to their 
prreew&.~ards the end of these works secure delivery of the frame 

. 

3. Now erect the frame and the roof structure and put the roof on. If you are 
going to hold the roof up with walls and not columns, use temporary timber 
or bamboo struts to hold the roof up and complete the walls up to it later. 

From this point on the building sequence is very much a matter of choice. The 
following points should be borne in mind: 

1. If concrete blocks are used they benefit greatly from being soaked in water 
for not less than three weeks and if possible longer, the same applying to 
pm-cast reinforced concrete lintels over doors and windows. 

2. If you are using a cement screed floor, lay it on at least two inches thick and 2. If you are using a cement screed floor, lay it on at least two inches thick and 
preferably thicker, lay it all in one go, and turn the edges up as a skirting not preferably thicker, lay it all in one go, and turn the edges up as a skirting not 
less than four inches. less than four inches. As soon as the cement is reasonably hard, pour water As soon as the cement is reasonably hard, pour water 
over it to the full depth of the skhting and leave the water for at least three over it to the full depth of the skhting and leave the water for at least three 
days and preferably longer. days and preferably longer. This ‘cures’ the cement. This ‘cures’ the cement. You will obviously You will obviously 
have to block up outside doors to stop the water pouring out and you will have to block up outside doors to stop the water pouring out and you will 
hazeo build internal partitions to at least skirting height before laying the hazeo build internal partitions to at least skirting height before laying the 

. . 

3. All timber should be treated with an anti-insect fluid. It is essential that a 
coloured fluid be used, and if the only available fluid is clear, then put ink or 
dye in it so that everyone can se-e what has been treated and it becomes 
unnecessary to ask. Where the ends of timbers are being built into the walls 
it is necessary to stand the timbers on their ends in buckets of preservative. 

4. The Building Research Station in England has suggested that a concrete sill 
sticking out all round the building, six inches to nine inches off the ground, 
protruding four inches or five inches with a substantial rounded groove in its 
under side, will discourage termites. 

5. No wood should be left in the ground. 

6. Drains at ground level round buildings that do not have gutters are essential 
as they catch water nmning off the roof and stop it churning up muddy 
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puddles. If the precast concrete variety, common in most countries, or 
some equivalent local product cannot be afforded, lay bands of stones and. 
gravel around the building in trenches, the bottoms of the trenches sloping’ 
away to soak pits or surface drains. 

7. Where you thh3k there will be a lot of traffic on a particular line, there is 
much to be said for laying some form of hard surface in wet countries. A 
simple form is a trench with a cross sloping floor filled up with stones and 
gl?ivCl. 

8. If you have a thin roof material you must ventilate the roof space, and 
aluminium faced foil, either plastic, paper or thin metal sheet should be laid 
over the top of the ceiling. This reflects heat very ef%ciently. 
such as fibreglass quilt, unless it is foil-backed, is unless. 

Insulation, 
Occasional boards 

should be laid over the foil so that dust can be swept off it periodically with 
a feather duster. Where climates have a wide range from hot to cold, 
insulation to keep the heat in will be necessary during the colal season. The 
ideal material is foil-backed fibreglass quilt over the ceiling foil tide up. Fly 
screening to keep out insects and birds, bats, rats and mice, must be put up 
to cover the ventilating slots at the eaves. 

In general terms the most important thing to achieve is community co-operation. 
This will cut the initial and maintenance costs radically and lead to a more 
meanmgful delivery of health care. In practical terms, the most important r-son 
is the builder or the person in charge of the building work and unless he is o r viously 
a rogue, his advice on structure, timber sizes, drainage etc. should be sought and 
followed. The sooner you can get the builder or building supervisor involved in the 
plannhrg stage, the better. 
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Orientation of buildings, their construction and environmental considerations 

nin water channels 
under ewea 

Fig 7. Roof supported on welts /’ 

/ , , 

Fig. 3 Roof supported on columns 
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Appendix 48 
Orientation of buildings, 
their construction 
and environmental 
considerations 

Appendix 48, Fig. 1 
The main futures of 
a building in a hot 
coulltry 

Appendix 48, Figs. 2 and 3 
Alternative means of 
roof support 
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Many stmplc materiats 
such as bamboo or . . otner types orwooaen 
pole 9 span up to 16 H\\ feet. but not much rmc 

Fxg. 
\ 

4 16 fior 5 mb, 4 
_-c- -- 

_I Jc,- 

-- 16 ft. or 5 m. \ 

\ 

Attern+~ly fairty rimple roof trusses can be made u 
and nquw more rkiU to construct. The simplest roo P 

to span longer diitances. Trusses coat more 
truss will give a span of about 24 feet, 7 metres 

which is not realty sufficient for a more complicated building. A truss can have an overhang 
beyond the supporting column or watl. c 

Still 16 ft. or 5 m. \ 
to. the next column \ 

If buttdIngs am being mass Produced, steel trussaa which will span 32 feet 10 metros, 
*PlifY construction, but witi be more expensivefhan local building methods. 

will 
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sizes and mate* 
for simple stNctum 

Appendix 40, Fig. 5 
Roof trusses 
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DimenslonEi in the Model 

The Model is designed with columns every 16 feet along the cutside walls and is 
16 feet or 32 feet wide. Walls could be put in instead of columns. The clinics. 
building is 32 feet wide, the wards and central facilities are 16 feet wide, as 
shown in the diagrams below. Trusses are not needed. 

Fig. 6 Wards 

Fig. 8 The size chosen for 
the Model givea a good 
aizs examtnation room. 
Ch tkb she?& the 
whir are rhown buiit 
into the walk 

/ \ 
\ 
\ 
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Appendix 48, Fii. 6 and 7 
Dimensions in the Model 

Appendix 48, Fig. 8 
An examination room 
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0 \ \ n 
Fig. 9. 16 feet gives a very 
generous room width for beds 
down one aide only. but is 
p;rz for beus down 

Fig. 10. If one wail is put \ 
outstide the columns then 
the beds can be put on both 
sides. omitting beds where HY 
necessary. 

If it is necessary to move the 
WAS ou@vards the roof must 
be extended. This makes 
the building more complicated 
but the diagram below shows 
how this can be done whist 
still using simple materials. 

Extensions can aiso be made 
at a leaser angIe than the matn 
roof to give better height 
at the outer edge 

Fig. 11. The edge of the roof 
can be pulled out to give 
extrashade or extra s ace 
inside as required in lg. 10. %- 
A row of small extra columns 
wiU be needed to carry the 
extension. 
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Appendix 48. Figs. 9 and 10 
Spacing of beds in the wards 

Appendix 48, Fig. 11 
Roof extensions 



Fig. 12. A ceiting with a ventilated space over it makes a 
building very much cooler. Aluminium foil laid over the 
ceiIing supports reflects heat very effectively. The celling 
adds to the cost but makes a big difference to living and 
working conditions. Good ventilation of the roof space 
above the ceiling ts essential. 
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Through ventilation Through ventilation 
of roof space of roof space 

/I /I 

Fiymesh is necessary Fiymesh is necessary 
to keep out birds, insects, to keep out birds, insects, 
rats and bats rats and bats 

ceiling can be of ceiling can be of 
board, whitewashed board, whitewashed 

At I&t 9 feet high, 
more pmferred 

Appendix 48, Figs. 12 and 
txllngs 

Scmening may be necessary 
where small rooms abut 
a bigger space 

srea \ 
\ 

Examination , \ 
room 

‘\ I-- % 
\ 

Fig. 13 I. W_here B big space abuts 
a number or smaller room&as 
in a clinic, screening may be 
necessary to 1 
of rhs smaller 

xoteci the-ceilings 
*cw?-- 

w 

, 
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%IIa $a.;.bL” :- 

concrete block 
orebnd mud 

Roofs may be :- 
Zinc, iron, aluminium 
or asbestos sheet at about 
15 degrees pitch; 
tiles at 30 to 35 degree pitch; 
thatch. either on its own or 
laid over metal sheettng. This 
is cool and stops rain noise. 

Floors tg; be :- 

cement 
beaten earth mixed 
$;ko;tnent, rf money 

inud and c&tent blocks 
woven bamboo, painted 
wattle and daub 

Wmdowa may be metat or 
wooden framed, louvrea 
or wooden shutters. 

pmniliag wind 

Appendix 48, Fig 14 
Materials used in 
construction. 
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Fig. 15 I 

Ideally the buildings are aligned east and west, 
facing north or south, and have a north or 
south prevailing wind blowing through. 
In the tropics the east - west alignment is 
most important to keep the sun out, but 
a compromise in alignment may be 
desirable in order to make use of the 
prevailing wind for ventilation. 

\ 
I 

A building facing due west 
suffers the most severe 

Appendix 48, Fig 15 
Orientation and 
ventilation 

A number of buildings 
should be laid out in 
parallel rows running 
esst and weet, ‘L’ and 
‘U’ sbgped buddings 
and square buildings 
do not gtve the best 
conditions for venttlation. exposure to the sun. 
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Shade and environment 

Unless air conditioning or other artificii cooling is installed, shade temperature is 
the iowest temperature adable. Trees planted round the buildings increase the 
‘shade pool’, but they can encourage insects. Grass round the buildings stops the 
reflection of the sun into them, but it must be kept well cut io discourage insects 
and animals. 

Through ventilation 

Fig. 1.6. Where the need for rooms makes 
it necesmry to build on both sidea of a 
central corridor the buikliog will bo 
poorly ventilated. Ventilation will be 
tmoroved bv towing an unenclosed 
spice bore ind the& to givo through 
vonti.lrtton. 

The Model Plan is based on a very simple structural ‘grid’ Of 16 feet by 16 feet so 
that simple materials can be used. The choice between walls or colunms, 
whether trusses are to be used or not, the selection of materials for roofs and 
walls etc. can only be made after seeing what is available in a given place. 

There is a detailed drawing at the end of the report showing a roof structure. 
The dimensions shown are for middle quality sawn timber. Poor timber 
will have to be bigger. Good quality timber could be smaller. A local 
carpenter should know the strengths of his own kinds of timber. 
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Through ventilation 



General 

CUSCO READINGS @U HEALTH. A collection of erticlos, including all CONTACTS (CMC 
paper) related to’basic health care and incorporating project reports. Compiled by Canadian 
University Service Overseas. (151 Slator Street, Ottawa, Canada KIP 5H5) 1973. Sections 
II - IV inclusive are particularly relevant. Topics included are: nutrition; hatornal and -;lild 

. health; family planning and population control; education and training projects. 

COMMUNITYHEALTH GD THE CHURCH. Edited by J.H. Hellberg, MD. Christian ’ 
Medical CornmIssion. (World- &ouncil of Churches, 150 Route de Ferney, 12 I 1 Geneva 20, 
Switzerland), 1971. 

HEALTH AND F DEVELOPING WORLD. By John Bryant, MD. Cornell University Press. 
Ithaca h London, 1969. 

* MEDICAL CARE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. Edited by Maurice King, MD. Oxford 
University Press, 1966. 

FAMiLY SERVICE CENTRE PROGRAMME. Description and analysis by Salwa Khuri- 
Otaqui, MD. Near East Ecumenical CommIttee for Palestine Refugea, 1971. 

AUXILIARIES IN HEALTH CARE PROGRAMMES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. 
By N.R FendelL John Hopkinn Rem. Baltimore and London. 1972. (Publlahed for the 
I& Macy Foundation.) 

NOTES ON STERILIZATION AND DISINFECTION. By J.C. Kelasy and I.M. Manaor 
(Miaalon Hospital Bulletin No. 38. May 1971). 

* CLINICAL MEDICINE IN SOUTHERN AFRICA. By G.D. Campboll, 
Y.K. Seedat, G. Daynor. Churchill Livinlptono, Edinburgh. 

SMALL WATER SUPPLIES, Bullotin No. 10. The Ross lnatitute, London School of Hygiene 
and Tropical Medicine (Keppel Street. London WClE 7HT). 

THE AR&Y MANUAL ON HYGIENE AND SANITATION 

RURAL SANITATION IN THE TROPICS. Bulletin No. 8. The Ross Institute. 

l OXFOkD POCKET DICTIONARY 

l BAILLIERE’S NURSES’ DICTIONARY Baiiro, London. 

HOW TO BUILD SERIES byA.E.S. Alcock and H,M. Rlchardr. Longman. 
How to bw to size and shape,. Reading Plans, 
How lo btuld for climate, 
How to plan your market, 
How to plan your village. 

Nutrition 

Appendix 49 
Reference reading in 
didion to a Model 
Redth Centre 

MANUAL ON FEEDING INFANTS AND YOUNG CHILDREN. By hf. Cameron and 
Y. Hofvander, Protein Advisory Group of the United Nations Systom. PAG Document 1. 14/26. 
1971. For apptication in the developing areas of the world with special reference to home- 
made weaning foods. 

CHILD NUTRITION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. By D.B. Jolllffo. US Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, Washington. D C, 1968. 

l NUTRITION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. By Maurice King, MD. Oxford Univorslty 
Ross. (PO Box 72532, Nairobi, Kenya), 1972. 

CONTACT NO. 23 - A GUIDE TO NUTRITION REHABILITATION. By Joan Koppart. SRN, 
SCM. Publiihsd by the Christian Medical Commission. 

Tho tield of nutrition is a very extensive ono. In addition to the above, material may be 
obtained from: 

OXFAM, 274 Elanbury Road, Oxford OX2 7DZ. England. 

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION, United Nations, Villa delle Fermo di 
CAracalle. 00100 Rome, Italy. 

CARIBBEAN FOOD AND NUTRITION INSTITUTE, University of the West Indies. Mona, 
Kingston 7. lamaica. 

CANADA/DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Information Division, Ottawa KlA OC7, 
Publications 1973. 

WORLD NEIGHBOURS (Newsletter) 5116 North Portland, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
73112. USA. , 

THE VISUALIZER (Newletter) US Department of Agriculture, Federal Extonrion Sorvice, 
Washington D C 20250, USA. 



‘TAICH NEWS Technical Assiitance Clearing House, 200 Park Avenue South, New York, 
NY 10003. USA. 

This material is of background use for specific areas. 

ENERGY AND PROTEIN REQUIREMENTS. WHO Chronicle Vol. 27, No. 11, Nov. 1973. 

NUTRITION PRIORITIES. The Journal of the Christian Medical Association of India 
Vol. XLVIII. April 1973. 

*NUTRITION IN TROPICAL COUNTRIES. By H.F. Welboum. Oxford University Press. 

Maternal and Child Health 

MOTHER AND CHILD HEALTH - DELIVERING THE SERVICES. By Cicely Williams and 
Derrick B. JeBIffe. Oxford UnIverslty Press, 1972. 

*PEDIATRIC PRIORITIES IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD. By David Morley. MD. MRCP. 
Institute of Child Health, University of London, 30 Guilford Street, London WClN IEH 
Butterworth and Co.. Publishers. 1973. 

.CHILD HEALTH CARE. IN RURAL AREAS - A MANUAL FOR AUXILIARY NURSE- 
MIDWIVES. Asia Publlshlng House, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, NY. USA. 

l CHILD HEALTH MANUAL FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSES. Department of Public 
Health. Papua, New Guinea. (Published 1956 and revlsed by D.P. Bowler, 1970’) 

l PRACTICAL MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH PROBLEMS IN TROPICAL AFRICA. 
By G.J. Ebrahim. East African Literature Bureau. Nairobi, Kenya, 1972. 

l OBSTETRJCS, FAMILY PLANNING AND PAEDIATRICS - a manual of practical 
nunagemenr for doctors and nurses. By R.H. Phllpott, ICE. Sapbe, J.H.M. Axton, 
Family Planning Aasocirtion of Rhodesia. 

l CHILD HEALTH IN THE TROPICS. By D.B. Jelllffa Arnold. 2nd Ed. 1965. 

*AIDS TO GYNAECOLOGICAL AND OBSTETRIC NURSING. By J.V. McNiven and 
REM. Wwne. Bailliere. 

T&dug and Utilization of Pammel 

INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP - HEALTH, MANPOWER AND 
THE MEDiCAL AUXILIARY. Cinrral editor Oscar Gish. Published by Intermediate 
Technology Group, 197 1. Famei1 House, Wilton Road, London SW1 

*ABC OF FIRST AID. A manual of instruction with illustrations arranged in alphabetical order. 
Published for the Brltlsh Red Cross by Educational Production Ltd., London. 1968. 

*MANUAL FOR VILLAGE HEALTH WORKERS. Health Development, Ministry of Health, 
Republic of Vietnam. 

l METHODS MANUAL FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKERS. Department of National 
Health and Welfere, Canada, 1970. 

l MEDICAL~ASSISTANTS MANIJAL. Bv G.B. Wyatt and J.L. Wyatt. McGraw-Hill 
International Book Company, Singapore. 

HOW MUCH OF THE DOCTOR’S WORKLOAD CAN BE TAKEN OVER BY THE A.N.M.s. 
UNICEF/WHO. 

INDG-DUTCH PROJECT FOR CHILD WELFARE. By Dr. Helen Gideon. UNICEF/WHO, 
1973. 

*OXFORD HANDBOOK FOR MEDICAL AUXILIARIES: 

a) Medicine. By F.1. Wright and J.C. Gould 
b) Swgerj. By W.G. Kerr 
c) Midwifery. By M. Fenson 
d) Anoesthetics. By J. Vaughan 

Oxford University Press. 

l NDS TO SURGICAL NURSING. By K.F. Armstrong and N. Jemieson. Ballllere. 

l AIDS TO TROPICAL HYGIENE AND NURSING. By W.C. Frerm. Ballllere. 

l AIDS TO PRACTICAL NURSING. By M. Houghton. Ballllem. 

l NDS TO MEDICAL NURSING. By M. Houghton and hf. Whitfon. Balllierec. 

l MIDWIFERY MANUAL FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSES. Maternal and Child Health 
Section, Deprrtment of Public Health, Papua, New Guinea, 1958 (Third Revision). 
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l MANUAL FOR TEACHING MIDWIVES. Illustrated hy A.M. Jonea. Federal Security 
Agency, Social Security Adtrdnistntion. ChRdren’s Bureau. 1948. 
This book is now conridered Jmost a classic as it was wrttten for nwse-midwives to instruct 
the traditional midwives. It ha6 been adapted for several communities, inChIding Alaska and 
Haiti. Use of Ianpage is reduced to a mInimum. Captions and illustrations tell the story. 

. MIDWIFERY MANUAL - A GUIDE FOR AUXILIARY MIDWIVES. By H. Cox. McGraw 
HIB Internationel Health BerIes. Singrpom. 1971. 

GUIDE FOR THE TRAINING OF NURSING AUXILIARIES IN LATIN AMERICA. 
Sdenti’Ac public&on No. 96. Pan-American Health Grganixation. Regional Office of WHO, 
(52 W 23rd Street, WashIngton D C. USA). 

THE HEALTH AIDE. By J.H. Slotten and A. Elman. Little, Brown and Co., Boston, 1972. 

MANUAL FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKERS. Published by Department of Social 
and Preventive Medicine, Unlvsrslty of the West Indies, Mona, Kingston, Jamaica. 

Some sources of Teaching Aids and Audio-Vii Material which might be helpful: 
TALC, Institute of Child Health, University of London, 30. Gullford Street, London WClN 1EH. 

CATALOGUE OF FILMSTRIPS FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT. Edited by Langford 
Dantiger. MD, 1971. Order from Peace Corps Development and Training Centre. Eacondido. 
California, 92025. USA. 

FAO FILMS AND FILMSTRIP CATALOGUE. Prepared by the Food and Agriculture 
Organixation of the United Nations. 1968. Film and TV Section, (via delle Ferme di 
Caracdla, 00100 Rome, Italy). 

INTERMEDIATE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT GROUP, Rwal Health Panel, Materials 
for l uxUIary teaching. Cameron David Morley, publkthad by 
Road, London SW1 

ITDA Ltd, Parnell House, Wiltop 
*_ 
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Records and Evaluation -.s-- 
EVALUATION OF PAEDIATRIC CARE FROM ROUTINE HOSPITAL RECORDS. By 
P.N. Swift and P.J.S. Hamilton. Journal of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene Vol. 76, Dec. 1973. 

OBSTETRIC CARE. An ante-natal record card for use in developing countries. By 
V.I. Hartfield. Tropical Doctor. No. 4, 1973. 

PATIENT RETNNED HEALTH RECORDS. By Murray Langssen. Co-ordinating Agency 
for Health Planning (c/45 South Extension, Part 11, New Delhi 110049) 

laboratory and Dispensary 

l A MEDICAL LABORATORY FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. By M. King. Oxford 
University Press. 

TROPICAL DISPENSARY HANDBOOK By C.C. Chesterman. Lutterworth. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY. By F.J. Baker. 
Butterworth. 

A LABORATORY HANDBOOK OF BLOOD TRANSFUSION TECHNIQUES. By A.D. Farr. 
Heinemann. 

* These publications should be available in the Model Health Centre. 

The Publishers would welcome any information which would improve the accuracy 
and adequacy of the above list of reading material. 

(iii) 
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Examples of Diagnostic and Tmtment routines serialized for use in liealth Qatres 

Reproduced below are two examples of a method of teaching and reaching diagnostic 
and treatment sessions designed to assist auxiliaries. These sheets illustrate the 
benefits to be obtained from stating a problem precisely and setting about solving 
it. The limit to the auxiliaries’ competence is set by the ‘send to doctor’ entries. 

These sheets have been prepared by and are obtainable from Management Sciences 
for Health, 1 Broadway, Cambridge, Mass. 02142, USA. 

Examples: 1. Severe dehydration 
2. Nutrition 

As the originals use colour they have been adapted for single colour printing in this 
report. The originab are easier to read. The series has been further refried and 
developed since the examples shcwn here were produced. 

Key to symbols : 

Condition and starting point 

follow arrow 

condition bad - abnormality 

condition good - normal 

action, treatment, medicine 

\ / condition in question 

go to relevant page 

( j-\ sendtoorfordoctor 

APPENDIX 50 
Exampies of Diguostic and 
Treatment routines serialized 
for use in Health Centres 



MODERATE DEHYDRATION 

Got0 
‘child-care’ 

Page 
I 

I Yes 

.i. 
Worse: Stupor, high fever, 

1 Uncontrolled vomiting 
Tetracycline 

I 

;;e=&lY x 3. 

(no mik I 
except breast) 

i 

- (over 3 x per hour) 
More dehydrated, 
weight less. 

-1 
* Ge-sol = Glucose electrolyte 

oral mixture 
(powder made up to 
1 litre solution) 



8 -_ 

’ Follow-up 
in 2-4 weeks 

Meaiure mid-arm 
NUTRITION ; Nutrition i circuit (Mac) 

i 

examination ---+ and height. * 
Record on chart 

I Send to 
vaccinator for 
BCG/SP if not 

pet given 1 
I ! \ 

! $ 

Yes 

Go to 
appropriate 
pages and 
then to 
3mmunize’ 

Yes 

Health, food 
preparation, 
dietary and 
hygiene 
education 

--- 

Over 80% 

I 
Yes 

\// No 

r 

1 

Y 
Give vitamin A 1 I 
8c D, iron and 
food supplement. 

I 

Return in one 
month (earlier 
if sick) 
- 1 

* In dome African countries 
mothers have kept the card 
and this has proved successful 

More than 
60% 

No edema 



A description of a small NNI Health Centre 

This report concentrates on a description of the Model Centre. We have noted that 
some Centres are run with smaller staff complements, and also note that smaller 
Centres are a necessary part of the macro-unit (see Appendix 44). This Appendix 
describes a small Centre, its staffing, the work it was established to do, its equip- 
ment and construction. The description is included without comment beyond 
pointing out that more than twenty years ago the foundations for modern interest 
in Health Centres were being firmly laid. 

APPENDIX 51 
A description of a small 
rural Health Centre 

ThesmalIruralHedthCentre 

In many countries of the Third World, particularly those in which the density of the 
population is of the order of 10 to 25 per square mile, a small rural dispensary or 
Health Centre has to provide both curative and preventive treatment for about 
5,000 people. Such a Centre may be in the charge of a medical auxiliary who has 
from one to five years of training. 

Supervision is undertaken by a doctor or qualified nurse working from a central 
hospital, clinic or office. Few dispensaries can count on such a supervisory visit 
more frequently than once a month. 

Drugs and dressings are supplied from government or mission stores. The variety 
available, and Lhe regularity of rep!enishment, vary enormously. 

Accommodation: In an area of about 6,000 square miles in the former Belgian 
Congo, complete coverage of the population was ensured by a programme of 18 
central Health Centres/dispensaries, to which were attached 36 rural treatment 
clinics. Most of the former developed from small and unpretentious wattle-and- 
daub clinics, situated in the principal village of each group, and originally served for 
the control of sleeping sickness and yaws. They were built and maintained by the 
local communities, under the tispiration and supervision of the paramount chiefs. 
They were transformed into buildings of brick and iron roofing sheets; the brick 
presses were lent by the mission hospital (the medical supervisory agency) and all 
local labour was supplied by the able-bodied men whose families would be the first 
and obvious beneficiaries of the Centre. When the Congo Welfare Fund was 
created, grants were made for the transformation of ten of these dispensaries into 
rural Health Centres. 

Population served at a typical Health Centre would number about 5,000 most of 
them living within a radius of five miles. 

Staff. One ‘infiiier diplome’ who had had a training of five years at the Yakusu 
Hospital. His wife was often an ‘aideaccoucheuse’, with a government diploma 
given after a supervised training at Yakusu of two years’ duration. Each satellite 
treatment centre was under the care of a helper who had had a training of three 
months at the Health Centre and regular periods of in-training subsequently. 

Programme. The ‘infumier was responsible for the implementation of the general 
medical policy as applied to the rural areas. This comprised: 

a) Treatment of common diseases 
b) Diagnosis and treatment of endemic transmissible diseases (e.g. yaws, leprosy, 

tuberculosis, venereal disease) 
c) Investigation of suspected cases of possible endemic diseases (e.g. typhoid, 

smallpox, poliomyelitis) 
d) Weekly clinics for: 

i. 
ii. 

babies under two years old, or under ten kg. in weight 
toddlers’ clinics for children of three to five years 

iii. ante-natal clinics 

e) Education and lecture demonstrations at the clinics, in the outpatient 
departments, and in the nearby elementary schools; cookery classes for the 
women 

f) Demonstration LU! gardening methods, composting, new varieties of seeds, etc. 
g) Encouraging the construction of more hygienic dwellings, latrines and rubbish 

dumps 

Buildings. Several plans were followed, according to the availability of money to 

6) 



cover costs of materials (cement, roofing sheets, steel window-frames, glass etc). 

Fumishhtgs: 

Waiting hall Benches 
Wall-charts 

Appendix 51 (ctd.) 

Consulting room Table 
Chairs 
Examining couch 
Cupboards 
Shelving (for records) 

Laboratory 

Operating theatre 

Microscope 
(complete with oil-immersion lens) for 
blood, sputum, skin smears, gland puncture, 
etc. 
Stains 
Reagents 

Table 
Chairs 
Primus stove for sterilizing instruments and 
dressings 
Syringes, etc. for intra-muscular and intra- 
venous injection 

Delivery room Delivery’bed 
Primus for sterilizing dressings and instru- 
ments 

Maternity ward 6 iron bedsteads (complete with sponge 
rubber mattresses, blankets, etc.) 

General ward 20 iron bedsteads and bedding, as above. 

Such a Health Centre served its purpose admirably: it was 

a) Inexpensive to build (twenty years ago it would have cost about E2SOO) 
b) Cheap to maintain: it needed no resident guard, or boundary wall. UI rlrttmg 
c) Convenient for consultations, clinics and demonstrations 
d) Conformable to the type of building that was becoming acceptable in the 

villages 
e) Not obviously imposed from above, or from outside 
f) Large enough to deal with the patient-load 

Volume of work. The Health Centre would see and treat an average of 100 patients 
daily. This figure takes account of the special clinics for’leprosy, yaws, etc. The 
average number of mothers and babies attending the infant welfare, toddlers’ and 
ante-natal clinics would range from 50 to 100 a week. 

The common laboratory examination would include: blood (malarial parasites, 
trypanosomes, haemoglobin, blood counts); stools (intestinal worms): sputum 
(for M. tuberculosis); skin smears (for M. Leprae, Sp..pertenue, fungij; urine 
(chemical and microscopic); gland puncture (for trypanosomes, M. Leprae). 
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Appendix 52 
Further drawings 
See Chapter III, page 9 

I 

l-l 

0 40 80 feet 

Appendix 52, Fig. 12 
The Model as a 25 bed 
hospital 

See room lists on page 10 and in Appendix 20 for explanation of letters. 
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Appendix 52, Fig. 13 
The Model extended to a 
125 bed hospital 

0 40 80 feet 
I...1 r... t - . . .a 
0 20 40 mete3 

See room lists on page 10 and in Appendix 20 for explanation of letters. 



Appesdix 52, Fig. 14 
Drains, sewers, and 
sevage dispod mea. 

See also appendix 38 

Earth closets shown, plus areas for 
moving to new pits. A good pit 18 
to 20 feet deep with reasonably porous 
ground will last for 2 years. 

where water is available for water-borne sewerage, 
the disposal area (pan+ septic tank, sewer plant) 
wifl have to be down ~III. and preferably down prevailing 
wind. On this plan two of the main possible diupoall 
areas are indicated as A and 8. The ncceasary elope 
from the furthest manhole (M/H) to the disposal 
point dictntes the fall over She whole length. 
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To sewage diaposd 

p” 
lntB,Myloo 

eet from buikliig 

B To sewage disposal 
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eet from building 

n 1 
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l- F 
To sewage disposal 

p” 
int A, my 100 

est from building 

9 

/ 

--w I 
I 

I M/J+2 t 
J ---~-F--F 

Drains should run down hill 
1 r 40 for 4 inch pipes. 
I : 60 for 6 inch pipes 

Examples: 
4 inch et 1 : 40, Iti is 11 feet 345 inches 
6 inch 

pipe 
et 1 : 60, fall is 7 feet 6 inchen 

4 inch 
pipe 

at 1 : 40, fell is 13 feet 2% inch- 
6 inch 

pipe 
pipe at 1 : 60. fail is 8 feet 9% inches 

Earth latrine for extended warda 

0 40 80 feet 
r ---- 
0 10 20 rietrea 



Appendix 52, Fig 15 
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